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The Nightmare
Inspired by a true fear

’m going to die on this plane.
“You’re being overdramatic,” my mom would say in her thick twang
of a Texan accent, and then reassure me with a comment about God watching over me and praying that I get to my destination safely.
Dying in a plane accident is a family curse. My grandfather was killed
when my dad was twelve as he was flying home on a business trip. His
plane, a small commercial airliner that would look puny and weak compared to the monsters in the sky today, basically fell apart while flying
through a bad storm. Everyone was killed. Eighty passengers, five crew
members. My dad, he’s still alive. His job allowed him to travel all over
the world, for business; the paycheck, for pleasure. I asked him one night
how he has the courage to fly all over the place for his job knowing about
what happened to his father.
“Well,” he shrugged, as if he’d been asked the same question several
times before, “I just think of it this way: whenever a plane crashes, I know
that they’ll learn why it happened, and find a way to prevent it from happening again.” I took it as advice, and since then it has been my security
blanket for whenever I stepped on a plane, which was frequent.
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Dying in a plane accident isn’t really a family curse. It’s just more exciting to think of it that way. I’ve flown my entire life, since as long as I
can remember, from the first time I flew by myself and all the way up until
now, and so far nothing has happened to either my dad or me. I have never
really had the fear of flying. Until recently. As in, the past year. It was
something that developed out of the blue, an allergy, and everywhere I
went, it was a dark raincloud that hung above my head. Every day I was
plagued with the fantasy (if you would call it one) of boarding a plane,
and something would go awry that would bring it down in fire and twisted
metal. I want to call it irrational, but I don’t think it is. I mean, here I am
on a plane once again, and the thought of it going down has burrowed
deep into my conscience and left a trail of all the ways this tin can of
sardines could malfunction. Deep down inside, I knew that I would get to
my destination safely. Like Dad said…
It was a full flight of 374 passengers on the United Airlines Boeing 747400. I was sat on the right side of the cabin in Row 56, Seat J—the middle—and four rows from the back near that one bathroom that always
smells.
I watched a documentary when I was a child about a commercial airline
that had crashed into an icy river, and only about eight people of everyone
on board survived. They had all sat in the back of the plane, which was
the only portion that wasn’t underwater. Ever since my innocent, young
eyes had witnessed the tragedy, I had always assigned myself seats in the
back. The safest part of the plane.
In the window seat was a middle-aged woman, shorter than I with black
hair pulled back tightly in a bun. Wires of hair poked out and looked like
they tickled her worn face, one with a few too many wrinkles; a hard
worker, but a happy one. She had hard, brown-almost-black eyes, but the
corners of her mouth curved a little too far upward for her to be an old,
cold bitch. I noticed a white rosary hung delicately from her neck, and for
a quick second, her eyes darted at me. She slowly grabbed her rosary, and
I looked away.
I attempted to avoid invading Rosary Lady’s personal space as I peeked
out the window. The workers on the tarmac loaded the cargo hold with
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luggage, tossing the bags in carelessly one at a time. The airplane cabin
smelled sour, as two babies a few flights earlier that day had regurgitated
their mother’s milk, and even though the stains were almost unnoticeable,
the smell was hardly similar. The air conditioning blew out warm air, and
the acrid, rotten onion smell of sweat rendezvoused with the very spoiled
breast milk in the hot climate of Los Angeles. It was a flight to Sydney, a
place I’d always wanted to visit and had tediously saved my money for. It
was a fifteen hour flight over the Pacific Ocean, and I lifted my glistening
wrist to check my watch. 7:30 PM. I looked forward to take off so I could
finally get some sleep.
I always remain awake during take off. It’s a ritual that I have always
followed since I was a teenager, feeling the rumble of the wheels on the
tarmac as we sped faster and faster down the runway, finally lifting off the
ground and hearing the wheels fold into their compartments, watching the
ground lift away, one mile at a time. I feel like a NASA control commander every time, waiting in anticipation for the ship to finally rise away
from the launch pad, for the famous Houston, we have liftoff!
The plane taxied across the tarmac and the flight attendants rehearsed
their script of emergency procedures for the umpteenth time while I pretended to pay attention. When I felt my stomach jostle as the plane lifted
from the earth, I attempted to finally get comfortable. I looked at Rosary
Lady, at Christ between her breasts as he peeked out from her hand that
still grasped him, maybe a little bit tighter this time. I had read somewhere
that in some cultures, whenever the plane lands safely, all of the passengers cheer as they celebrate another safe trip in someone else’s hands. I
wondered if there were some cultures that did the same for taking off.
As the plane ascended, the cabin began to cool, and I closed my eyes to
fall asleep.

I awoke to a quiet cabin, dark except for the nighttime lighting, an ocean
blue glow that allowed enough light to see your way down the aisle but
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not enough to be a distraction. I felt like a kid again, and I was in a submarine exploring the expansive depths of the seas, basked in the dying
blue glow of the sunlight as it attempted to break through the dark, open
water. I sat up straight and wiped a bit of drool from the corner of my
mouth. Rosary Lady was reading a book, halfway finished.
I checked my watch. 11:32 PM.
Around me sat a full load of passengers, some asleep, others reading,
others quietly talking to one another. A baby cooed a few seats ahead of
me, and the mother would quietly shush it to prevent a temporary meltdown of snot and tears.
Across the aisle, a large man sat asleep in the aisle seat, emitting a loud,
sudden snort of air every minute or two. Sleep apnea, probably, I thought.
I would hear my parents do that whenever we would visit the mountains,
so high up where the air was thinner and made it slightly more difficult to
breathe. The air outside of the plane was way thinner than where we stayed
though.
I looked out the window and was greeted by flashing lights of the airplane’s right wing. Red flashes, then white flashes. Red, then white. The
wing’s silhouette sliced through the large cloud that engulfed us, a storm
that was decided to be passed through as we boarded the flight. More
white flashes, quick and sporadic.
Lightning.
My heart began to flutter nervously, and I looked ahead of me, concentrating on the moving heads of the people sat before me, rocking side to
side simultaneously as the plane swooped through the incoming storm.
Ding! The ‘fasten seatbelt’ flashed on, and the overhead speakers crackled as a flight attendant began the routine announcement.
“As you may have noticed, the captain has turned on the ‘fasten seatbelt’
sign, so at this time we ask if you could please return to your seats and
fasten your seatbelts, and make sure that all loose belongings are securely
stored in the overhead compartments or beneath your seats. Thank you.”
Rosary Lady looked up from her book as the cabin began to tremble.
Christ swung slightly side to side like a pendulum.
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For the next ten minutes, the cabin gently jerked as it battled the strong
winds, the furious lightning that flashed as if I were a celebrity attempting
to ride through a storm of paparazzi, the rain that you could almost hear
over the hum of the engines. The baby a few rows ahead let out a long,
shrill cry every minute, and the mother tried her best to keep it calm. She
sang a lullaby to the shaken child, and it traveled throughout the deathly
silent cabin with every passenger now awake, and alert. The mother was
no louder than how she would sing in the privacy of her own home, but I
could hear her clear enough that if it weren’t for the turbulence, it would
put me right back to sleep. My palms grew sweaty as I gripped the armrests tighter. Like Dad said…
My stomach suddenly hopped up into my chest, and the entire cabin
erupted into cries as the plane dropped dramatically in altitude. The fuselage moaned in the stress of the turbulence, a sound almost ghostly with
the frightened passengers’ screams accompanying it. Rosary Lady now
had Christ in a death grip as she held her rosary up to her chin, and I made
a bet with myself that she was praying.
The white fluorescent lights flickered on as the plane continued to rattle
and rock and dip and lean. I could see everyone holding on to their seats,
or the seats in front of them as I soon did. I glanced at my watch. 11:45
PM. I looked at the row across from me and saw the large man, his eyes
squeezed shut and his face red, his hands even more red as he gripped the
bottom of the armrests for dear life, and his knuckles so white I could’ve
sworn I saw bone.
A mechanical groan split through the air as the plane dropped again, and
then fell to the right. I watched everyone’s bodies bounce to the side, their
arms gliding through the air almost like a choreographed dance number.
We looked like nothing more than ragdolls as the laws of physics acted on
us, strapped into an out of control piece of machinery. Several overhead
compartments snapped open, and carry-on baggage of all kinds spilled out
onto the aisle and onto the passengers. I shot a glance out the window,
enough to see the lightning illuminate the right wing as it sliced through
the murky sky.
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The plane dropped, and screams traveled with it. I was weightless. My
stomach contents splashed against the top of my gut and threatened to
spray from my mouth. The arms of every passenger freely floated upward,
marionette puppets with invisible hands standing them up for a show.
The screams were cut off suddenly, and the passengers fell backward
into their seats as the plane curved upward and attempted to level out.
Ceiling plates above each row unopened, and a tangled mess of yellow
and clear plastic obscured my view as the oxygen masks bounced from
their compartments. Rosary Lady and I struggled to grab a mask as the
plane rocked violently side to side.
I finally managed to pull a mask over my mouth and nose, and I pulled
the strap around my head. Rosary Lady had grabbed her mask and held it
to her mouth—good enough. The cabin threatened to tear apart at any moment as the fuselage creaked in the storm that was only getting stronger.
Flames sporadically shot out of Engine #3 like the spark from a gun, and
the machinery emitted a dying squeal as it dumped smoke into the already
cloudy sky.
I looked over at the large man in the aisle seat across from me. He didn’t
have a mask on his face as he held onto the seat in front of him for support.
Vomit gurgled from his mouth, splashed across his face, dumped into his
lap, cascaded onto the people in the seats in front of him. Whichever direction the plane shook, the vomit squirted in that direction. The smell hit
me instantly, and the entire cabin soon smelled of undigested food and
stomach acid as passengers began to regurgitate their last meal.
The plane had become almost quiet, as most passengers had oxygen
masks covering their mouths. It was surreal, and almost serene, how such
a terrifying situation could be so silent. Or maybe my brain blocked out
the sounds of the dying plane engines, the crackling fuselage, the rumbling
stampede of thunder.
Maybe it’s the kind of family curse that skips every other generation.
The thought passed quickly in my head.
Engine #3 exploded in a flash of flames. The wing peeled away from
the cabin, opening the can of sardines in a mess of smoke and sparks and
fire. A fuel line exploded, and the blast erupted into the cabin several rows
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in front of me. The unfortunate passengers caught in the blaze separated
into pieces, limbs tossed through the air like tinker toys with strings of
meaty, red ribbons flailing behind them. A sudden blast of cold air
whipped around my body.
My eardrums nearly blew apart as the air pressure suddenly changed
from the gaping 15-foot-wide hole in the fuselage where the wing once
was.
I watched in horror as several rows of seats were yanked from the floor
and tossed out into the open sky. My oxygen mask ripped off my face and
allowed me to scream, but it was impossible as the air was immediately
sucked from my lungs, a feeling similar to being punched in the gut. Those
near the exposed fuselage sat almost lifelessly, their burnt arms and legs
outstretched and pulled toward the black hole from the immense suction.
Seatbelts ripped from overuse and stress, and more passengers were
snatched from their seats and pulled into the icy air.
The missing wing caused the plane to tip to the right, and everyone
clenched the seats in front of them with tight grasps. The cabin twisted
and rotated, and I soon realized that we were upside down.
The plane dipped downward and everyone fell forward from their seats,
still alive and very conscious. Fire from the explosion licked into the cabin
and filled the air with burned flesh and hair. Smoke snaked in through the
exposed fuselage and made the inside hazy. The interior lights gave one
last flicker before they went dark, and the cabin was illuminated by the
burning wing. The only thing I could hear was the sound of the shrieking
engines as the plane dove down, down, down.
I somehow managed to catch my breath, fast and in small quantities, and
I noticed that I was in the emergency position for times like this: bent
forward, arms on the seat in front of me, forehead against arms. Rosary
Lady was in the same position, and she was reciting The Lord’s Prayer
out loud, which only made the entire situation that much more surreal. I
snuck a peek at my watch. 11:49 PM. Time really slows down as you’re
on the verge of dying.
The engines screamed louder and louder.
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A rush of hot air blew my hair back and made my cheeks flutter as the
front of the plane exploded into a massive fireball. My eardrums instantly
ruptured from the blast and emitted a ring similar to the dying engines,
and everyone was painted in a fiery orange. Rosary Lady’s prayers to God
went silent as we were all thrown backward into our seats despite gravity
pulling us downward only seconds before. The force from the eruption
nearly tore the plane to shreds, but the cabin held, and the walls were
painted in velvet red as the passengers at the front of the plane were turned
into a bloody pulp of human meat.
The safest part of the plane, I had always thought, and was almost right.
The blast of the explosion wasn’t enough to turn myself or half of the
other passengers inside out, but a wall of flames rushed through the confined space of the cabin. The heat reached the end of the plane almost
immediately, and the inside of my lungs burned. A plasma of oranges and
reds and yellows and charred blacks spilled from one seat to the next. The
passengers who were still conscious threw their hands up to their faces to
protect themselves from the fiery fate that swallowed them up in seconds.
The safest part of the plane.
The flames surrounded my body, flicked into my nostrils, and my insides boiled. As the plane continued spiraling downward, the flames continued to eat me away. My flesh peeled back and my body bubbled and
burned, a pain that lasted for eternity, or maybe for only a few seconds.
Either way, it was enough time for me to have wished I’d sat in the front
of the plane this time.
Everything went black.
I woke up and saw nothing but darkness.
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A

young girl, no older than five, lay beneath her Disney princess bedspread. Her bedside lamp, with a pink shade, painted her face a
rosy red, and made her cheeks look more flushed than they already were.
Her brown hair hung in front of her face, and her mother, who sat on the
edge of the bed, gently moved the strands out of the girl’s eyes.
“Are you excited for the tooth fairy to come and visit you tonight?” The
mother asked.
The girl nodded, hiding her missing tooth behind closed lips as she
smiled excitedly. The mother smiled back, showing her straight, white
adult teeth as she affectionately tickled her daughter’s sides.
“Let’s see that smile,” the mother prodded playfully.
The girl successfully giggled without splitting her lips apart and shook
her head obnoxiously, which allowed the bangs to fall back into place.
The mother brushed them aside once more, and kissed her daughter on the
forehead.
“Get some sleep, honey.”
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The mother stood up and walked to the bedroom door. Before she
flipped the light switch, she looked back at her daughter, who was checking the tooth beneath the pillow.
“Remember,” the mother started, surprising the girl. She dropped the
corner of the pillow and forced herself beneath the blankets as she stared
back at her mother, who could only chuckle. “You have to be fast asleep
in order for the tooth fairy to come, okay?”
The girl nodded, her mouth still sealed shut, and the mother nodded
back. “Goodnight, sweetie,” she said, and then turned the lights off and
shut the door.

The mother read a book while she was reclined atop a few pillows that
leaned against the bed’s headboard. The space next to her was empty, yet
disheveled.
She looked up when the bedroom door squeaked open, and her husband
walked into the room. He slid onto the bed and slithered up to his wife.
“The deed is done,” he said groggily.
“She didn’t wake up, did she?”
“Didn’t even stir. She’s fast asleep. What do you want to do about this?”
He held his hand out to her, and pinched between his index finger and
thumb was a small, porcelain-white tooth.
“Just chuck it down the toilet or something. We’re not going to be using
it for anything. That’s just weird.”
“Oh, I thought we were going to make a necklace out of it or something,” the father replied with a smirk. He shoved the tooth closer toward
her face, and she recoiled with a look of disgust.
“You’re gross,” she said as she pushed his face away playfully.
He rolled out of bed and walked into the bathroom where the small kerplink! of the tooth dropping into the toilet water was the cue to call it a
night. As the flush of the toilet swirled the tooth down the gullet of the
drain, the mother closed her book and set it aside before returning her attention to her husband as he lazily crawled back into bed.
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With a goodnight kiss, both parents turned their lamps off and became
comfortable for the night’s sleep.

It was later into the night, and the house was as quiet as ever. A leaky
faucet echoed through the darkness. The crickets’ musical composure was
barely audible through the windows. A clock’s tick-tick-ticking grew lost
in the time of night.
The parent’s bedroom door was slowly pushed open with a long, quiet,
and teeth-grinding creak.
Footsteps slowly shuffled along the carpet toward the bed as something
crept through the room.
It maneuvered to the mother’s side of the bed, drawing closer and
closer. She remained in a peaceful slumber of soft, rhythmic breathing,
blissfully unaware of the presence that had entered her space.
A hand reached for her shoulder…
The mother gasped awake suddenly to her daughter standing at the side
of her bed, silhouetted by the dim moonlight that pierced through the
cracks of the curtains. Groggily, she propped herself up on an elbow and
caressed her daughter’s sleepyhead hair.
“What’s wrong, baby?”
The girl was shy to speak. “The tooth fairy says she wants her tooth
back.”
The mother remained quiet for a moment, too sleepy to attempt to fully
understand what her daughter had just said. “What?”
“The tooth fairy came into my room and told me she wants her tooth
back.”
“Honey, you must’ve been dreaming. The tooth fairy already came and
took the tooth. Go back to sleep okay?”
“Okay…” her daughter said hesitantly.
“Close the door on your way out, sweetie,” the mother whispered to her
daughter as she turned to walk out of the bedroom. The daughter slowly
pulled the door shut, its loud creak transforming into a painful moan.
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Now awake, the mother groaned as she pulled herself out of bed to use
the bathroom before returning to sleep. As she walked around the foot of
the bed, she noticed that her husband was not in it. The bathroom door
was closed, and light spilled out from behind it. She knocked lightly, and
when she didn’t receive a response, she slowly twisted the doorknob and
stepped into the bathroom.
Immediately, the mother stopped in her tracks. She covered her mouth
to prevent herself from screaming, but it didn’t stop the cry that bellowed
out past her lips when she saw her mutilated husband, and his head and
torso forcefully crushed into the trapway of the toilet that was overflowing
with velvet-red water.
The mother shivered uncontrollably before she stumbled out of the
bathroom, slamming the door shut to block her view of the horrific sight.
She froze in her tracks at the sound of a long, clicking croak that rattled
from the throat of something else in the bedroom with her.
As her eyes adjusted to the darkness, she noticed a tall and slender,
shadowy figure pressed up against the far corner of the bedroom. It
blended into the darkness, standing on twig legs with spindly arms that
stretched upward and arched across the ceiling. Its long, stringy fingers
carelessly hung downward.
The mother cautiously walked toward the bed without taking her eyes
off of the figure. She carefully slid beneath the covers thinking that if she
attempted to fall back asleep, this would all be a nightmare that would be
over in the morning.
The thing stepped out from the shadows of the corner and walked with
grace along the bedroom floor, its body moving fluidly side-to-side as if
it were waltzing. Its lanky arms glided carelessly beside it, allowing the
creature to puff out its emaciated chest of sunken ribs, and revealing the
sagging breasts of something human, yet not.
A cobweb of dry, straw hair engulfed the creature’s head and turned it
into a scribble of shadow in the darkness of the bedroom. Strands of the
hair swam behind the thing as it drifted through the bedroom, a breeze
flowing with the creature that affected only it and nothing else, as everything remained still.
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It stopped at the foot of the bed as a column of shadow. Wisps of air
swirled up from beneath it.
The mother’s voice was paralyzed at the sight of the monster, her breath
stolen as she attempted to breathe. She gripped the blankets with sweaty
palms and inched them closer to her face as she stared at the thing that
stood before her.
Translucent wings unraveled from the creature’s skeletal back and
shimmered in the poor moonlight. They stretched outward and slid apart
into segmented wings similar to that of a dragonfly’s, fluttering as if ready
to take flight any minute.
In the blink of an eye, the creature hopped with a quick buzz onto the
footboard of the bed. The mother yelped and pressed herself up against
the headboard with the sheets pulled to her face. The thing remained
perched with its knees extending significantly past its head, staring at the
mother silently.
She attempted to keep her shaky breathing quiet as she slowly reached
for the bedside lamp. Surely the light would give her comfort when it revealed nothing in the darkness? It was a bad dream that she knew would
be over once she pulled the lamp’s drawstring. The creature remained motionless as it watched her.
The moment that the drawstring jingled in her hand, she yanked it.
The creature lunged at her! She had no time to scream when the monster’s tangled, dry hair blew out of its face by a sudden gust of wind, revealing no eyes or nose, but only a massive mouth that covered its entire
face. It emitted a shriek like that of a banshee from its gaping mouth that
was lined with thousands upon thousands of human teeth dripping with
thick, gooey saliva, and covering a throat that seemed to disappear into a
never-ending pit within the creature.
The mother pressed up against the headboard with no room to escape.
She opened her mouth to scream, her lips curling back and flashing her
pearly-white teeth. The creature’s mouth latched onto the mother’s face,
whose shrill scream became muffled as the monster’s undulating head engulfed hers. Her back arched upward, and her arms scratched at the air as
she attempted to reach for anything she could grab a hold on to.
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The monster reared its head backward, pulling the mother’s face along
with it despite her resistance. With a quick jerk forward, the monster
smashed the mother’s head into the headboard. It pulled back again, and
slammed her head again harder. Harder. Harder.
The brutal blows ended suddenly as the creature’s head snapped backward with a wet splash. The mother’s head bounced carelessly against the
headboard once more before her body fell limp. Her mouth was a lump of
chewed up meat, and her cheeks were split from ear to ear in a permanent,
toothless smile.
The creature gulped all twenty-eight teeth down, and each rattled a harmony that traveled to the pit of the monster’s stomach. Its hair gently fell
back in front of its face, and its wings rolled up neatly at its spine.
As the monster lumbered through the dark and quiet house, it made one
last trip to the girl’s bedroom. It silently hobbled to the side of her bed
where she slept peacefully, gently placing a handful of silver dollars beneath the corner of her pillow where the one her father had left her was
placed.
The tooth fairy lightly slid a few strands of hair out of the girl’s face,
and then walked to the bedroom window. Its papery thin wings unfolded
outward, and it swiftly climbed out of the window; its wings hummed as
it flew off into the starry night sky after collecting what it had come for.
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H

ave you ever had an out of body experience and watched yourself
sleep? I have.

I also realized I wasn't the only one watching.

A Special Night

achel’s cell phone buzzed as a text from her husband appeared on
the screen. When she opened it up expecting a loving message
filled with hearts and smiley faces, she was instead met with an unusually
structured text that read ‘Hhomke’ followed by a block of blank space beneath it. Erick had been out of the country serving as an additional doctor
in Africa for three weeks, and tonight was the night that he was returning
home. Rachel figured that it must’ve been jet lag, that he meant ‘Home’
as in ‘the airport,’ and that he clumsily typed out the message as he was
resting his eyes in the taxi cab that carried him through his dreams and
back to their house.
Erick had kept in contact with Rachel through email since he had left
the country, and they had exchanged messages every day, filling each
other in with what they had accomplished and what their plans were in the
days to come. He recounted the more exciting medical cases that he had
handled, such as patients with deformations, and people who were in desperate need for extensive surgery. It made Rachel more grateful than usual
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to be living in a first-world country with easily accessible healthcare. Convincing her even more so, Erick frequently complained about the bugs in
Sudan, and how often he would get stung or bitten by the ‘bastards’ that
seemed twice as big as the ones in the states. However, by the third week
that Erick was stationed near the Sahara desert, she had noticed that his
responses had begun growing shorter, and that the spacing between his
replies expanded further and further apart. Rachel had assumed that he
must’ve had an influx of patients throughout his stay and ended up being
too busy to respond back, and thought nothing more of it.
‘See you soon ;),’ she replied to the text.
She quickly hopped into the shower and rinsed herself off. She was preparing a special night for the two of them, considering how long they’d
been apart. Rachel wasn’t one to experience separation anxiety in any
way, but she possessed a rather strong libido that would turn her into a
frustrated animal after even a week of no sex. She had considered waiting
until the night after Erick returned home to allow him to catch up on his
sleep, but she knew that a homecoming gift such as the one that she had
planned would help wake him up. It was a dumb idea that she and her
friend had concocted over a couple bottles of wine while Erick was away,
but it was something that she nor he had ever tried before and had thought
that it would be a great surprise for him upon returning home.
Rachel dried herself off and slipped into her sexiest bra and panties,
pale pink with laced edges that wrapped around the right curves and
showed just enough but not too much. She dried her hair, and after applying a thin layer of foundation, a quick brush of mascara, and smacking her
newly red lips, she sparked a few candles and placed them around the
bedroom that soon flickered with a sensual glow. She opened the top
drawer of their dresser that almost exploded of dress socks and underwear,
and dug through the mess until she found the packages of four toy handcuffs that she had purchased earlier in the week. After digging deeper, she
also revealed a ball gag and set it on top of the bedside table, an additional
toy that she would leave up to Erick on whether or not he wanted to use
it. She hopped onto the bed and slapped one handcuff to her right ankle,
locking the opposite cuff to the metal bedframe. She did the same with her
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left ankle, and then her left wrist to the metal headboard with the third
handcuff. She used her left hand to handcuff her right wrist tightly, and
then connected the opposite cuff to the headboard and huffed a few fallen
bangs out of her eyes.
Rachel squirmed on the bed and became comfortable. She eyed the digital clock on the dresser and waited patiently for Erick to arrive home.
9:52 PM glowed in green, and Rachel closed her eyes and fantasized about
the night she was about to have. She even giggled at how she imagined
Erick’s reaction when he would walk into the bedroom and see her tied up
and vulnerable to whatever he wanted to do to her.
Headlights shone into the bedroom between the cracks of the partially
closed blinds, and Rachel opened her eyes to see a vehicle pull into the
driveway. Through the slivers of the blinds, she noticed a light atop the
vehicle and could barely make out the word ‘TAXI.’ She waited, and anticipated the sound of a car door slamming shut and the rumble of the
vehicle’s engine slowly fading away. The taxi sat in the driveway for three
minutes, then five, then fifteen. Rachel grew impatient, with the intruding
headlights attributing to the dying mood.
The tip of her nose twitched, and she wiggled it like Samantha Stevens
in Bewitched before attempting to scratch it with the tip of her finger,
straining her neck and gently yanking on the handcuff only to be short by
just a few inches.
The room suddenly fell dark once again as the headlights disappeared,
distracting Rachel from the itch. The engine fell silent, and a car door
closed loudly. She listened to the faint footsteps that walked up the pathway to the front entrance of the house, and she wondered why it took so
long for Erick to leave the taxi, and also wondered why it remained in the
driveway while he headed inside. Her fantasy of the night soon dissipated
as her imagination began to take over. What was Erick doing so long outside? Did he get into a fight with the taxi driver? She’d heard more than a
few horror stories involving taxis and their drivers, and how you never
know who it would be when you climbed into the back of a cab. She shivered at the thought, and wondered if he might’ve done something to Erick
after he had given the driver their address.
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The sound of the front door clicking unlocked echoed through the quiet,
dark house, and Rachel’s head snapped in the direction of the sound. As
the front door creaked open, she contemplated whether she should remain
quiet, or call out for Erick, if it was even him. She could feel her palms
becoming sweaty, and her entire body radiated with a growing heat. She
silently cursed to herself as she pulled her hands and feet toward her body,
only to be snagged by the handcuffs.
“Erick?” She finally called out. Her voice in the silence made her ears
ring.
No response. Chills fell through her warm body and she began to suspect that something was not right. She pulled harder on the handcuffs as
she kept her eyes on the partially opened bedroom door.
The sound of something like a string of rattling beads spilled into the
bedroom from the hallway. Rachel held her breath as she listened intently.
Slow, wet footsteps slapped against the wooden floor as something lumbered closer toward the bedroom. What sounded like tape peeling from a
freshly painted wall accompanied the lift of each footstep, and wet plops
splattered on the wood as a thick liquid oozed off of whatever creeped
through the house.
“Erick, is that you?” Rachel called out again.
“Yes,” his voice buzzed.
Goosebumps covered Rachel’s body as her heart suddenly pumped fear
into her blood. She yanked on the handcuffs that created a metallic clatter,
and kicked her feet that remained chained to the bedframe. She twisted
her body in a failed attempt to squeeze her hands through the tight cuffs,
and gritted her teeth as the metal dug into her skin and rubbed against
bone. She began to hyperventilate as dread wrapped around her throat and
made it a struggle to breathe.
She froze at the moment that she saw the shadowy figure of Erick as he
crept into the doorway; she could tell it was him by the silhouetted curl of
his hair. However, she noticed that he had grown at least two feet taller as
he silently stuck his head in from the top corner of the doorway at an odd,
sideways angle. His head twitched slightly, and each turn of the neck was
an unnatural quick, jerky movement. A deformed hand gently gripped the
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doorframe, and in the faint moonlight that spilled through the slits of the
blinds, it looked as if he was missing a few of his fingers. His other similarly deformed hand gripped the top of the doorframe, and slowly, he
ducked beneath the doorway and pulled himself into the bedroom.
Rachel gasped at the monstrosity that wore her husband. The creature
was stripped of clothing, covered in a clear, gel-like substance that shimmered in the poor moonlight. It arched its back as it slowly fell to its hands
and feet and hobbled through the bedroom on long, thin, hairy limbs. Rachel had momentarily lost sight of the creature, but it hissed the same
sound of rattling beads as it scurried across the floor. She was paralyzed
in fear, and any sense to scream for help was lost in the pit of her gut.
The creature slowly rose from the side of the bed next to Rachel, croaking a quick buzz with each twitch of its head as it studied her and the
handcuffs that held her down. It swiftly pulled itself onto the bed and
hummed as it stood on its hands and feet over Rachel’s body, bobbing its
head above her skin as if it were sniffing her, but it didn’t breathe. It studied her crotch, and slowly moved upward toward her face. A warm stench
radiated from the creature’s ‘skin,’ and Rachel whined shakily as it slowly
crawled nearer and nearer.
It lay one of its deformed hands next to her side: the index and middle
finger were fused together with a translucent film, as were the ring and
pinky finger. The fingernails were missing, and a sticky substance pulled
at the sheets as it lifted the hand once again.
Moonlight fluttered along its face, which looked just like Erick’s. The
clear goo covering his plastic-like skin dripped from his nose and chin,
and his nostrils and mouth were sealed shut. His eyes were closed as it
maneuvered closer and closer to Rachel, and she wondered how it could
see. She pushed her head further into the pillow in any attempt to keep
away from the thing as its face neared hers. The creature’s head twitched
as it observed her face, and then its eyelids snapped open, revealing the
milky gray eyes that bulged from their sockets.
Rachel shrieked at the sight, and the creature stiffened its arms and legs
in surprise, seemingly growing twice as large. Its back nearly touched the
ceiling fan above the bed, and the creature’s head quickly snapped side to
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side as it watched Rachel continue to scream. She kicked her legs and
thrashed her arms, and the sound of the handcuffs banging against the
bedframe irritated the creature. Its body shivered, and a low hum slowly
transformed into an angry buzz.
It caught a glimpse of the ball gag on the bedside table and snatched it.
Rachel’s screams ceased suddenly as the ball gag was thrusted into her
mouth by the creature, and it wrapped the elastic band around her head.
Muffled cries poured from her smeared lips as the creature’s body twisted
upside down into a crabwalk pose, and it straightened its arms and legs as
it arched its back upward without taking its alien eyes off of her.
Waterfalls of mascara tears streamed down Rachel’s face and her body
bounced as a last resort to escape the handcuffs. The creature’s feet
wrapped around her legs and pinned them down, while its hands pushed
on the crooks of her arms. The creature convulsed, and a hairy, black-blue,
spindly leg sprouted from each side of its chest. The segmented legs
squirmed and scratched along the sheets as they attempted to catch on to
something, and claw-like hairs covered the tips of them.
The creature’s head vibrated until it shook violently. The plastic-like
skin that took shape of Erick’s likeness split open down the middle, and
the furry face of a hideous insect squeezed out from beneath the exoskeleton. Feathery antennae uncurled from beneath the skin and fluttered
against Rachel’s tear-streaked face. Dozens of sharp, finger-like mandibles undulated quickly where the mouth was located, and they clicked together like fingers on a mechanical keyboard. Two large, black eyes covered the majority of the creature’s face and twinkled in the moonlight.
Somewhere from inside of the creature came that familiar sound of rattling
beads.
The creature’s third set of legs scrambled for Rachel’s squirming body,
and she would’ve nearly vomited at the scratchy, inhuman touch against
her bare skin if it hadn’t been for the ball gag. The claw-like hairs snagged
her panties and the creature tore them off of her hips. Out of her sight, the
penis that the creature had now acquired engorged itself with blood until
it was fully erect. The foreskin slid backward, and a black barb protruded
outward from the urethra and stretched toward the ceiling. Rachel watched
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in horror as the barb reached the ceiling and curved downward, the syringe-like tip nearing the spot between her legs.
The barb fluttered along her thighs as it wriggled toward her crotch. She
felt it slide inside of her, and it made her body vibrate as the creature’s
body shook. She could feel it prodding her vaginal cavity, poking in a
rhythmic pattern up and down inside of her. She groaned at the discomfort
and closed her eyes as she attempted to ignore any idea of what the creature was doing, and pleaded silently for the nightmare to finally end.
After what felt like hours, the creature arched its back further upward
and pulled the barb out. The stinger-like appendage slowly slid back into
the body of the creature and it crawled off of her arms and legs. The thing
buzzed as it observed Rachel’s now violated crotch, click-clacking its
mandibles as the antennae brushed up and down her exposed skin. Its head
shivered, and every few seconds the creature would wipe a large, black
eye with its human forearm. It crawled down the foot of the bed and shuffled out of the bedroom, leaving Rachel terrified, trapped, and alone.

Tarantula hawks are a worldwide species, and are the largest known type
of wasp in existence. They get their name from their predatory behavior
toward tarantulas, and when hunting, the tarantula hawk stings the spider,
paralyzing it but not killing it. From there, the wasp drags the spider’s
body to a burrow where it would lay an egg on it. After a few days have
passed, the larva hatches and feasts on the insides of the spider, saving all
vital organs until the very last so that the spider remains alive throughout
the duration of the larval stage, which can last from three to four weeks.
Unbeknownst to Erick, as he was napping during his stay in Africa, a
tarantula hawk managed to enter his room and lay an egg within his belly
button, an unusual behavior for this type of wasp. Even more bizarre was
the metamorphosis that had occurred throughout the rest of the trip soon
after the larva had hatched and burrowed into his body cavity, creating a
kind of hybrid between human and insect, and allowing the creature to
return back to the States concealed beneath an exoskeleton that was Erick’s body while mixing its instinct with his basic knowledge.
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As Rachel lay in bed and grew exhausted from attempting to scream for
help through her ball gag, while also being fed water by the creature in a
Tupperware container, she could feel a tingling sensation from within her
abdomen growing stronger by each passing day. And when she noticed
dozens of small lumps moving about beneath her stomach after the fourth
day of being a prisoner in her own home, she had finally realized that it
wasn’t a stinger that the creature had stuck inside of her body.
It had laid eggs with an ovipositor.
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ndrew awoke to the sound of tiny waves lapping at the shores of a
riverbank. The wet, sandy ground beneath him sucked him in further, inch by inch, as the water splashed around him and then retreated
before he could finally stir. A full moon watched him from above as twinkling stars danced around it to the tune of the whispering trees in the warm,
summer breeze. Despite being in the middle of July, Andrew shivered as
he lay on his back, and he realized that he was drenched in the dank river
water, and the moonlight made his skin look icy cold, which it was.
When he sat up, he immediately threw his palm to his forehead from
the rush of a sudden pounding sensation underneath his skull. A searing
pain shot through his face when his fingers touched the bloody gash, making his teeth ache and his head throb with his heartbeat. Even though his
hands were already wet, he could feel the warm, thick liquid ooze down
his wrist and arm.
He stood up and wobbled like a drunk as the wet sand collapsed beneath
his feet. His mouth was dry and his tongue stuck to the roof of his mouth.
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An ugly aftertaste that tasted similar to gin lingered with his mouth and
mixed with his thick saliva. After his slightly blurry vision adjusted to the
darkness, with the help of the moon, he slowly twisted around to take in
his surroundings.
The river was about three quarters of a mile wide, and much further
upstream was a suspension bridge that crossed over high above it. Its
metal cables and supports reflected the moonlight and the bridge glowed
in the dark. Tall trees lined both hillsides of the river, their silhouettes
shivering and twisting as the river carried the breeze downstream.
Where am I? was the first thought that came to Andrew’s painfully pulsing head. Lost, he wandered toward the tree line and disappeared into the
thick woods.
It was much quieter surrounded by the trees as they absorbed any sound
that attempted to travel through. The night had become still, and the moonlight could barely break through the canopy of the forest, sending slivers
of spotlights through the cracks of the leaves and branches. Andrew
tripped and stumbled, fell and tumbled, but he was persistent in finding
help as soon as possible. Thick roots caught at his feet, and sharp, bare
limbs poked into his injured forehead.
Several hours accompanied each passing mile, and yet the sky remained
dark, the moon remained bright, and the stars remained still. Andrew
never strayed from the straight line that he had been walking in, fearing
that one wrong turn would lead him in circles, and have him lost in the
woods searching for help, forever and ever. He couldn’t remember when
the sounds of the river had finally ceased either, but it was too late to turn
back around.
I should’ve followed the road from the bridge, his aching mind thought,
but then concluded that he was too dazed to make any kind of rational
decision.
He grew exhausted as his feet blistered and swelled, as his dirt and cutcovered hands trembled, and as the night seemed to last for an eternity.
The woods had swallowed him in, and he became certain that he would
never find a way out. Just when he was about to give up on his search for
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any form of help, his foot thumped onto the cold, hard pavement of a deserted, two-lane road.
A heavy fog hovered just above the asphalt and curled around his feet
like a cat welcoming its owner home. The road twisted around the trees
and stretched for miles, spilling out from the darkness in both directions.
No car headlights were in sight, and there didn’t seem to be a single living
soul in the area. With his best judgment, which was currently at its worst,
Andrew took a chance and turned left as he started walking down the road.
The calmly rolling fog swept in the same direction like a lazy river, and
he saw it as a sign that he was on the right path.
The road was flat and well-maintained despite its deserted location. Andrew walked along the very edge of the shoulder in case a speeding car
whipped around one of the winding turns, and every few minutes he would
check over his shoulder to see if any headlights faded in from around the
last bend. However, the road remained empty as far as Andrew traveled.
He wondered how much time had passed since he’d woken up at the
riverbank. He didn’t have his phone on him, nor a watch, or even his wallet for that matter. He was a man with no identity, and someone with supposedly an infinite amount of time, which was how long he believed his
trek had lasted since he’d started. Somehow, he managed to continue forward, dragging his feet along the asphalt to help break the deafening silence that followed him.
As Andrew rounded another wide, empty curve, he noticed the faint
outline of a large, rectangular structure. Dozens of them, all lined up along
the road. Buildings. A town. He began to jog pathetically toward civilization, his legs on the verge of collapsing like wet noodles, and his breathing
strained and dry from a parched throat.
He slowed to a walk once he entered the town, and he noticed that many
of the buildings were dark on the inside, closed for business and uninhabited, much like the woods and deserted road he had started to become familiar with. Walking up the stoops of some of the businesses, Andrew
peered inside the dark windows in hopes of finding any help whatsoever,
someone who must be working late, or just now ending their shift. The
hope descended with his shoulders as he slumped into a depression when
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he realized that the entire town was empty. Even the streetlights remained
dark, and not a parked vehicle was present.
Andrew continued down the main street of the town, peeking into the
dark alleyways in between the buildings for even a sign of a dumpster cat
or stray dog, but even they were nowhere to be found. He even shouted
out loud, from the top of his lungs, and the only response he received back
was the ghost of his echo. And that’s where he realized he was: a ghost
town.
He walked up to an intersection and stood in the very center, observing
all four directions to determine which street would be the best option to
take. He slowly twisted his body from one street to the next, paying close
attention to any changes in the darkness: a light in a window flashing on,
a headlight rounding a street corner, or even something as simple as a
cough or a sneeze from another person to help break the eerie silence that
had fallen upon the town when he arrived.
Down one of the streets, a blinking light caught his eye immediately. It
was a neon sign in a window that buzzed the red words ‘OPEN’ every
time it flashed on. Andrew’s heart fluttered in excitement, and he ran
down the street while ignoring the protests from his headache and worn
legs.
The building was actually a small, one-story brick house converted into
a business. A short, rusted iron fence enclosed the property, and a front
gate hung loosely at the front of the property. English Ivy carpeted the
front yard and scaled the walls of the house, covering it like cobweb. A
large willow tree stretched upward and outward, acting like an umbrella
over the entire property. In the front window, soft, yellow fairy lights
drooped from the ceiling, glowing with the ‘OPEN’ sign that hung against
the glass. Beyond the fairy lights, the interior of the house flickered with
candlelight, casting shadows that hopped back and forth as the candle
flames twitched. Andrew couldn’t see much inside, but he figured that
someone had to have been in there.
He pushed past the gate that screamed with every turn in its hinges and
possibly alerting the property owner of his presence. The walkway to the
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front porch was cracked and weathered, and tall sprouts of weeds and
grass pushed the fissures further and further apart.
A wooden sign hung from metal chains above the porch steps, and
Madam Mallory was hand painted in black, elegant cursive. Beyond the
sign was a purple door and a golden knob, both of which seemed to stand
out from the rest of the dark property. Andrew stepped onto the porch, the
floorboards whining beneath his weight, and he reached for the metal
knob.
He allowed the door to slowly swing open by itself, and the strong scent
of incense rushed into him and wafted into his nostrils, becoming tangled
in his nose hairs. He remained at the doorway for a moment before stepping inside, and the door managed to creak shut behind him by itself.
Andrew stood in the small entryway of the house. To his left was a coat
closet, and to his right was an open doorway, only blocked by a curtain of
wooden beads. He strained to look past them and into the next room,
which he assumed was the former living room of the home. Finally, he
stepped through. The beads buzzed and rattled around him, whipping back
and forth, side to side, after they slid over his shoulders.
The living room was a wide, square space cluttered with furniture and
decoration. Red curtains were pulled shut and blocked every window from
the outside view, except for the front window where the ‘OPEN’ sign
hung. Dull green, floral wallpaper wrapped around the room and made it
darker than it really was, but the dozens of flickering candles that surrounded Andrew illuminated the interior just enough to navigate through
with ease. Antique vases sat atop many bookcases, the shelves filled with
so much literature that they had started to sag. Crystal balls lined the fireplace altar that twinkled in the dim candlelight, and above them were various paintings of mystical figures, intricate line art, and the familiar ‘thirdeye’ portrayal of psychics and spiritual readers.
A golden-yellow, circular rug lay in the middle of the wooden floor that
groaned with every footstep as Andrew began to maneuver through the
room. He cautiously walked toward a small, round table that sat atop the
rug and only a few feet from the empty fireplace. A stack of tarot cards
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sat on the tabletop, placed next to a silver candelabra that held three tall,
melting candle tapers.
Andrew stared at the tarot cards before looking up and around. “Hello?”
He called out, and the house creaked back. “Is there anyone here?” After
receiving no response, he resumed his attention back at the tarot cards,
and the empty seat across the table from him.
With a shaking hand, mostly from exhaustion, he flipped the top card
over, revealing a reversed (upside down) Death. Andrew cocked his head,
tilted the card a smidge, and saw a skeleton in armor sat atop a white horse,
holding a black flag with a white rose on it. A man lay dead beside the
horse, while a child, a woman, and a bishop knelt before Death. In the
background was a cliff with two pillars that stood on each side of a rising
sun. Further below the cliff was a river, and a small boat sailed down it.
Andrew felt uneasy when he saw the card. A shiver crept down his
spine. The hairs on the back of his neck stood up, and his skin grew bumpy
all over. His attention turned to the dark entrance at the back of the living
room, when a creak of a floorboard escaped from the blackness beyond
the doorway. He stared intently at the darkness before returning back to
the tarot cards.
He flipped the next card over, revealing a reversed Wheel of Fortune.
The card showed four figures in each corner: an angel in the top left, an
eagle in the top right, a bull in the bottom left, and a lion in the bottom
right; each held a book in their hands, and all four possessed wings. In the
middle was a circle split evenly by eight lines, each line pointing to either
a Hebrew letter or English letter (the English letters spelling out TORA or
TARO, depending on which direction one read the letters). A golden
snake wiggled downward on the left side of the circle, while an Anubis
rested against the right side of it; sitting atop the circle, was a Sphinx.
Andrew gently lay the card down onto the table when the dark, empty
fireplace suddenly whooshed to life! He jumped backward, almost tripping over his tired feet. As he caught himself, he turned slowly to a low,
relaxed cackle.
From the shadows of the dark house appeared a very old, short woman.
White, straw hair fell over her shoulders, trickling down her back, and
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swayed as she hobbled into the room with a wooden cane. She possessed
a large, crooked nose that jutted from her face like a beak, and it sat atop
a wrinkled mouth with the lips curled inward. She was decorated in loose
clothing and hanging jewelry that jingled with every limp; the candlelight
made it look as if she was dripping in gold. Wrinkles merged out from the
center of her face like lines in sand, and her eyebrows drooped downward
and gave her a permanent expression of sadness, even though she smiled.
Beneath the sad brows were two gray, cloudy eyes. She stopped at the
table as Andrew took a step back.
“Hi…,” he hesitantly said.
The old woman motioned to the empty table chair beside him. “Sit,”
her voice carried as a breath of air.
Andrew remained standing. “I need help. I’m hurt.”
“You are lost,” she replied.
“Yes, and I need a phone. I need to get to a hospital.”
“Sit,” she repeated. “I will make you some tea.”
“I don’t need tea,” Andrew protested. “I need a phone!”
The old woman only smiled crookedly before she turned around and
made her way back to where Andrew assumed the kitchen was. “There’s
no phone here,” she said before disappearing back into the shadows.
He looked at the empty chair next to him, and then back at the front
door, wondering if he should continue searching for help, and someone
with a phone. After a moment, he considered how long he had been wandering before, and finally concluded that he could rest at this place of business for the night.
As he sat down, the old woman returned with a bowl of water with a
washcloth soaking in it, held gently in one of her bony hands. She rested
it on the table before she sat down herself. Andrew took the washcloth and
wrung the water from it. He nursed his gashed forehead, wiping away the
caked blood and smudges of dirt around the wound. He winced in pain
with each pat, but gritted his teeth and looked at the woman.
“Thanks,” he said quietly. The woman only nodded as she rested both
hands on her cane. Andrew looked around the living room once again.
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With the fireplace now lit, the room was much brighter. He returned his
gaze back to the woman. “You must be Mallory?”
She nodded with closed eyes. “You’ve been wandering for a thousand
years.”
“Yeah, it feels that way. I’m lost. Where am I?”
“That doesn’t matter,” Madam Mallory said softly. “This town, it has
no name. It’s where the lost come to be found. We have passersby every
night.”
“Does anybody else live here?”
“Oh yes. Hundreds.”
“Perhaps one of them can give me a ride to the hospital,” Andrew suggested, but Madam Mallory shook her head.
“Nobody ever leaves the perimeter of this town.”
“Why not?”
Madam Mallory shrugged the question away. She uncurled an index
finger and placed it on top of the Wheel of Fortune card. “Do you know
what this means?” She asked. Andrew shook his head.
“This card is the Wheel of Fortune. The wheel represents a cycle that
everything experiences. Life will have its ups and downs, depending on
what the universe has planned. It suggests that there are outside happenings that are out of your control, and you mustn’t fight it. No matter which
way the wheel turns, it is impossible to try and change it. Instead, you
should accept what is happening; an inevitable crisis has underlying opportunity, and when you’ve been pulled in a new direction from the previous path that you’ve been taking, you should accept that there are things
in which you cannot control. However, this is a significant moment in your
life. The Wheel of Fortune presents change that is certain to happen, and
soon. These changes, they are personal, and it is up to you to decide which
path you want to take, whether it is creating a new one, or turning around
and retracing your steps to ensure that you’ve made the right decisions in
life.
“Although, I will warn you: you’ve presented this card to yourself in
reverse, signifying that luck is not on your side. You must feel helpless
and powerless, no? That gash on your head, and the lack of a phone—or
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people for that matter. Presenting the reverse of this card may not indicate
that bad luck is entirely at the fault of the universe. Have you made any
decisions recently that could have contributed to your present circumstances?”
Andrew thought for a moment with the washcloth pressed against his
forehead. “I remember…driving…”
“Go on,” Madam Mallory pushed gently.
“And then I woke up at the bank of a river. That’s all that I can recall.”
“You will remember in due time, Andrew.”
He was about ready to ask, how do you know my name? when the kettle
in the kitchen began to whistle, starting low and transforming into a shrill
scream. Madam Mallory pushed herself up from her seat with the cane
and wobbled into the darkness of the house. The whistling made Andrew’s
headache worse, but it died down as he heard Madam Mallory take the
kettle off of the stovetop and pour the steaming water into a cup.
She returned to the living room carrying the cup of tea on a small plate.
The dishware jingled with her shaking hand. She set the tea down in front
of Andrew and slowly made herself comfortable in her seat. “Drink. It will
make your head feel better.”
Andrew blew the rising steam from the surface of the tea and sipped
loudly. He nodded as he set the cup back down and said, “It’s good.”
Madam Mallory nodded with him before she resumed to the Wheel of
Fortune tarot card. “I’d like to add,” she started, “that the Wheel of Fortune also reflects a resistance to change, especially if it is one that you
have been forced into. As I had mentioned before, do not fight it; allow
these changes to run their course, whether are you consciously or subconsciously trying to prevent these changes from happening. If you do not
accept this change, this transformation, then you will be stuck in this circle
of events, going ‘round and ‘round for an eternity.”
“Transformation?” Andrew asked as he took another sip of tea. The
heartbeat pulse in his head had started to subside.
“It will be wonderful,” Madam Mallory said with a big, toothless grin.
“You just need to allow it to happen. Now drink…”
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Andrew looked down at his tea and took another sip. Before he could
even swallow, Madam Mallory reached over and lifted the cup of tea as
she helped feed it to him. He drank it with ease despite how hot it had
seemed only a minute earlier, and before he knew it, the cup was empty.
He smiled sheepishly at Madam Mallory and set the cup on the plate. As
he did so, he snuck a peek at the Death card, and his smile faded.
“Are you afraid of death?” Madam Mallory asked.
“Are you?” Andrew asked back.
“Look at how old I am,” Madam Mallory chuckled. “Do you think I
should be afraid of death?”
Andrew chuckled with her, then they both quieted down. “I am,” he
said.
“There is no need to fear death. It is not the end, but merely only a
beginning. Besides, you shouldn’t be weary of this card. It is entirely misunderstood, and possesses a completely different meaning.” Andrew’s
shoulders fell an inch with a breath of relief. Madam Mallory continued,
“Much like the Wheel of Fortune, this card also signifies change and transformation. It is meant to represent something of the past being no longer;
closing one door, and opening another. However, if you resist, you will
experience an everlasting turmoil of emotional pain, as this unwanted
characteristic will live with you always unless you accept that you have a
new path in life. This is the time to purge those things—belongings, memories, baggage—that are causing the pain.”
“My girlfriend…broke up with me recently,” Andrew hesitantly admitted.
Madam Mallory smiled. “What was her name?”
“Katie,” he smiled back. His headache had now completely disappeared.
“Describe her to me.”
Andrew remembered for a moment. “Well…she has the most beautiful…no, the most amazing green eyes. That was the first thing I noticed
about her when we met. She has deep, red hair, and kind of pale skin. She
complains about it, but I don’t think it’s that bad. She’s got a great body,
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the second thing I noticed, and lips and hands that were always soft. And
her smile, it was so…uplifting. Whenever she smiled, it made me happy.
“She was adventurous and loved to explore new places. Every day was
something new with her, whether it was in the city or in nature. She was
smart, she was funny, and she was an awesome cook. Katie was my soul
mate. I knew it from the very beginning. We fit together perfectly. And
one day, she just…left. She didn’t want to be with me anymore.”
“You were going to ask her to marry you.”
“How did you know?”
“I can sense it, in your voice. From within you.” She closed her eyes
and took a slow, deep breath. “Look at the card. You’ve played it in reverse as well, showing that you are resisting the change that is currently
happening in your life. This can put you in a sort of…limbo, feeling stuck
with no sense of direction. You must confront the issue of the past, and let
it go in order to move on.
“Take heed, however,” she said lowly, “for if you attempt to start your
new journey without resolution, or even try to change the outcome of
events, you will be met with unfortunate consequences—ones that can be
emotionally destructive…and others that can only be downright terrifying.”
She hissed the last word while narrowing her eyes, sparking a fear
within Andrew that removed any and all comfort he had found in the home
before. The room appeared to move around the two, twisting and warping
ever so slightly. The candlelight faded and flickered, as if a malevolent
force had fallen suddenly upon the house.
“How will I know when I’m on the right path?” He asked. “How do I
know when I’ve met that transformation?”
“Everyone’s transformation is different. It is not something you seek,
but you will know when you see it. You are pulled by the very strings of
your heart, and your gut speaks to you from within, an instinct that you
should always trust. It will be the most wonderful sight you’d ever laid
your eyes upon, and you won’t be able to resist the temptation that it presents.
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“Look for the shimmering emerald, Andrew. That’s when you know
you’re on the right path.” Madam Mallory pushed herself up from her seat
and started to turn away from the fire. “Just remember,” she paused where
she stood and looked back at Andrew, “do not resist the path you feel you
need to take. If you fight against it, you will be faced with something awful.” The stare she gave Andrew left him speechless. “You must leave
now. It is time for me to go to bed.”
“Wait,” Andrew stood up as well. The sudden rush upward left him
dizzy, and he stepped slightly to the side to regain balance. Madam Mallory paused and looked back at him, most of her face covered by a flickering shadow. “Can I stay here? I need sleep. I am so tired. And my head
needs to heal.”
“You shouldn’t sleep if you’ve suffered a concussion,” Madam Mallory
informed. “You will find the help that you need once you leave.” She
turned and began to walk away. Andrew wanted to call out, but he lost
sight of her as his vision suddenly jumped upward diagonally. He regained
his vision, with the room suddenly lost in a spin, and he noticed that
Madam Mallory was no longer in sight.
Andrew turned and began to drag himself toward the front entrance. He
bumped his shoulder into the doorway with the curtain of beads, and they
whipped behind him, clattering against the doorframe and walls.
He pushed himself into the front door, grabbing the doorknob and twisting immediately. The door opened, and he spilled out onto the front porch.

An uproar. Excited commotion. Yelling, screaming, laughing, hollering;
trumpets, drums, horns; bright lights, flashing lights, colorful lights; hundreds of people, an active town, the stench of alcohol.
The sudden rush of people added a splash of life to the once deserted
town. They crowded the streets and flooded the businesses that now happened to be open. Bars and restaurants were packed from wall to wall,
everyone plastered with smiles and liquor. Street performers were scattered along the sidewalks, pounding fists onto drums, playing cover songs
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with brass instruments, and performing tricks and stunts to wow their
growing audiences.
It was some sort of celebration, but Andrew was too delirious to see
what for. He struggled to his feet and his legs wobbled beneath him. His
mind was clouded and his hearing was stuffy, like water was trapped inside of his ears. She put something in the tea, his thought echoed in his
head. The ground attempted to slip up from beneath him, but with each
blink, his vision returned to normal.
He shuffled down the porch steps and stumbled down the walkway toward the front gate. As he pushed through, he nearly tripped into a group
of drunken partygoers who paid no attention to him as they tossed back
their beers. When Andrew turned around to shut the gate, he noticed the
property completely empty.
The house was gone, the ivy was gone, and the sky was wide and open
without the willow tree hanging carelessly over the yard.
What’s happening to me? His mind raced. He sluggishly stepped backward away from the empty property, suddenly afraid and very anxious.
What did she do to me? He pushed through a sea of shoulders and arms
and backs as he traversed down the middle of the street. The loud music
had him spinning in every direction, and the spitting laughter and obnoxious, excited yelling had everyone’s faces warping into unnatural,
stretched monstrosities.
Andrew continued to shove his way along the crowd. He fell through
the wall of people and into a bubble of sidewalk next to a brick wall of a
building. As he pushed himself against the wall and upward to his feet, he
heard his name being called out to him. Whispered to him…
As he studied each and every face that passed by him, the female voice
that beckoned his name spun around inside his head. He stepped away
from the wall and lumbered down the sidewalk.
He stopped when he saw a woman.
She stood at the end of the block, at the corner of the large intersection
he had stood in when he first arrived into town. She had fiery red hair that
brushed just above her shoulders and glistened like steel under the party
lights. It paired perfectly with her pale complexion, which was covered
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with a deep, emerald-green dress. The color made her green eyes pop and
almost radiate with an emerald glow, and they were staring deep into Andrew’s brown eyes.
Andrew…
She looked so familiar to him, but he was too far to determine from
where.
Look for the shimmering emerald, Madam Mallory’s voice appeared
inside of Andrew’s drunken head. His feet scraped the sidewalk as he
stepped forward, and he was carried by a hypnotizing urge to approach
the woman. As he neared closer, her features became more detailed; his
heart suddenly plummeted into his stomach where it churned and rotated,
covering it in acid and chewing it away. It was Katie.
She called his name, but her ruby red lips did not move. She turned
away from the awe-struck Andrew and glided through the hundreds of
people smoothly and effortlessly.
Andrew shoved his way through the crowd, ignoring the outrageous
hooting and shouting, the splashes of alcohol, the deafening noise of entertainment. He called for Katie, who was just out of sight of Andrew, her
head blending in with the dozen others that blocked his view. As he continued to elbow his way through the streets, he saw her turn, and he called
for her again with a cracking voice. His double-vision grew watery as tears
welled up in his eyes.
“Katie!” He called, again and again and again. “Why did you leave
me?!” He cried and cried.
She ignored his calls, never looking back and continuing down the road
that lead to nowhere. Her emerald-green dress slithered behind her like a
snake’s tail. She reached the edge of the town, where the ocean of people
suddenly cut off as if there was a line that they could not cross. She didn’t
hesitate as she quietly walked out of the crowd and down the dark and
empty road that winded into the woods.
Andrew ran to the edge of the crowd, a few steps past them, before he
stopped and looked back at the wall of partiers. He remembered what
Madam Mallory had said, about how the people here never leave the town,
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and turned to look back at Katie. The shadows slowly engulfed her as she
walked further down the road.
He wasn’t sure if he should follow. The idea of getting lost in the woods
again, or not finding another sign of civilization for God knows how far,
made him extremely hesitant to follow this woman who looked like his
ex-girlfriend. His stomach gurgled the tea inside of it, and his coherent
thoughts began to dissipate.
Is this a good idea? Was the last thought he could remember.
He started his journey back the way he came, following the woman in
the emerald-green dress.
Andrew jogged foolishly down the road to catch up with Katie, who
continued to walk silently and gracefully along the fog-covered asphalt.
The moonlight shimmered down upon the two. Her dress seemed to float
above the ground with the fog, and it undulated majestically with the sideto-side movements of her hips.
“Come back, Katie,” he slurred to her. “Why did you leave me!” His
voice echoed in the silent woods. Snot dangled shortly from his nostril and
he wiped it away with his dirty sleeve. “I love you so much, and you just
leave! You just walk away!”
“Bitch!” He weakly yelled out with a cracked voice. He stumbled to the
side of the road, tripping over his feet and nearly face-planting into the
wet ground. He managed to catch himself and stumble back onto the asphalt where he straightened himself up.
“You’ll never find someone like me,” he sloppily yelled at Katie. Then
he said to himself, “God, I miss you so much…”
The two rounded a wide bend before approaching the suspension bridge
that crossed over the river Andrew had awoken next to. He slowed to stop
and stared at the bridge that stretched high into the dark sky, towering over
him. When he looked back down at Katie, she was nowhere to be seen.
“Katie?” He yelled, and walked onto the bridge.
It was dark on the bridge, except for every one hundred feet where a tall
light post stood and shone down onto the lanes. A pedestrian walkway
was reserved for one side of the bridge, while the other was protected by
a short, metal fence barrier, worn and rusted from the powers of nature.
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The breeze picked up and turned into gusts toward the middle of the
bridge, wildly blowing Andrew’s black, curly hair.
He approached the side opposite of the pedestrian bridge, where Katie
stood on the railing of the barrier, holding on to one of the bridge light
posts and facing the road. The wind blew her fiery red hair and made it
flick into the air like flames. Her emerald-green dress rippled in the gusts,
whirling around her like it was dancing.
“What are you doing?” Andrew slurred.
She only looked at him with a shadowy expression of sadness. Before
he could say anything else, she released her grip from the post and stepped
backward.
“No!” He screamed as he ran for her.
Her arms lifted upward carelessly as gravity pulled her down. Her emerald dress parachuted beneath her but failed to slow her down.
Andrew crashed into the barrier, nearly tumbling over himself, and he
thrusted his hand at the falling Katie. He snagged her wrist, and she became a pendulum hanging from the side of the bridge. Her arm crept further and further from Andrew’s sweaty, weakening grasp.
She looked up at him, her eyes nearly glowing emerald. They shone;
they shimmered; they produced a warmth in the cold, dark pit of Andrew’s
stomach. His shivering skin in the cold, blue moonlight loosened up from
its goosebumps as her radiating green eyes seemed to grow brighter. Her
eyebrows declined in nothing but sadness, as if Andrew absorbed a happiness from her through his grip.
“Let me go,” she whispered quietly. Then she smiled.
It suddenly filled him with a sense of comfort and serenity. Her eyes
and smile spoke to him not with words, but an emotional monologue that
lifted him up and away from the feeling of loneliness and hopelessness
that he had started to befriend. It was a sense of beauty he had long forgotten, and he found himself staring at one of the most beautiful thing he
had ever seen.
“Let me go…”
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He could feel himself loosening his grip. The old woman’s words echoed in his head and mixed with Katie’s. Be free…, it whispered with the
wind.
Katie’s soft fingers sunk through Andrew’s relaxing fist, the overwhelming feeling of release and tranquility covering his body like a warm
blanket. He closed his eyes as the sense of everything lifting from his
shoulders pulled him away from the moment, like being lifted from a
dream that had lasted for an eternity.
“I love you,” he whispered one last time.
He opened his eyes and watched Katie fall gracefully while time was at
a standstill. The moonlight grew brighter as she neared the water. Her
dress created a firework of shimmering green emerald, as she fell toward
the shimmering emerald river, staring back at him with shimmering emerald eyes. It was a sight that a photo could not capture, but it was an
image that would forever be burned in Andrew’s mind.
However, the moment that he watched Katie disappear beneath the surface of the river in an eruption of splashing water and fizzling bubbles, his
face dropped as the peace of mind and placidity that filled his body was
sucked from him instantly, and the moonlight suddenly dimmed its spotlight.
“NO!” Andrew shrieked. He pulled himself over the railing of the barrier, his feet tumbling over his head, and he fell downward for forever.

Splash.
He sank beneath the glassy surface with an explosion of tiny bubbles
squirming up for air. His eyes remained closed as gravity pulled him further into the abyss of the river deep. Slowly, his body turned and faced the
darkness, and he opened his eyes.
From the poor moonlight that broke through the rippling water, he managed to see a shape form before him. Rectangular, blocky, metallic. Headlights, a license plate, a damaged front bumper and hood. A car remained
suspended underwater, tilted upward with the front pointed toward the
surface.
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Andrew wasn’t sure why, but he sloppily swam toward the driver side
of the car. The window was smashed open and the interior of the car was
almost pitch black, with just enough sparkling moonlight flickering inside.
He pulled himself through the frame of the window and slithered into the
car.
The cramped space had Andrew twisting his body every other way. His
clothes became tangled on the parking brake and gear shift, and his legs
threatened to get trapped in between seats and small spaces. He faced the
backseat of the car and noticed the back window completely shattered,
and the infinite blackness that the car floated above. Something moved
within it.
Andrew pulled himself toward the backseat as the object floated out
from the darkness below. It was round and porcelain white, and crept toward him from the sea of black. The moonlight shimmered and his surroundings grew brighter, making it easier to see.
Something extended from the thing in the dark. Andrew squinted his
eyes as he focused as hard as he could in the poor lighting. Another protrusion extended from the object. An appendage, reaching for him. A
hand. The round object was a face; red hair delicately swayed in front of
it in the fluidity of the water.
An emerald green dress faded into view.
Andrew backed away, his stored breath slowly fading.
She gripped the back window frame with long, cadaverous white fingers and pulled herself into the vehicle. Her red hair swam away from her
face as the moonlight flickered against it.
Her eyelids were missing. She possessed a wide-eyed stare from two
milky eyeballs that bulged from her sunken sockets. She was missing her
nose. Her mouth was twisted into a large, skeletal grin, with her lips peeled
backward and exposing the receding blue-gray gums that made her teeth
unnaturally long. Her skin had tightened against every curve of bone,
stretching her mouth to give her a permanent expression of psychotic,
nightmarish happiness.
Andrew would’ve gasped if he weren’t underwater. His heart ceased
beating when he saw Katie’s dead face, and the stillness of his blood sent
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electric shivers through his body. He kicked himself away from the monster, contorting his body so that he could maneuver through the cramped
interior of the small car. He choked on his depleting oxygen, becoming
disoriented in the cold, murky water.
Smack! Andrew rammed his face into the windshield of the car. He began smacking it with the palms of his hands, attempting to push through
the glass if he tried hard enough. The clear barrier of the windshield collected the bubbles of breath as they erupted from his mouth in complete
panic. Slaps soon turned into close-fisted blows as he became desperate
to break through and swim away from the terror that crept behind him,
and to catch his dying breath.
Katie’s skeleton hand snatched Andrew’s ankle, and yanked him downward. He belted a muddy, wet scream with a jet of bubbles exploding from
his mouth. Wet, decaying skin peeled and flaked off of her fingers and
wrist as he attempted to kick away her tightening grip. His heel smashed
into her jaw, unhinging it in a cloud of black blood and ripped skin and
muscle. A shrill, bubbly shriek wailed from the darkness of her throat as
she pulled herself toward Andrew. Her bulging eyes grew black with
blood, and her jaw fell downward, contorting her mouth into a long, freakish, permanent scream.
Andrew grabbed the frame of the driver side window and pulled himself
toward the opening, allowing the car to continue sinking further into the
darkness. His lungs burned from suffocation, and his throat begged him
to breathe.
Katie’s atrophied arm snagged around his waist and squeezed the skeletal whites of her fingertips into his skin.
Andrew lashed his arms outward in one last attempt to swim away, the
remainder of his oxygen supply rupturing from his open mouth in a weak
scream. He thrashed his body around to escape Katie’s death grip, but it
was frozen in place. The tightening pain in his chest pulsed through his
body, and his entire cavity burned.
A flood of water involuntarily spilled down his throat.
His ghostly moan of defeat trailed behind him as he was pulled down
with the car. The last thing he saw was the army of small bubbles rushing
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up toward the rippling, moonlit river surface before the darkness of the
deep clouded his vision.

It was late into the night when Andrew decided to leave the town’s festive
atmosphere of Saturday night parties and events. The streets were closed
off for the rambunctious, drunk college students and workers celebrating
a hard-earned paycheck, free to roam from one bar to another.
Stumbling amongst the sea of slurred conversations and alcohol-laced
laughs and hollers, Andrew managed to find a place to rest on the sidewalk, against one of the brick walls of a bar. He wasn’t sure how long he
had sat there, but it was enough time to finger through his drunken
thoughts, the taste of gin coating his mouth from the last drink that he had.
He watched the faces of those who passed him. Every woman he looked
at, he could only see Katie staring back at him. The woman who he was
sure he would spend the rest of his life with. The one he currently imagined sitting next to him, drunk as well and leaning on his shoulder while
trying not to pass out.
The reason why he was drinking in the first place.
Without her, he was lost.
She was gone forever; a woman who wasn’t as committed as him, and
one day just decided to leave, abandoning Andrew in the dark of his loneliness, his hopelessness, his emptiness.
An emptiness that needed to be filled.
Andrew thought that a night out on the town would have made him feel
better, happier, but the result was the complete opposite. He pushed himself up and away from the brick wall, fiery tears welling up in his eyes and
stinging his vision so that it was hard to see. He wasn’t sure what he was
saying, but his drunken wails and cries, lost in the celebratory cacophony
of the crowds, called out for Katie in hopes to find her and bring her back
to him. But alas, she was nowhere to be found.
So he pushed forward, every so often belting her name, and shrugging
off the shoulders and arms and shoves of those he walked past. His head
spun in circles, and his drunken eyes followed, correcting themselves each
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time they reached the corners of his vision. He tripped over his own feet
as he trudged down the street toward the edge of the crowds, pulled drunkenly by an invisible string.
The amount of people tapered off dramatically once he reached the end
of the street. Beer bottles, flyers, newspapers, and leftover trash from food
vendors and restaurants littered the block.
Andrew turned a corner of an intersection and entered a much darker,
quieter section of the small town. Like a zombie, he wobbled to a small,
four-door car parked on one side of the street while digging in his pant
pockets. The metallic jingle of keys echoed in the stillness of the block,
despite the town’s celebration happening just around the corner. He unlocked the vehicle with the key fob, and as he reached for the door handle,
he stopped for a moment with one clear, coherent thought: is this a good
idea?
His inner monologue dissipated as the car door clicked open, the interior lights greeted his seat, and he climbed inside without a second
thought.
The dark, winding road was difficult enough to drive sober, but Andrew
was on auto-pilot as his car sloppily rounded each bend. His eyes were red
and swollen from crying, and his eyelids hung lazily over them. “I loved
you so much,” he sniffed, wiping his nose with his sleeve. “Bitch…” he
mumbled to himself, before being slightly woken up by the trembling
ground beneath his tires. Half of his car had driven off the road and onto
the bumpy ground that separated the asphalt from the surrounding woods.
He swerved the steering wheel to the left, and the car squirmed back onto
the road and into its lane. Andrew unconsciously buckled his seatbelt.
The car rounded a large curve, crossing over the lane divider and nearly
running off the road once more. Tires threatened to shriek as they skidded
along the asphalt before straightening up and spinning down the road toward the towering suspension bridge that crossed over the river.
The large structure had Andrew in awe, and he leaned forward in his
seat as he passed under the archway of the bridge to get as much of a view
of it as possible. It leaned and warped and twisted around above him in
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his double-vision, and he watched it with his mouth agape like a curious
toddler.
He looked down in front of him. The steering wheel had turned on its
own in his loose grip. The fence barrier appeared in his headlights. A
bridge light post blinded him.
The airbag didn’t deploy at the moment of impact. Everything smashed
to black as his forehead rammed into the steering wheel. An explosion of
sparks rained down on the car as the light post toppled downward. Metal
scraped against metal like nails on a chalkboard as the vehicle sliced
through the fence barrier, and everything rushed forward. The car soared
through the warm, night air in a deafening silence. The front end tilted
down, and the trunk-end rose upward and over. At one moment, the car
seemed frozen in time, upside down over the river.
And then it crashed into the water.
The back window exploded in broken glass and white, foamy water. It
sprayed upward at the windshield and rained back down on a dazed Andrew, his face streaked with deep red blood from a gash on his forehead.
The cold water rushed into the car and churned violently as it engulfed the
interior of the car.
Andrew groggily groaned in his seat, dazed and not completely aware
of the dangerous situation he was in. His drunken eyelids threatened to
fall shut, ready at any moment to pass out, or fall unconscious; whichever
came first. His breathing relaxed, and the sound of the bubbling river below lulled him to sleep. The water grew nearer to him, gushing over the
headrest.
The rush of adrenaline shot alert through Andrew’s nerves as the water
washed over his face. He threw himself forward and gasped for air, suddenly sober, as the water continued to glug, glug, glug inside. The intruding liquid rushed upward faster and faster, while water on the outside of
the vehicle lapped over and onto the windshield as the front of the car
quickly disappeared underneath.
Restrained by the seatbelt, he unbuckled it as the flood of water engulfed his seat and upward toward the dashboard. He grasped the door
handle and pushed, but it wouldn’t budge with the pressure differences
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between the inside and outside of the car. His chest became submerged,
followed by his shoulders, then his neck.
“Oh God, oh God,” he cried.
He tilted his head upward so his mouth touched the glass of the windshield. He hyperventilated quick, short breaths, blurring his view of the
full moon in the sky.
“No…” he whimpered, the water washing away his tears.
He choked in one last bubble of air before the water washed over his
face.
His palms slapped the windshield like it was an invisible force-field.
He punched at it, but only bruised his knuckles in the process. His poor
last breath made moving difficult, and he could feel his energy levels, already strained by the alcohol, slowly falling.
Andrew sunk away from the windshield, feeling for any kind of opening in the darkness of the river. His watery vision disoriented him even
further than his double-vision already had, and his diaphragm twitched for
air while his lungs cooked in his own carbon dioxide. Each direction he
swam, his gashed forehead smacked into a window, disorienting him even
further. He felt like a pet fish trapped in a terrarium, except with no ability
to breathe.
His mind was cloudy; he couldn’t think clearly, and how he could try
opening the door again with both sides of the car now at equal pressure.
Instead, he faced the driver side door, gripping the passenger assist handle.
As a last resort for survival, he kicked. Hard. His shoe thumped heavily
against the driver side window, and each movement weakened him further. He noticed the corners of his vision growing darker and fuzzier. He
could hear static build up with the whirling wish-washing sound of the
undulating water as his hearing began to fade. He kept his mouth closed,
but his diaphragm pulled downward and his lungs attempted to expand.
Each kick became more frantic as his grip continued to loosen from the
assist handle out of fatigue and suffocation. He could feel his face turning
red and purple, and his whole body tingled with a strange sensation.
Finally, he reared both feet back, pulling his knees to his chin, and using
the rest of the energy he had left to smash both of his feet through the
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window. The crack of the tempered glass sounded like the snap of a bone,
and the flimsy pieces of spider-web window floated peacefully into the
darkness.
Andrew sluggishly reeled his feet back into the vehicle and began to
pull himself toward the window. He could feel the car sinking deeper, and
the increasing pressure in his head exacerbated the throb of his bleeding
gash. His eyelids grew heavier, his eyesight had become nothing but a
blur, and his lungs were on the verge of deflating. The water around him
was completely silent, or maybe he had lost his hearing as he drowned.
The car emitted its dying creaks and groans as it fell, with any loose objects floating upward and becoming trapped beneath the windshield. His
seatbelt hung freely in the water, and he pulled it outward from its roll as
he swam through it. Unbeknownst to him in his delusional state, the seatbelt caught against his chest.
He gripped the frame of the broken window and pulled himself outward, kicking his feet frantically toward the surface now that he had found
a way out of the car. The seatbelt snagged against his chest and yanked
him still. He fell downward back into the car, and out of desperation and
sudden fear, he thrashed his legs about, kicking at the lap strap of the seatbelt.
Guided by invisible hands, the lap strap loosely wrapped around his
ankle and began tightening more and more with each kick. He pulled at
the window frame, and the car sunk faster and further. Andrew thrashed
forward with his arms, and kicked with his free leg while poorly attempting to shake off the lap strap. The seatbelt zipped tight as the car yanked
on it, and he was pulled downward. The last breath he had saved for his
trek back to the surface of the water was released, carrying his screams
with his body as it was dragged toward the darkness.
He scratched at the water and kicked with the last of his energy before
he lost feeling in his arms and legs. The silence of his hearing turned into
a dying, high-pitched ring. The taste of the murky water traveled past his
tongue and down his throat.
He coughed a small burst of bubbles.
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As he descended into the darkness, before it overtook his vision, and as
his body grew colder and colder with each descending foot, he stared up
above him at the surface he was once so close to reaching.
The bubbles slowly ascended toward the rippling flow of the green river
water. In the moonlight, the rising bubbles shimmered, and the surface of
the water looked exactly like emerald.
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t first they started looking for an answer for the phenomenon,
maybe some kind of genetic mutation that happened decades, even
centuries ago, and continued to be passed down from generation to generation. As years went by, every single pregnancy resulted in identical twins.
The issue was that people continued to have children. The whole debacle over birth control precautions, Plan B, using contraceptives, or even
using the old “pull out” method as a last ditch resort was never resolved,
so the planet continued to thrive with people. The world population skyrocketed from 7 billion to 14 billion in just six years.
Environmentalists fought long and hard to conserve as much of nature
as possible, but with more and more people being born every day, it was
hard to conserve forests and woodlands as space needed to be made for
housing development. Farmers and ranchers lost their land, and nature reserves shrunk considerably each year. But, once we ran out of space, we
began to build up.
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The world was a concrete jungle, filled with mass unemployment; rush
hour that lasted all day and all night; food shortages; extreme crime rates;
wars sparking from all borders; even though death rates were high, the
population continued to grow. The world was crumbling under complete
chaos.
The government started to develop ideas on how to control the population. First they tried reviving the ideas of contraception and even offering
classes on effective birth control for the uneducated, which consisted of
80% of the population. It worked at first, but only for a short while. When
that didn’t work, they moved on to more drastic tactics, such as proposing
the idea of arresting any pregnant woman in sight and performing abortions, even without their consent. Obviously this was too extreme, and the
protests that sparked from this quickly made politicians rethink their decision. There had to be some way to slow down the rate in which the population grew.
Finally, after years of proposing ideas, our government came to an ultimatum. It was either this, or succumb to a world of disease and famine
and war, a horrible life compared to what could lie ahead if we made some
kind of change. The government wouldn’t take “No” for an answer despite
the protests, but even activists agreed that if we didn’t do something soon,
then our children and our children’s children would suffer greatly.
The plan was this: every pregnant woman admitted into the hospital
once she’s entered labor would go about the usual routine. She would get
to have her children, she would get to hold them and admire what beauty
she had helped create. Identical twins were always exciting to have, even
if it was a usual thing now.
Then, according to the dozens of pages of legal documents that the parents (or parent) would have to sign, she would have to choose to give up
one twin to be euthanized in the most humane way possible, which was
lethal injection. If nurses, or doctors, or even the mother herself refused to
do so, they would be arrested on the spot, as a police officer, sometimes
two, would be in the room at all times during a birthing. It was the ultimatum, but the most effective population control the government could come
up with now that we had reached our breaking point.
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I mean, they’re identical twins. They both look the same, so it’ll be like
one never existed.
Right?
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ne day ago, a long cloud formation had approached the east coast,
seemingly appearing out of nowhere and stumping meteorologists
on how quickly it had formed. The clouds stretched past the U.S.-Canada
border, and fell beyond the tip of Florida; the weather radar was showing
nothing but a wide, jagged strip of deep greens, yellows, reds, and pinks.
The news stations had started off broadcasting images of the storm once
it made landfall, showing a curtain of gray water falling from it and completely obscuring anything lost within the downpour.
However, overnight the rest of the states lost contact with everyone
from the east coast as the clouds rolled along west. The eastern stations
broadcasted only static, and all of the news updates and social media posts
suddenly just…stopped. Everyone else toward the west figured that the
storm had knocked out power lines and cellphone towers, and even disrupted satellite communications.
Any live videos of the massive storm automatically uploaded to the Internet showed nothing but distorted images with broken audio, if there was
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any at all; it was obvious that the storm dumped gallons of rain per second,
and produced an electrical storm that looked like something from a strobe
light party. The combination of this all would surely disrupt technology
and communications momentarily, right?
I now sit on the couch as I watch the local news anchor report about the
storm that currently hangs over their station’s building in downtown Denver. She remains as professional as she can, but her voice reveals an increasing sense of panic as she reads from the teleprompter. She mentions
that government officials advise everyone to stay indoors, and then goes
on to talk about the attempts that fellow correspondents have made to report from within the storm, only to lose communication once they had
traveled inside of it. Then she mentions something I’ve never heard of
called the “Emergency Alert System,” and how the president will be making an important speech in ten minutes. The stage lights above her dimly
flicker, and strangely the wind can be heard from outside of the building,
but it sounds…odd. I can’t quite describe it. Moments later, the news
channel’s audio disappears.
My dad suddenly forces himself inside the house through the front door,
startling me from the hypnotizing news report. “Grab what you can. We’re
leaving now,” he says without even looking at me, rushing past the TV
screen which now shows only a title card that reads: Channel 9 News is
currently experiencing technical difficulties. We apologize for the inconvenience.
“What’s going on?” My question remains ignored.
I curiously walk to the front door that my dad had left open in a panic.
The other residents of the neighborhood have abandoned their homes to
occupy the streets, all fixating in the direction of the storm that hangs over
the city. A strong wind blows toward the west from the storm, its moans
and howls a fluctuating sound of high and low pitches; ever-changing, like
layers of wind stacked upon one another; a sound that I’ve never heard
before.
I stand with my fellow neighbors and stare at the supercell that slowly
engulfs downtown Denver in a wall of gray rain. The colossal clouds
tower up high into the earth’s atmosphere and stretch far across the land
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until they kiss the horizon. Balls of lightning pulsate from within the dark
gray storm like bombs exploding in battle, but there is no thunder.
The wind grows louder as the storm moves closer toward the neighborhood. I see families crying to each other as they jump in their cars, and
tires screech as more and more people begin to evacuate the area. Those
recording the spectacle start to back away cautiously, their phones hanging limply in their hands.
The storm seems to pick up speed, and the wind grows louder and
stronger.
“Stacey, get in the car!” My dad screams at me from the front door. I
hear him, but I don’t look at him. I never take my eyes off of the storm as
I slowly back away from it. The dark, almost-black base of the supercell
rolls out from beneath itself as the cloud billows toward the foothills of
the Rocky Mountains.
The howling wind bounces off of the jagged mountains and whirls
around me, bubbling my skin up into goosebumps. No, it isn’t from the
chill of the wind, nor the droplets of sprinkling, cold rain that start to
splash onto my skin. It is from the sound of the wind, and how much more
distinct it becomes as the peak of the clouds begin to crest over the neighborhood.
I realize that it's not the wind I've been hearing. I finally turn and flee as
my dad’s frantic calls to me become lost from the millions of people
caught in the storm, screaming.
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A

cold breeze blew through the span of twisted trees, stripped of their
leaves, and allowed for an abstract view of the night sky, obscured
by the veins of skeletal branches. The stars pulsed in the moonless sky,
and if one looked hard enough they could see the cloudy strip of the Milky
Way.
Crickets performed their orchestra throughout the forest floor covered
in dead, wet leaves. An owl accompanied their number with quick hoots!
every other minute, almost drowned out by the scratching of the insects’
wings.
Their chirps almost matched that of a slow, processed beat emitting
from the speakers of a 2011 Honda Accord sat in the middle of a road that
has always been less traveled. Cracks and potholes were scattered along
the poorly maintained asphalt that spilled into the throat of a small tunnel.
The mouth was outlined in large, square stone that looked almost like teeth
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covered in green plaque as moss from the hill attempted to hide humanity’s mark. The tunnel stretched for dozens of yards, and was wide enough
for only one car to pass through at a time. The starlight was just enough
to barely illuminate the other end of the tunnel.
The Accord was decorated in a couple of dents and scratches, probably
proudly shown off by the owner of how reckless he can be. Smoke escaped
from the windows that were cracked just an inch and slithered up into the
sky.
Stephanie leaned against the outside of the passenger door and held her
arms crossed as she had dressed poorly for the moist, winter night. Her
brunette hair draped over her neck, preventing the chill from wrapping
around it like cold hands and dripping down her spine. Her phone sat in
her hand and illuminated her soft features. She was definitely one of the
more popular girls in school based on her looks alone.
Victor sat in the driver seat with a joint in hand. He hissed in a hit and
watched the other end of the joint burn away in glowing embers. The inside of the Accord was hazy with the skunk stench that Stephanie tortured
herself in the cold to avoid. Victor sluggishly handed the joint to Taz, uncomfortably sprawled across the back seat but was too high to care. He
sucked away at the joint that instigated a coughing fit of smoke, phlegm,
and spit that escaped down his windpipe.
“Pussy,” Victor chuckled.
“Gets me higher, bitch,” Taz retorted between coughs.
Stephanie let a frustrated groan escape her lips and stuffed her phone
into her pant pocket that wasn’t meant to actually hold anything. She despised these pants solely for that reason, but they made her ass look amazing. She twisted around and crossed her arms, this time impatiently.
“Okay, seriously, how much longer do we have to be here?”
“You were the one who wanted to do this,” Victor replied.
“No, I said I would tag along. You two idiots were the ones who heard
about this stupid story.”
Taz cranked his window down just enough to avoid losing the hotbox
but allowed him to squeeze his hand through, the joint pinched between
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his fingers with dirt clumped beneath the nails. “How about you take a hit
and shut the fuck up.”
“And you wonder why you’re still single, asshole.” She scoffed at the
joint and Taz shrugged as he slipped his hand back into the vehicle.
“We still have five more minutes before it’s supposed to happen,” Victor informed, and then took the joint from Taz to take another drag.
“This is stupid,” Stephanie said. “I’m freezing.”
“Then how about getting in the car and we’ll roll up the windows, dipshit,” Taz replied dryly.
Stephanie glared at Taz who only looked back with lazy, red eyes. She
yanked the passenger door open and allowed the smoke to escape despite
the protest that the two boys belched. After a moment, she dumped herself
into the seat with a frustrated sigh and slammed the door shut. Everyone
cranked their windows closed.
“It smells disgusting in here,” she whined.
“Then stay outside where you belong,” Taz replied.
Victor twisted the temperature knob to the right and allowed the heat to
radiate throughout the car.
Stephanie squirmed in her seat as she got comfortable. “This is exactly
how I want to spend my Saturday night,” she said to herself. “Chasing
ghosts with fucking Ren and Stimpy.”
“I’ll take that as a compliment,” Taz replied. “Ren and Stimpy were
badasses.”
Victor rested his hand on Stephanie’s shoulder and even massaged it a
bit. “You know that tonight was the only night that we could do this. Otherwise, we would have to wait until next year on the twenty-fourth anniversary.”
Stephanie shook his hand off. “Oh yes, because the stars have aligned,
and the moon is new, and you two are as gullible as fuck.”
“Actually,” Victor started matter-of-factly, “people have claimed it
only works the night that it happened.”
“You don’t even know the actual story,” Taz piped up.
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Stephanie turned to him. “Like I even care. Some people were driving
through this tunnel with their headlights off because they were being idiots, just like the both of you,” she turned her attention to the both of them
now, “and ended up crashing head-on with another car, getting themselves
and others killed.”
“The accident happened at 11:42 PM,” Victor said. “When it’s time,
you flash your headlights three times and wait. Story has it that you see
the headlights of the ghost car that they hit on the other end of the tunnel.”
Stephanie stared at him unimpressed. “And then what?”
“We turn our headlights off and drive as fast as we can through the
tunnel. Supposedly the ghost car will drive right through ours, and you
can even see the spirits of the victims from that fateful night.”
“Oh my God,” Stephanie said as her face dropped with fear, “That’s
really scary…”
Victor snuck a glance back at Taz, and they both exchanged devilish
smirks as they’ve finally successfully frightened her.
She continued, “So scary that it makes absolutely no fucking sense.”
She pulled her phone back out and resumed her attention to her Facebook
feed as she snorted, “You two will believe anything.”
Victor put his hand back on her shoulder and this time rubbed it more
sensually. “Come on, Steph, just have a suspension of disbelief. It’s fun.”
“Yeah, Staph, it’s fun,” Taz mocked.
Stephanie shot Taz another glare of fire. She turned back at Victor, and
then peeked at his hand as it slipped an inch further down her shoulder
and near her cleavage that she purposefully showed off for him. She only
dressed in a tank top and a light jacket, both articles of clothing that would
be easy to remove for Victor in such a cramped space. However, the atrocity that occupied the backseat had ruined ‘date night,’ a last-minute decision made by Victor without consulting her first. She slapped his hand
away. Nothing for you tonight, dick, which he possessed a nice one.
The humidity collected on the outside of the windows and encased the
car in a fog, obscuring their view from the middle of nowhere that surrounded them. Victor switched the windshield wipers on, and the rubber
wipers arched side to side as they wiped the moisture off the glass in front
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of them. The tunnel lay ahead, a gullet of darkness and the asshole at the
end, and it seemed to stretch further than it really did.
Taz cranked his window down a few inches to find a better view of the
clear sky. The stars twinkled in his eyes as he became lost in his thoughts,
if any even occurred. The joint lazily sat in his fingers, and once more he
took a nice, long drag.
Smoke cascaded from his mouth as he continued staring into the universe. He asked, “Do you guys believe in aliens?”
“Shut up, turd,” Stephanie said, annoyed.
“No, I mean, like, what if aliens exist? Like, what if they’re the ones
who brought us here?”
“I think you’ve had enough, Taz. Give me the joint,” Victor said to the
rearview mirror with his arm outstretched behind him. Taz stuck the joint
between Victor’s index finger and thumb, who brought it to his mouth and
finished off the last of it. He cranked his window down and flicked the
butt into the wilderness.
“I’m serious,” Taz continued. “Like, there are ancient depictions of flying saucers and shit. You know, cave drawings and hieroglyphics of UFOs
in the sky.”
“Yeah, but do any of them show them putting people on this planet?”
Victor asked.
“Well...no, but it’s just a theory.”
Stephanie retorted, “You can’t even figure out who your own dad is,
Taz, what makes you think you discovered the origin of life?”
“You know what, you’re a real fucking bitch, Stephanie. Fuck you.”
“I don’t even want to be here, especially with your high ass back there.”
“Oh sure, the only reason you’re here is so that you can let Victor stick
it in you and stir it around a bit—”
“Hey guys…” Victor attempted to interrupt, but the two ignored him as
Stephanie turned to face Taz, and the two continued to throw insults at
each other. “Guys! Shut up!” He finally shouted. The two quieted down
and Stephanie plopped herself angrily back in her seat. Victor turned off
the music and looked at the dashboard clock that glowed in green with the
rest of the low light in the car. “It’s time.”
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Stephanie and Taz joined Victor in his gaze at the clock. 11:42 PM. The
three looked up through the windshield that had started to fog again, and
Victor popped the lever once more and allowed the wipers to clear their
muggy view.
“You guys ready?” Victor said, determined.
“Let’s do this!” Taz exclaimed.
“And get it over with!” Stephanie sarcastically joined in.
Victor pulled the headlight lever toward him, flashing his brights once.
Twice. Thrice. And then they remained off.
Crickets continued scraping their songs through the bare forest that surrounded the only other living souls on this empty stretch of road. The tunnel remained an abyss as the three teenagers stared into the blackness.
“This is real exciting, guys,” Stephanie said, unimpressed once again.
Victor hushed her without looking at her. “Just wait.”
She emitted a loud, annoyed sighed and snuggled even further into her
seat, crossing her arms as she waited for the inevitable nothing. Taz was
now sat up at the edge of the backseat, resting both hands on each front
seat in anticipation, though his sluggish, sleepy eyes said otherwise. Victor gripped the steering wheel, tighter and tighter as each second passed.
The crickets chirped loudly, and slowly one by one each song died
down. The entire area fell into silence, unnoticed by the three teens as they
concentrated fully on the darkness that lay before them.
The quiet of the night was interrupted by a low hum, a bass that almost
matched the same as that of the music that had played moments earlier.
At the other end of the tunnel, a small glow of light illuminated from the
darkness, and then faded away just as quickly as it had appeared, along
with the sound of the hum. The three immediately erected their backs in
curiosity.
“Did you see that?” Victor asked.
“Holy shit…” Taz could only reply.
Stephanie now sat up even straighter, intrigued. The legend was actually true…
The hum buzzed through the darkness once again and the car vibrated
as if it emitted from its speakers. Another small ball of light faded in from
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the darkness, and then disappeared. It reappeared again, and then disappeared once more. The light continued this performance more and more
frequently, and the three teens in the car exclaimed their excitement.
Victor twisted the keys in the ignition and the car sputtered to life. He
immediately slammed the gearshift into drive, and the tires squealed as he
smashed his foot onto the gas pedal. Smoke billowed out from beneath the
rubber, and the car fishtailed along the slick road for a moment before the
car disappeared into the mouth of the tunnel as it swallowed them.
The teens were enveloped in black as the Accord zoomed down the
tunnel faster and faster. The headlights remained off, and the dashboard
lights of the car was the only illumination inside of the tunnel. It was
enough light to see the determination painted across Victor’s face, his
teeth gritted in a big smile. Fear had washed over Stephanie’s face now,
not from the appearance of something supposedly supernatural at the end
of the tunnel, but that of Victor’s driving. She quickly strapped the seat
belt over her chest. Behind the two, Taz sat unmoved from his previous
position with the same thousand-yard stare.
The light at the end of the tunnel grew brighter each time it appeared
from the darkness of the night, and the hum increased in intensity as they
neared it.
“Victor, slow down!” Stephanie screamed. “I’m not going to get killed
because of your dumb ass!”
“Why is there only one light?” Taz asked but was ignored by his friends.
“Relax, Stephanie!” Victor replied excitedly under the increasing
brrrmmm of the engine as the car continued to speed faster. “Can you believe this?!”
Stephanie sunk into her seat and gripped the assist handle as the car
zoomed faster and faster down the dark tunnel. Victor looked down at his
speedometer as the needle ticked past fifty miles per hour. Sixty. Sixtyfive.
He howled in excitement. “Someone get their phone out and film this!”
BOOM!
The light exploded into a flash of white, brighter than daylight, and
washed out the three teens’ faces. What sounded like the lowest note of a
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tuba, amplified by a thousand times through unseen speakers, blasted
down the tunnel as it accompanied the light. The three screamed inside of
the car, almost inaudible underneath the deafening tone.
Victor smashed his foot onto the brake pedal and the tires emitted a
squeal that spat smoke behind them. His white knuckles veered the steering wheel to the right as the car swerved down the tunnel, threatening to
flip as the tires on the passenger side lifted off the asphalt. Stephanie and
Taz threw their hands up against the ceiling as they screamed. It was the
only thing they could do as the car skidded toward the light.
The whiteness disappeared suddenly, along with the sound of the brass
instrument, and the car spilled out of the other end of the tunnel, twisting
around with shrieking tires. Smoke wisped around the vehicle as it came
to a stop with muffled screams attempting to escape from inside. The engine grumbled to silence as it died, and soon the screams did too. The car
sat still as it faced the tunnel.
Silence once again blanketed the area as if a vacuum sucked it away.
Inside the car, the teens sat frozen in fear. Stephanie’s hands still
pressed against the ceiling of the car and she breathed heavily. Her seat
belt had popped undone. Taz had now gripped the two front seats just as
tightly as Victor still gripped the steering wheel. Minutes inched by as the
three sat in the eerie silence before Stephanie turned to Victor and punched
him in the arm.
“You fucking idiot!” She screamed. “You could’ve gotten us killed!”
She punched him again.
“What the fuck was that?!” He screamed.
“Those weren’t headlights, that’s for sure!” Taz chimed in.
“Shut up, Taz! Victor, you dumb piece of shit, what the fuck is wrong
with you?!” Stephanie screamed, her hands clenched in frustrated halffists.
“I didn’t know it would do that!”
“Is anyone else’s ears ringing?” Taz asked, but was ignored.
“Get us out of here right now,” Stephanie sternly said.
Victor twisted the keys in the ignition, and the engine sputtered as it
struggled to rumble back to life. He tried again, and then again, but the
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engine refused to start. Taz stuck a finger in one of his ears and then
looked at the tip. It was covered in blood.
“Jesus, I feel sick,” Stephanie moaned.
“Me too,” Taz said.
Victor continued to turn the keys, “Come on, come on…” But the engine objected.
“Oh, great!” Stephanie threw her hands up. “Did you just get us fucking
stranded out here?!”
“Stephanie, stop! I don’t know why it isn’t starting!”
BOOM!
The white light spilled out from inside of the tunnel and washed out the
teens and the interior of the car. The three threw their hands to their eyes
as they were blinded by the light, and the tuba note nearly ripped their
eardrums apart. The car rumbled beneath the sound as if a freight train
rumbled past them and blared its horn, and Stephanie squeezed her hands
against her ears. The horn carried through the night for several seconds,
and then ceased. It echoed through the wilderness, or maybe it was echoing inside of everyone’s heads.
The light continued to shine from within the tunnel. It was the brightest
white any of them had ever seen, and they could barely keep their eyes
opened as they squinted at the terrifying event unfolding before them.
The interior car lights flickered as they slowly hummed to life, and the
radio fizzled as it automatically seeked through every FM station. Each
broadcast emitted from the car speakers in a jumbled mess of buzzing
static and garbled voices and music.
“I’m too fucking high for this shit, you guys!” Taz cried.
Stephanie sunk as far down into her seat as she possibly could. She
wrapped the collar of her jacket around her face in an attempt to hide from
the terror that lay before them. Victor stared into the light with wide eyes.
His face was absent of emotion.
“Victor…please…get us out of here…” Stephanie pleaded quietly as
she continued to stare into the blinding light.
Her head snapped over at Victor the moment she heard the car door
click open. He was stuck in a trance, hypnotized by the light, and slowly
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he pulled himself from the car. He shut the door and stepped away from
the car while he continued gazing into the light.
“Victor? Victor?!” She screamed.
He stood for a moment, slowly swaying side to side like a zombie steadying its balance. Then, with one step forward, he began his trek toward
the light.
“What the hell are you doing?!” Stephanie cried. “Get back in the fucking car!”
Behind her, another door clicked open as Taz sluggishly climbed out of
the backseat. He, too, shut the door and started a hypnotized walk toward
the light. They were sleepwalkers, carried by a dream and with no hope of
being woken up by Stephanie’s pleads to stay inside of the car. She
watched as the light soon silhouetted their bodies into black figures that
were eventually gulped up into the whiteness.
And then everything went dark. The tunnel became absent of the light,
the interior lights of the car burned out, and the radio zapped into silence.
Stephanie was now alone, surrounded by the stillness of the night with
no trace of her friends anywhere. Tears streamed down her face as she
remained sunken in her seat. She had once again hid half of her face with
her jacket collar squeezed around her cheeks. She stared with watery eyes
at the empty tunnel that showed no sign of life.
Common sense suddenly flowed with her blood, and she snatched her
phone from her pocket that could barely hold it. It greeted her with a black
screen—out of power, even though it was halfway charged only minutes
before. She whined in defeat and threw it to the floor, and began to hyperventilate. She pulled her legs up to her chest and rubbed her throat with
her hands as a nervous tick. It’s a prank, her brain continued telling herself, and she believed it. Victor and Taz were always doing stupid shit like
this, and they would come running out, laughing at her and saying, We got
you! You should’ve seen your face!
But they never did.
Another BOOM! blasted from the tunnel as white light crashed out of
the mouth like a wave, and Stephanie closed her eyes and screamed. The
low, deafening tuba horn crushed the setting beneath its intensity, and she
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covered her ears in pain, which had started to bleed. Her screams were
drowned underneath the horn, and for a moment she believed that the light
stole her voice away.
The monstrous sound quit and disappeared into the night, and Stephanie
strained her eyes to look at the blinding light.
A dark figure slowly emerged from the whiteness, pencil-thin from the
flare of the light, followed by another that walked out from the illuminated
tunnel.
“Victor?” She sobbed. “Taz?!”
A third figure creeped out from the brightness. Then a fourth. The light
didn’t distort their figures at all. In actuality, their bodies were tall and
thin. Extremely thin. Inhuman. They swayed as they approached the car,
and the foggy windows obscured their dark forms and made them appear
unreal.
“Oh my God…” Stephanie’s voice shook.
The creatures grew closer toward the car, and Stephanie managed to
find the courage to slam the down the lock on her door. She climbed over
into the driver seat and furiously smashed the lock down, and then scrambled into the back seat to lock those two doors.
She dove into the driver seat once again and twisted the keys forward.
The engine sputtered and grumbled, but refused to spark to life. She
screamed at the dashboard and slammed her fists against the steering
wheel out of desperation.
Stephanie begged incoherently between sobs and cries as the creatures
surrounded the car, each one standing in front of each door of the vehicle.
Their features were a blur of dark shadows behind the fog of the glass.
“What do you want?!” She screamed.
The creatures remained quiet. Motionless.
“Who are you?” Her voice squeaked.
The creature at the front passenger door slowly lifted its arm. With its
long, gray index finger, it began to smudge a word into the humid window.
To the creature, it wrote the word backward. To Stephanie, she could read
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it clearly. And it terrified her. Her blood turned ice cold with the air outside. The hairs on her neck pulled at her skin. For a moment, her breath
escaped her as she stared at the response before her.
G O D
The tires of the Accord inched forward as the car started to roll toward
the tunnel with a mind of its own. No, it was being pulled in. Toward the
tunnel.
Toward the light.
Stephanie’s eyes grew wide as she sat in the moving vehicle. “No…”
She cried quietly, and as the car drew closer toward the mouth of the tunnel, she panicked. “NO! PLEASE!! STOP!!!” Her foot pressed the brake
pedal to the floor, but to no avail. She watched the figures line side by side
as they witnessed the car become sucked closer toward the tunnel. “Help!”
She screamed. “Somebody! HELP ME!!”
The light grew in intensity as Stephanie neared the horror that awaited
her. Her vocal cords became paralyzed, and she was speechless as the
brightness washed over her like a ghost. It was blinding, but her eyes were
wider than ever, the light more white than that of her eyes, brighter than
the sun. As it engulfed her, it was the only thing she could see. It surrounded her.

A blinding light buzzed in Stephanie’s wide, fearful eyes, obscuring her
vision before it escaped out of her point of view and revealed the face of
a chubby paramedic.
“This one’s still alive!” He screamed to his partners nearby as he turned
his flashlight off and set it aside. “Let’s get her out of here!”
Stephanie lay in the middle of the road at the mouth of the tunnel, her
face decorated with road rash and large cuts that leaked with blood. She
was stoic, save for the thousand-yard stare as she involuntarily stargazed
while the paramedics prepared the stretcher next to her.
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The chubby paramedic attempted to keep her conscious as he talked to
her, and once the stretcher was ready, they very carefully wrapped a brace
around her neck. It pushed her chin and cheeks upward, squinting her eyes
and dulling her view of the stars. They gently lifted her from the ground
and onto the stretcher.
Beyond the mouth of the tunnel was a trail of black tire marks that lead
to the wreckage of the Honda Accord. It had rolled over several times and
transformed into a twisted trash of metal, landing upright. Smoke seeped
from the hood that had crunched inward like a crushed soda can, two tires
had popped off and the car sat lopsided, and metal debris was strewn about
the asphalt like the foil-wrapped candy from a broken piñata.
The passenger door had ripped away during the roll-over, and Stephanie’s seatbelt had torn in half, tossing her unconscious and limp body
across the road like a ragdoll.
Taz’s body was a contorted form of meat as he hung halfway out of the
shattered window of the backseat, barely recognizable as the car had rolled
over him several times.
Victor lay face-down fifteen feet further from the vehicle. A streak of
blood snaked to the side of the road toward the bare forest, and shimmered
underneath the flashing lights of the ambulance and police cars. Lumpy,
gray-red tissue leaked from his caved-in skull.
Police assessed the scene as they observed the wreckage and interviewed the unfortunate and frantic motorist who happened upon the accident moments after it had occurred. Bright, pink road flares sizzled in the
cold air along the road as it followed the wreckage toward the mouth of
the tunnel.
The paramedics popped the stretcher upward and rolled Stephanie toward the back of the ambulance. The stretcher collapsed as they slid her
into the van, and she continued to gaze at the clear, night sky.
It was full of stars, and nothing else.
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he news spread fast of the new, strange species of flower that suddenly popped up in the middle of Central Park. It surpassed the size
of the rafflesia arnoldii, the largest flower in the world, but not by much.
No other species of flower was like this one according to the scientists
that studied the growing bud, and the tests they performed came back inconclusive. Nobody knew where this plant came from, and nobody has
ever seen anything like it before.
As the plant continued to grow larger, the scientists noticed the bud
slowly beginning to open, and its petals noticeably folded outward more
and more each day. Cameras were set up to film the spectacle 24/7 for all
to watch throughout the world.
And then one day, with one swift, graceful whoosh, the petals unfolded.
And from within the flower, a cloud of spores exploded into the air.
And the wind carried the spores throughout the city. Throughout the
state. Across the nation. Across the world.
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We don’t know where this plant came from, or what it was even capable
of. All I know is that if you’ve come into contact with these spores, you
probably shouldn’t go into the sunlight. You really don’t want to know
what happens.
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AMILTON TOWNSHIP, Ohio — The evening of August 22,
2015 held one of Ohio’s most horrific massacres in its state involving the Carter family at 2251 Stahlheber Road.

H

The Hamilton Police Department received a call from a frantic Mary
Carter after she had arrived home to a bloodbath involving her husband,
Benjamin (41), and her two sons, Thomas (11) and David (15). Her daughter, Susan (6), is currently missing.
The entire fifteen-minute call records the nightmare that had just begun
for not only Mrs. Carter herself, but the dispatch operator who had taken
the call (who has asked to remain anonymous), as well as the officers of
the Hamilton Police Department.
Chief of Police Walter Madison claims the recording to be “one of the
most horrifying calls [his] department has ever taken.”
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While forensic experts remain in possession of the recording for further
review of evidence, which has included the use of zoologists (and with
rumors suggesting a cryptozoologist had also been used), a transcription
has been released to the general public in order to offer any clues to help
solve the case of the death of Mrs. Mary Carter and her family, plus her
missing daughter.
If you have any leads on the happenings of the Carter family, or the whereabouts of the daughter Susan Carter, please contact the Hamilton Police
Department or the Ohio State Police Department.

PROPERTY OF
THE HAMILTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
HAMILTON, OHIO

CALL TRANSCRIPTION #0703321-A32.4
DATE: 08-22-2015
TIME CALL START: 09:37 PM
TIME CALL END: 09:52 PM
LOCATION OF CALL: RESIDENCE - 2251 STAHLHEBER ROAD
HAMILTON, OH
CALL START
(Muffled yelling and banging is heard nearby)
DISPATCH: 9-1-1, do you need police, fire department,
or ambulance?
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CARTER: Send the police! Please! Send the police to
2251 Stahlheber Road in Hamilton! Somebody broke into
my home...oh God...
DISPATCH: Okay, ma’am—
CARTER: Somebody broke into my home and killed my family! Please, send the police now! There’s blood! There
is blood everywhere!
DISPATCH: Okay ma’am, I’ve notified officers, they
should be there shortly.
CARTER: Hurry, please! How long are they going to be?!
DISPATCH: They’re getting to you as quick as they can.
I’ll need you to remain calm, okay? What’s your name?
CARTER: Mary Carter...God, please help me, please have
the police hurry, he’s outside the front door!
(The yelling and banging becomes louder)
DISPATCH: Who is?
CARTER: I don’t know! A man is banging on my front
door! It looks like he’s covered in blood!
DISPATCH: Do you know him?
CARTER: No!
DISPATCH: Does he have a weapon?
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CARTER: No! He’s just banging on the door! His shirt’s
covered in blood! I think...I think he killed my family! I have my husband’s shotgun with me...I don’t
really know how to use it...oh God, I...I can’t shoot
him, I can’t do it—!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, I don’t advise you to use the
weapon, but you should keep it nearby just in case.
CARTER: The window is going to break!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, if he breaks in—
CARTER: I don’t think I can shoot him! No, no, I...he’s
hitting the window really hard! Oh God, he’s going to
break in again! He’s just screaming at me! He’s crazy!
(Glass is heard shattering, which was later determined
to be the front entrance window. There is a loud “clack”
as the caller drops the phone. The caller screams and
there is a gunshot, followed by 10 seconds of silence)
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter?
(20 seconds of silence. Faint sobbing can be heard. A
moment later, there is sound of shuffling as the caller
picks the phone back up)
CARTER: Oh Jesus, help me...oh God...I shot him...I
shot him dead...dear Lord, help me...
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, you were defending yourself.
Everything is okay. You did what you needed to do. He
could have hurt you.
CARTER: I just...
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DISPATCH: I need you to stay on the line with me and
go outside, okay? I need you to wait for police officers
to get there.
CARTER: I need to find Susan!
DISPATCH: Who’s Susan?
CARTER: I need to find my daughter, I need to find
Susan. Please help me find her, she’s only six years
old! She has to be hiding somewhere in the house! Susan!!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Car—
CARTER: I can’t find my daughter! I can’t...oh God,
they’re all dead and I can’t find her! I’ve searched
everywhere!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, your daughter probably made it
out of the house.
CARTER: Susan!!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, the police will be there
shortly. They will find your daughter. Right now, I
need you to please get out of the house!
(The caller gasps)
CARTER: What was that?
DISPATCH: What was what?
(Faint, quick footsteps are heard)
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CARTER: I hear footsteps coming from upstairs...! Susan...? Oh my God, Susan!!
(The caller breathes heavily as she runs up the stairs)
CARTER: Susan!! Mommy’s here, baby! Mommy’s here!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, please listen to me, you need
to get out of the house until the police arrive. They
will find Susan.
CARTER: Susan...! Where are you, baby? I’m at the top
of the stairs, I just got up here, and...I...I need to
turn on some lights...
(The sound of a light switch clicking on. The caller
gasps)
CARTER: Oh no...oh dear Lord, please, please don’t tell
me that’s her blood! There are bloody footprints on the
floor! They’re small enough to be hers!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter—
CARTER: They go to her room. She has to be in there!
Susan!
(The caller enters Susan’s bedroom)
CARTER: Susan?! Are you in here?
(There is a loud bang. The caller screams)
CARTER: What the hell?! What was that?!
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DISPATCH: Is that Susan?
CARTER: It sounded like someone was on the roof!?
(There is more thumping that soon fades away)
CARTER: Something is running on top of the roof! It’s
going to the other side of the house!
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, you’re not making any sense.
CARTER: Susan! I’m in your room! Follow Mommy’s voice!
(The caller gasps)
CARTER: The lights just went out! The power is out!
DISPATCH: Do you have a flashlight or any kind of light?
CARTER: I can’t see anything!
DISPATCH: Okay, just stay where you are, Mrs. Carter.
Let your eyes adjust to the dark...
(The sound of glass shattering is heard, which was
later determined to be the dining room window)
CARTER: Oh my God...
DISPATCH: What was that?
CARTER:
Something
house...Susan?

broke...someone’s

(7 seconds of silence)
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CARTER: Is it the police?
DISPATCH: No, they would have called out for you...
CARTER: Oh no...oh no, someone’s here...
DISPATCH: It could be Susan—
CARTER: No, no she would have called for me, I’ve been
yelling her name...
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter—
CARTER: Shhh!
(23 seconds of silence. The caller now speaks in a
hushed tone)
CARTER: Something’s coming up the stairs...it’s big,
it’s stomping up the steps...oh God, that’s not Susan...
DISPATCH: Mary, you need to find somewhere to hide. Try
and grab something to protect yourself with again.
CARTER: That man didn’t kill my family, he couldn’t
have—
DISPATCH: Please, find a place to hide.
CARTER: I can’t see!
(Stomping footsteps fade in and become louder)
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CARTER: It’s getting closer! Oh Jesus Christ, please
help me find a way out of here...
(The caller’s shaky breathing is heard. Static and
shuffling. 13 seconds of silence)
DISPATCH: Mary, are you still there?
CARTER: I’m in the closet. I can’t get the door shut
all the way, the door is jammed.
(The footsteps continue to grow louder)
CARTER: Oh no, oh no...no, no, it’s coming towards
Susan’s room...where’s the police? I’m so scared!
DISPATCH: Mary, you need to keep calm and quiet and
wait for them to arrive, you have to make sure you
don’t give yourself away.
(The caller sobs into the receiver. The footsteps become very close, and then stop)
CARTER: I...can see it...
DISPATCH: What do you see?
CARTER: What is that...?
DISPATCH: Mary, what is it?
CARTER: ...I don’t...It’s not human...Oh God, it’s
looking at me...
(A few more heavy footsteps grow closer, then stop. A
deep, wet growl crackles through the static. Low, heavy
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breathing. Clicking sounds, almost pattern-like. More
low breathing. Another gurgled growl. Footsteps fade
away. 33 seconds of silence)
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter?
(7 seconds of silence)
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter?
CARTER: It’s gone...I think...
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter, you need to find a way out of
that house right now.
CARTER: I can’t move...I can’t...make it...I don’t know
what that thing was, I don’t want to see it again...I’m
so scared, I...oh my God, I’m gonna die...
(The caller sobs)
CARTER: I can’t do this, I’m so scared, I can’t move
my legs. I don’t think I can even stand up...
DISPATCH: Please, Mrs. Carter, you need to do this. You
can do this. For Susan.
CARTER: Susan...I need to find her...
DISPATCH: No, you need to get out of the house. It’s
not safe there.
CARTER: But—
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DISPATCH: Mary, please, get out of there. Whatever was
just in there with you is still in the house. Get out
now!
(6 seconds of silence)
CARTER: Okay, I’m going.
DISPATCH: Just stay on the line with me. Keep the phone
with you at all times. Tell me when you get to the
stairs, okay?
CARTER: Yeah...
(The sound of shuffling and floorboards creaking can
be heard for 13 seconds)
DISPATCH: Mrs. Carter?
(19 seconds of silence)
DISPATCH: Mary?
(30 seconds of silence)
CARTER: I’m at the stairs.
DISPATCH: Okay. Stay quiet.
CARTER: I think I hear the cop cars...
DISPATCH: Keep going...
(Faint static is heard in the receiver)
DISPATCH: Mary...? Mary...?
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(The static fades away. 13 seconds of silence)
DISPATCH: Mary—
(Screaming.
Shrieking.
Loud
pounding.
Growling.
Screeching. Clanking and static from the caller’s end.
More screaming. Loud thumping. The sound of presumably
the phone sliding across the floor. Low guttural
growls. The caller’s screams are cut off. Choking.
Coughing. Wheezing. The caller shrieks, which morphs
into a high-pitched cry before being cut off by what
sounds like a wet “crunch”. 5 seconds of silence. Another low, guttural growl which fades into a long,
ghostly moan lasting for 10 seconds. Sirens fade in.
Loud footsteps fade away. Two minutes of silence except
for the sirens. Male voices)
OFFICER MAPLE: This is the Hamilton Police Department!
Drop your weapons and come out with your hands up!
(20 seconds of silence)
MAPLE: I repeat, if there is anyone inside, come out
now with your hands up!
(15 seconds of silence)
MAPLE: [incoherent]
(A click is heard and the front door squeaks open)
MAPLE: Holy sh-t...
OFFICER ALLEN: Oh my God...
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MAPLE: This is the Hamilton Police Department! Is there
anyone here?
ALLEN: Jesus Christ, what the hell happened to these
people?
MAPLE: Stay alert...
DISPATCH: Hello? Hello! Can you guys hear me?
ALLEN: Oh God, look at her face...I’ve never seen anything like that before...
MAPLE: This is Officer Maple, calling in a 10-90 at
2251 Stahlheber Road, we need immediate back-up, over.
(Footsteps as the officers examine the crime scene. An
incoherent radio response)
MAPLE: Jesus Christ...
ALLEN: Looks like an entire family slaughtered...
MAPLE: [re: incoherent radio response] We have five
dead, two male adults, one female adult, and two young
males, over.
DISPATCH: Hello! Officers? Hello!
MAPLE: [re: incoherent radio response] There’s a shotgun, but I don’t think it was used as a weapon...It
looks more like an animal attack. Requesting back-up
and a 10-97, over.
DISPATCH: Christ, hello! Hello!!
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ALLEN: Did you hear that?
DISPATCH: The phone! Pick up the phone!
MAPLE: Sounds like it’s coming from down there.
(Shuffling and static. The phone is picked up)
MAPLE: Hello?
DISPATCH: Hi, yes, this is dispatch! You two officers
need to get out of the house immediately! There is
something in the house, something dangerous—!
ALLEN: Hey, Maple, I found someone!
MAPLE: Hold on a sec...Who is it?
ALLEN: I’m thinking it’s the daughter of the family.
She was cowering behind the couch. She’s covered in
blood, but I don’t think it’s her own.
(7 seconds of silence. Footsteps)
MAPLE: Why is she naked?
ALLEN: You don’t think...?
DISPATCH: Please, officer, you need to get out of there
now!
ALLEN: Come on, we’re going to get you out of here.
There’s no reason to be scared with us. What’s your
name?
SUSAN: Susan. Where’s my mommy?
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MAPLE: We’re going to get you out of here, Susan. Allen,
cover her eyes, will ya?
ALLEN: Come on, I’m getting you out of here. Just lay
your head into my chest, close your eyes, sweetie...
MAPLE: Here, let me get this tablecloth to put around
her. [to dispatch] Hey, you still there?
DISPATCH: You need to get out of there now! I don’t
know if you’re dealing with an animal or what, but—
(Screaming. Animalistic screeching)
DISPATCH: Hello? Hello! Officer?!
(More screaming. More screeching)
MAPLE: Oh f--k! She’s biting him!
(Shrieking. The phone emits a loud “clack” as it falls
to the floor)
DISPATCH: Offi—!
MAPLE: Back-up! We need back-up!
(Gunshots)
MAPLE: Holy f--k! No! NO! Oh my God!!
(Screaming. Crunching. The sound of liquid splattering.
3 seconds of silence)
DISPATCH: Hello? Officer? Hello! Hello!? Officer!?
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(13 seconds of silence before dispatch disconnects
call)
CALL END
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There’s Something in My Closet

I

came home from work and decided to take a nap. When I walked into
my room, I noticed that my closet door was open when I typically leave
it closed. I opened the door and looked inside. Despite the low light, I
could tell that there was nothing in there and that everything was in its
place. I decided to go ahead and double check with some light, so I flipped
the switch. Almost immediately, the lightbulb burned out.
You know when a bulb burns out, and it flashes a bright, blue light,
similar to a camera flash or a strobe light? That’s what happened with this
bulb. But, when it did happen, I thought I saw something.
Hidden deep within the clothes hanging in my closet, I saw a face. I
don’t know what it was, but it was looking at me.
I’m not sleeping here tonight.

There’s something in my closet. Look closely…

Nepenthes

he church’s windows were boarded up, and the front entrance was
secured by a heavy, metal chain tangled together and held by a large
padlock. The sun was just setting behind the thick woods that surrounded
the abandoned building, which had started to become silhouetted by the
incoming darkness. Ravens perched themselves atop the steeple of the
church, silently guarding the building and cocking their heads at any
movement that wasn’t caused by the evening breeze.
The church was only a square building made out of wood that had
started rotting years ago, and anyone who’d seen the building knew that
the inside was only one room filled with pews and an altar where the
preacher would spew nonsense about sinners, the blasphemous, and nothing but hate toward those who did not believe in a higher power. It was
located in a very small, rural town, about thirty miles away from the closest metropolitan area, and secluded in a dense forest of dying trees, as if
the church itself released a toxin that killed anything that went near it.
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“What did Kathy and Mark say about this place again?” Susan asked
Ben as they traveled through the thick grass and toward the ugly building.
“We’re not actually going to break into that place, are we?”
“God, no,” Ben scoffed. “Weren’t you listening?”
“Sorry. Obviously I’m not as devoted to this as you are,” Susan recoiled
slightly.
Both of them wore safety helmets on their heads that were equipped
with lights, as if they were about to go spelunking in some deep, underground cave. Ben carried rope that was coiled around his shoulder and
swung back and forth with every step he took.
They reached the church and started to round the side of it as they traversed toward the back of the building. The ravens each belched a warning
call, either to the two intruders, or to each other to alert one another of the
sudden disturbance of other lifeforms that had entered the sacred land.
Ben stopped, and Susan stopped shortly after, a couple of steps ahead of
him.
“That’s what we’re here for,” he said, pointing.
Before them was a water well, made of large, gray stones that circled
around a spot of the land with a diameter of about six feet. A heavy lid,
also made of stone, rested on top of the well and sealed it shut.
“Really? A well?” Susan asked with a hint of sarcasm. “I think the inside of the church would be more interesting.”
“Oh yeah? Like what?” Ben retorted.
“I don’t know,” Susan replied. “Maybe the churchgoers were some kind
of cult or something, performing demonic sacrifices or some spooky shit
like that.”
“Please,” Ben lazily brushed her comment away. “If you were actually
listening to Kathy and Mark when they were telling us what happened to
them, you would know why it’s the well that we’re here for.”
“All I remember is that the two came here to fuck and they scared themselves before Mark could whip his dick out.”
“Well, yeah, that happened. But they said they also heard some little
girl screaming from the well. Or calling for help. Or something.”
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“See? Even you weren’t listening,” Susan said. “Besides, a little girl?
In a well? What is this, The-fucking-Ring?”
“Shut up,” Ben pushed past her as he made his way toward the well.
“Just help me get the lid off of this.”
“It’s a well. We both know what is going to be down there. I’m not
going to waste my energy to discover…” Susan gasped, “...water!”
Ben could only glare at her, to which she returned with a smile. Ben’s
eyes relaxed from his glare, and soon a smile spread across his face.
“Come on, let’s just have some fun. I’ll buy you dinner on our way back
home.”
“I didn’t know this was a date,” Susan winked.
Ben’s smile grew even larger, and he turned away from her to hide it as
he continued toward the well. Susan followed.
“Why did we even bring this shit with us?” Susan asked. “Headlamps?
Rope? Do you really think there will be something worth going down
there for?”
“Just in case,” Ben assured. “There could be treasure down there for all
we know.” Susan could only roll her eyes.
Ben reached the well and rested his hands on the stone cover, only to
quickly reel them away, startling Susan. “What? What is it?” She asked,
freezing in her tracks, her body tense.
“Nothing,” Ben said with a shortness of breath. “The lid, it’s freezing.
That’s all.”
Susan relaxed herself, letting her shoulders drop while breathing a sigh
of relief. She continued forward and stopped next to Ben, staring at the
slab that sealed the well shut. She slowly pressed her hands against it before yanking them away from the icy feeling. She looked at Ben who nodded in confirmation.
“It’s July,” Susan said.
“I know,” Ben could only say.
She added, “In Texas.”
“I know,” he pressed.
They stared at one another for another second before returning their
uneasy attention back to the lid of the well.
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“You got gloves?” Susan asked.
“Nope,” Ben mumbled. “I forgot them.”
Susan once again rolled her eyes. Typical, she thought. She cupped her
hands in front of her mouth and breathed from the pit of her gut onto them.
Warmth bathed her palms, and she rubbed them together to fire them up.
Ben watched, and then did the same.
They both looked at each other once more, possibly to confirm that they
were about to do what they had come here to do. They pressed their hands
against the lid, and each released a series of short hisses from the freezing
sensation that rushed up their arms and drenched their bodies in invisible
ice. With the weight of both of their bodies pressing against the stone slab,
they grunted and groaned as the lid began to slide inch by inch away from
the edge of the well. The sound of stone scraping against stone seemed to
echo through the empty forest. Their feet dug deep into the dirt, and Ben
almost slipped as he attempted to find a spot in the ground to push against.
Just when the two were about to give up, the slab suddenly glided effortlessly about a foot, exposing the interior of the well, and releasing a
stench worse than death. It hit Susan and Ben instantly, and they recoiled
in disgust as they stumbled backward and away from the well. The ravens
on top of the church emitted shrill cries as they fluttered off of the roof
and into the evening sky. The caws of the birds became amplified as even
more ravens exploded from the dead trees, and a shadow of black, flapping
wings erupted in all directions in a cacophony of wails, drowning out the
gags and coughs of the two teens as they attempted to bear the heinous
smell that leaked from inside of the well.
Susan looked up and watched all of the birds disappear beyond the
treeline, and she noticed the first few stars appearing in the growing night
sky.
“Jesus, it smells like...like…” Ben stuttered.
“Fuck this,” Susan chimed in. “There’s no way in Hell I’m going in
there. I’m leaving.”
She turned and started to walk away, and Ben scrambled after her. “Susan, wait…”
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They were no more than a few feet from the well when the call of a
young girl stopped both of them in their tracks. Goosebumps radiated
throughout Susan’s body, and the hairs on the backs of both of their necks
erected themselves as far as possible. Slowly, Susan turned to look back
at Ben, who stared at her with wide, fearful eyes.
“I heard it, too,” was all he could say.
They both turned their attention to the well, partially open with the
stench of something dead leaking out from within.
A moment of silence passed, and then the echo of a weak, girly cry
broke the eerie quietness as it escaped from the pit of darkness. Susan
shivered at the ghostly call for help, realizing that everything she dismissed when it came to ghosts suddenly became all too real.
Slowly, the two tiptoed their way toward the well. Ben pinched his nose
shut and kept his face turned away from the well while peeking from the
corners of his eyes. Susan breathed through her mouth, and the taste of
musky decomposition covered her tongue, but she was too high on sudden
adrenaline to care.
They both peeked into the sliver of darkness inside of the well, but the
dying light only reached so far. Ben flipped the switch of his headlamp
on, and the darkness swallowed the beam of light up like a black hole.
“Turn your lamp on,” he whispered.
Susan did so, and the combination of both headlamps was bright enough
to reach the bottom of the well that stretched as far as thirty feet. At the
bottom of the well, the two notice slight movement. Something small.
Pale. Wet, black hair. A face of a little girl snapped upward to look at
them.
Susan gasped and pushed herself away from the well. “Oh my God, oh
my God,” she cried out as she stumbled away from the dark pit. Ben turned
and rushed to her, grabbing her arms to calm her down. “Was that real?”
She asked. “Is that real?!”
Ben attempted to shush her, but to no avail.
“Did you see that Ben?!” She cried.
“Yes!” He sputtered, even though he was unsure of what he’d really
seen.
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“There’s a little girl trapped down there! We need to get help!”
Susan turned away and started toward the direction of where they had
parked the car, but Ben rushed to her and snatched her arm. “Susan, wait!”
He attempted to say in a hushed yell.
“We need to call the police! There is a girl trapped in that well!”
“Susan, just hold up for a second!” Ben yelled louder this time. Susan
quieted down, and Ben caught his breath before he continued, “It’s getting
dark. We can’t leave her down there. Look where we are! Who knows
how long it’ll take for the cops to get here?”
“What do you suggest we do then, Ben?!” He only stared into her eyes,
and it took Susan a moment before she realized what he was thinking.
“Wait, you’re not thinking of going down there, are you?!”
“Who knows how long she’s been down there, Susan? Someone obviously trapped her in there, the fucking well was sealed shut!”
“We need to call the police, the fire department—”
“That water is probably freezing. She needs help now.”
“And you think a couple of kids can save her?”
“It’s the best option she has right now! We can call the cops and the fire
department, and attempt to get her while they’re on their way.”
Susan ripped her cell phone from her pocket, and the illumination from
the screen showed her face drop in defeat. “I don’t have signal in this God
forsaken place!”
Ben pulled his cell phone out, and his shoulders fell in disappointment.
“Yeah, me neither.” He looked back at Susan with his best attempt at a
reassured facial expression. It wasn’t much, but it worked as Susan sighed
and looked past him and at the well. “It’s getting dark,” he said. “One of
us rappels down there, ties the girl up, and the other pulls her out.”
“Who’s going down there to get her?” Susan asked cautiously. Ben
looked at her intently without saying anything, and it clicked in her head.
She took a step back with her arms out. “No. No, Ben. I don’t want to go
down there!”
“No offense, but I’m stronger. I can pull the girl out once you’ve secured her with the rope. It’s the only way!”
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Susan didn’t say anything. Instead, she hesitantly looked back at the
well. The faint sobs of the girl were barely audible as she cried softly at
the bottom of the pit. “God-fucking-damn it,” she muttered under her
breath.
Ben uncoiled the rope and walked toward the church, his headlamp
lighting the way as the sun had finally set beneath the horizon. The last
glow of daylight squeezed through the twisted branches of the dead trees.
The area was covered in a blanket of silence except for the crunching dead
grass beneath Ben’s feet as he approached a cellar door at the back of the
church. The handles were chained shut, much like the front entrance, and
Ben snaked the rope through the handles, tying it into a large, tight knot.
Susan looked back down the well and listened to the weakening cries
of the small girl. “It’s okay,” she said in half-ass reassurance, “we’re
gonna get you out of here. Just be brave!”
“Please, help me,” the girl whimpered.
“Are you hurt?” Susan called out.
“Please, help me,” she repeated.
“We’re going to try! Are you able to move?”
“Please...help me…” It was as if the girl was a broken record, as if it
was all she was capable of saying. It made sense to Susan, though. The
girl sounded very young, and she was probably in shock from being carelessly tossed into the well and left for dead by whoever the sick bastard
was that did this to her.
Ben returned to the well and picked up the rest of the rope. He joined
Susan in looking down the well, and the combination of their headlamps
illuminated the small child once again. She faced away from the well
opening, and her black, wet hair shimmered in the poor light. The girl
rocked back and forth slightly, cradling herself. The sight of it squeezed
at Susan’s heart, and she grew braver and more determined to go down
into the well.
“We’re throwing a rope down now!” Ben yelled for the little girl. “My
friend Susan here is going to come down and get you, okay? And we’re
going to get you out of here!” The little girl didn’t say anything, and continued to sob. Much like the cries for help, Susan noticed that the girl’s
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sobs sounded as if they, too, were coming from a broken record. But
adrenaline blocked out any uneasiness she had felt spill out from the well.
Ben clumped the rope into a ball of tangled mess and squeezed it
through the dark crack of the open well. He dropped it, and it disappeared
into the darkness.
He looked back at Susan and said, “C’mon, let’s push the lid open a
little bit more.”
The two braced themselves against the lid with the palms of their hands,
and stomped into the ground to get good footing. Ben counted down from
three, and the two shoved all of their weight into the edge of the lid.
Slowly, but surely, the stone slab scraped against the lip of the well.
Once the slab was halfway across the well opening, the two grunted to
a halt and caught their breath.
“Okay,” Ben wheezed, “you ready?”
“No,” Susan replied uneasily. “This fucking sucks.”
“I know,” he said.
Susan stared at the rope that hung over the lip of the well loosely, took
a deep breath, and hopped up onto the edge. As she stood atop the mouth
of the well, she believed the girl would have somehow managed to climb
up to the top and grab her ankle, yanking her into the darkness where she
would be left for dead.
This isn’t The-fucking-Ring, she told herself silently.
She hesitantly grabbed the rope and tugged at the end tied to the cellar
doors, testing the strength of the knot that Ben had made.
“You know you can do this,” he said. “Just remember all of those times
we rappelled down the cliffs of the greenbelt.”
“I can’t believe you forgot the fucking gloves,” she sputtered.
“You can do this,” was all he could reply with.
With a deep, shaky breath, Susan began her descent down into the well.
One step after another, she tested her footing against each unevenly placed
stone that jutted out like a snaggletooth mouth. The stones were slippery
with moisture and moss buildup, but she managed to rappel down with
much more ease than she had imagined. Every few feet, she looked up at
Ben, who stared back down the pit of the well and cheered her on, his
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headlamp blinding her. As she neared the bottom of the well, the sobs and
cries of the little girl grew louder.
“I’m coming for you,” Susan said in between coughs from the suffocating stench. “I’m almost there.”
“Please, help me,” the girl replied in the same tone and inflection as she
had before.
“We’re going to get you out, okay?” Susan responded. Her strength had
started to weaken the longer it took for her descend, and along with the
awful smell, the echoing sobs of the girl whirled around her, almost disorienting her. The deathly aroma stung her nostrils and choked her windpipe, and she began to feel sick to her stomach. A stinging sensation
burned her palms from the rope digging into her palms, and she could only
imagine the blisters she would get once she got out of the hellhole she was
currently in. To distract herself, she called out to the girl. “What’s your
name?”
“Jessica. Please, help me,” the girl responded.
“I’m here to help you, Jessica. How old are you?”
The girl sobbed in reply.
“Do you know how you got in here?” Susan asked, descending a few
more feet. She looked downward, something she never did when rappelling, in fear that she would develop vertigo and scare herself.
Her headlamp shined onto Jessica like a spotlight. The girl looked up
with hollow eyes. Black. Devoid of life.
Susan’s heart skipped a beat. She stepped wrong. The rubber soles of
her shoes squeaked against the moist stones. The rope sizzled as it burned
into her palms when she fell.
She disappeared into the warm, murky, rancid water in a foaming eruption of bubbles.
“Susan!!” Ben screamed for her. His headlamp was too weak to reach
the bottom of the well, but he had heard Susan’s screams vomit from the
pit of the well and the splash that followed shortly after. Without thinking,
he hopped onto the edge of the well, gripped the rope tightly, and quickly
disappeared into the increasing darkness of the well.
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Susan exploded from the surface of the water and thrashed her arms
outward. She coughed and wheezed, spitting the dirty water from her
mouth that made her tongue tingle. Her hands slapped against the stone
wall and she gripped tightly to whatever she could hold on to to keep herself afloat. The water was too deep for her to stand.
Her headlamp had disappeared beneath the surface of the well water,
but it glowed beneath, illuminating the yellow-green liquid that she had
bathed herself in. The splash of water released a smell so foul that she dry
heaved immediately, but there were no contents in her stomach to be expelled.
Susan looked up at Ben, who was now halfway down the well and
quickly approaching. “Fuck!” She screamed. “Ben, get me out of here!”
“I’m coming!” He shouted.
“Shit! What the fuck is this?!” Susan belched as she looked at the gooey
water. She snatched her headlamp and struggled to fit it back onto her
head. The light began to flicker. She slapped it a few times, but it continued to malfunction. “Jessica?!”
Before she found a chance to look around the pit of the well, Susan’s
hand slipped, and she disappeared beneath the disgusting water, only to
splash back out immediately. She wiped the dirty water from her eyes and
snatched another stone to grab a hold of. Jessica’s ghostly sobs danced
around the delusional Susan, her headlamp growing weaker as it flickered
more and more.
Movement caught Susan’s attention, and she directed her poor lighting
to the small girl trapped at the bottom of the well, crouched and facing
away from her. A haze started to form inside of the well and clouded Susan’s already blurry vision.
Ben neared the two, only about ten feet away, when the sound of stone
scraping against stone directed his attention to the opening of the well.
Susan weakly pushed herself off of the wall and sloppily swam her way
to Jessica. The broken record sobs continued, and it was as if the little girl
didn’t know that Susan was in the well with her.
She cautiously reached toward Jessica with a shaking hand. “Jessica?”
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The stone slab slowly pushed itself across the mouth of the well, and
any remaining daylight disappeared as the crack of the well opening grew
thinner and thinner, becoming only a crescent of light. “Susan…?” Ben
alerted her uneasily.
Susan grabbed Jessica’s shoulder gently and slowly twisted her around
so that she could see her face.
She screamed.
Ben’s head twisted around at the shrill shriek just as the lid of the well
sealed shut. It grinded against the rope and the fibers exploded to shreds.
The slack surprised Ben as gravity suddenly yanked him downward. He
screamed, but it was inaudible to him as he fell to the bottom of the pit
with a splash.
A hand yanked Ben out from under the water, and he was met with a
flickering light and muffled, watery cries from a terrified Susan. He
whipped his head side to side as he shook off as much of the foul-smelling
water as possible. He threw his arms outward frantically while he kicked
his legs in an attempt to stand.
Susan snatched him by the collar of his shirt while she gripped a stone.
She shouted his name while simultaneously spitting out the acrid liquid
that splashed at her. Ben grabbed onto another stone in the wall and pulled
himself upward to where the water was at his chest.
“The lid!” He shouted almost incoherently. “It’s fucking closed!”
“Ben!”
He snatched his safety helmet from under the water and slapped it on
top of his head, unknowingly sideways. “The girl! Where is she?!”
“That wasn’t a fucking kid down here!” Susan screamed in complete
fear.
Ben straightened his helmet and the two looked around the well. Jessica
was nowhere to be found. “Where the fuck did she go?!” He screamed to
nobody.
“What the fuck!” Susan screamed. “Jesus Christ! Her face! Oh my God,
it was—it was—” Susan’s body shook uncontrollably.
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“We have to get out of here!” Ben shrieked. He lifted the rope out from
under the water and noticed the frilled end. He slapped it back into the
water. “Fuck!”
“Oh my God, Ben, the girl...something was wrong with her face—!”
“What the hell is wrong with this water?!”
“—fucking deformed, like her mouth was fused shut—!”
“Susan, we need to climb out of here. Something’s seriously not right
here!” Ben looked down at his hands. Steam slithered off of his skin and
swirled upward into the darkness above.
“—God, her eyes?!”
“What the fuck?!” Ben exclaimed. “What’s wrong with my skin!?”
“Her skin! It was...I could see inside of her!?”
Ben shined his light onto Susan, and then at her clothes. “Susan...your
shirt! What the...what the fuck!”
Susan looked down at her outfit. The fibers twirled apart, and holes
grew larger and larger as steam ate away at her shirt. She looked back at
Ben with fearful eyes that only grew bigger as she saw his clothes dripping
off of his body in a liquefied goop. The smoky haze became thicker, and
the two began to cough from the increasing heat from within the well.
“What the fuck is happening?!” Ben screamed up into the dark abyss
above them.
“It’s getting hard to breathe!” Susan shrieked at him. “I can’t—I can’t
feel my fingers!”
Ben grabbed onto a stone and pulled himself upward. He gripped another stone, digging his fingers into it when his nails peeled away with a
gooey snap. He disappeared back under the water.
“Ben!” Susan screamed for him. With one hand still gripping a stone,
she wiped clumps of hair out of her eyes, which nearly bulged from their
sockets when she noticed the clumps tangled between her fingers, the follicles still attached. She gasped and ran her hand through her hair. A large
chunk slid out from her scalp with ease as she pulled her hand away, leaving a large bald spot on the side of her head. A scream attempted to escape
from her chest as she stared at her steaming hand, horrified, but only a
shaking wail of fear erupted from her instead.
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The stone she held on to dislodged itself from the wall of the well and
she sunk beneath the water for what felt like hours. When she resurfaced,
her flickering headlamp illuminated the greasy, shimmering walls that
were suddenly devoid of stones.
Instead, pulsing veins popped from the skin-like surface of the well
wall, which undulated in a peristalsis-like manner.
Ben splashed out from beneath the water and latched onto Susan, gripping her shoulders with the bones of his fingers. His skin and muscle and
fat dripped off of him like melting candle wax. His face stretched downward, and his toothless mouth hung lopsided, emitting a shriek of absolute
agony. Blood poured like a faucet from his nose and eyes and mouth.
Susan couldn’t do anything but scream. As her flickering headlamp
slowly faded into darkness, Ben’s deformed, half-digested body sunk back
down beneath the acidic water, and yanked her down with him.
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It’s been sixteen years since my mother tried to kill me.
Helen Lambert suffered from depression that began to shine in her
teenage years. Her parents convinced her that they were just ‘teenage hormones,’ but it got worse as she became a mother at the age of twentythree. Her depression had reached its peak when she had me, and shortly
after, she began to drink.
It wasn’t heavy drinking. It started with wine because she liked that
already. Soon she slipped into liquor (whiskey her favorite) and started to
show the early signs of alcoholism.
Trent, her boyfriend at the time (whom I called Dad), never really
wanted a kid, but he didn’t want to run off on her when she was expecting
a son. He was left with most of the responsibilities once she decided to
stop taking care of me and instead drink until she passed out. I cried
nightly and Trent grew exhausted. He, too, began to drink, though not as
heavily as my mother, and they began to argue more than they attempted
to take care of me.
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My mother had once told me that one night, when I was three, they
became tangled in a heated argument while I cried underneath my bed
with my ears covered. Trent attacked my mother and tried to strangle her
to death before escaping through the window as the police arrived. He was
found two days later and served in prison for ten years for second-degree
attempted murder and slapped with a restraining order of 350 feet.
The attack only made her depression worse. Which made her alcoholism worse. Which ultimately made her behavior worse.
She kicked me when I was already down. Broken bones and purplegray bruises. She scratched and shoved and slapped and punched. She
called me names and said horrible things that no child should hear from
their mother. She punished me for the smallest mistakes. When teachers
at school asked about my injuries, I lied to avoid confrontation between
them and my mother, and then later her and me. She became a monster.
Then one night, when I was eleven, she tried to kill me.
I had a vivid nightmare that preceded that terrible night. I was in my
bedroom, and something else was in there with me, hidden deep within
the dark corners. I couldn’t see it, but I could feel it, and it made me feel
heavy. I jumped out of my bed and immediately sank into the floor as if it
were quicksand. I tried to grab anything I could to pull myself out, but
everything was just out of reach. When I lost my balance and belly flopped
onto the carpet, my skin stuck to it like a sticky trap and I was the unlucky
mouse that took the bait. The house’s walls groaned in pleasure as my skin
began to ooze off my body and onto the carpet where the tiny fibers absorbed my liquefied form like microvilli. As my body melted into the
floor, I remembered believing that the house was digesting me. Consuming me.
When I woke up, I found my mother standing over me next to my bed,
her frail figure silhouetted by the hallway light that spilled into the bedroom. Her body shivered in what was either psychosis or restraint, and
incoherent mumbling barely escaped her lips as she had a conversation
with herself. Groggy from sleepiness and confusion, I couldn’t understand
what she was saying, but her last words to me before I’d never see her
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again were, “I’m sorry.” And then she stepped forward with a large
kitchen knife.
A hiss escaped from her stained teeth as she watched me run down the
hallway. I snatched the landline that sat on the half moon table and locked
myself in the bathroom.
It took nine minutes for the police to arrive and find my mother outside
of the door pleading profusely for me to come out. A strong scent of whiskey radiated from her mouth. I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry…
My mother never received jail time. The police found the knife on my
bed, and there was no sign of a struggle nor did I have any injuries from
said knife. However, my bruises, her behavior, and obvious alcoholism
was enough evidence to have me taken away by Child Protective Services.
When asked why I didn’t call the police sooner, I told them what my
mother had always told me if she ever found out I had: I’ll slit your fucking
throat open the moment they arrive.
I was put in a private foster home that later ended up adopting me into
their household. It was a lovely couple, Derrick and Martha Bowman, who
were unable to conceive a child themselves. They were strong believers
of God, and took it as a sign to adopt other children who were unable to
live without parents of their own. Their relationship started to show signs
of slow deterioration shortly after their new son had entered the family. I
had frequent night terrors that affected their sleep schedules, and tensions
rose between everyone. I began developing anxiety throughout middle and
high school that I was only able to satiate with alcohol, an addiction I
quickly acquired by the time I was sixteen. Derrick and Martha fought
weekly, and my adopted sisters admitted that their parents had never done
this until after I was introduced to the family. That it was my fault. A week
after my twentieth birthday, I was forced out of the home because of a
certain lifestyle that they didn’t agree with. Shortly after I had left, I heard
that the family functioned as normal again.
My anxiety, which inevitably morphs into depression every time it
sparks, prevented me from holding on to a position for longer than a few
months, let alone a relationship. I lived paycheck to paycheck, and any
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extra cash I had went to whatever liquor I could afford. I soon started eating less so that I could buy more alcohol, and when I was twenty-three, I
attempted suicide by deliberately totaling my car in a ditch while drinking
and driving. I awoke in the hospital, and like most people who failed at
their suicide attempts, my second chance at life was the moment that I had
found the strength to quit drinking as a mean of temporarily numbing myself, and sought a way to turn my life around. I vowed sobriety, and ended
up attending a university earning an education in teaching. I now see a
therapist whom I visit once a month, a woman named Shirley who is great
at her job and knows how to speak to someone without passing judgment.
It was the start of a new life. A new beginning.

Sixteen years had passed since that terrible night, and I lay in bed in my
small, one-bedroom apartment that stunk of leftover Chinese food that I
had accidentally left out overnight in the kitchen. I rubbed my scruffy face
as I watched my ceiling fan rotate slowly in no attempt to keep the room
cool, as summer had just begun. The bed sheets and covers had been
kicked off in mid sleep, but messiness was never in my profile; dirty
clothes were always in their hamper, the desk in the corner was never cluttered, and clothes were neatly stacked inside their drawers or hung wrinkle-free inside of the closet. Once I got out of bed, I’d make sure that that
looked neat, too.
My phone buzzed with a ding! and alerted me of a new voicemail that
arrived shortly after the missed call from the unknown number that initially woke me up from the same nightmare that I had on that terrible night.
I ignored the voicemail alert and continued to lay in bed until my body
tingled, and I imagined myself melting into my mattress and disappearing
in darkness forever. I wished for once that my nightmare would come true.
Nobody would care if I disappeared, my thoughts told me, voices that I
heard frequently, especially when I was alone. They were the ones that
encouraged me to drink, that convinced me that I would always be alone,
that I would always be a nobody.
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I gathered the energy to lift my arm up and look at my wristwatch. 7:37
A.M. would’ve nearly caused a panic attack since I would have to be at
Dawson Elementary by 6:45 to greet my third graders, but since it was
summer break, I could lay in bed for as far into the morning as I desired.
For a moment I almost decided to go to class as if it were a normal school
day. The thought of seeing those kids brought a certain sense of comfort,
and I managed to pull myself upward and out of bed.
Not today, I thought. Instead, my therapy appointment was scheduled
at 11:30. Just enough time to enjoy coffee and breakfast without having
to rush through the morning.
After my second cup of coffee, I decided to open the voicemail and
listened. It was from the police department.
My mother had committed suicide.

The small room that Shirley called her office smelled almost like the family practice that I used to work at as the office clerk—a position that required no customer interaction, something that I tried looking for in any
job. It was a suffocating aroma of latex and plastic but in a way it was
almost nostalgic. A fake tree sat in the corner and still looked as though it
could’ve used some water, and Shirley’s red, stiff chair occupied the only
window in the room. A couch sat opposite of her seat, covered by a cheesy
floral cover that was soft to the touch but smelled like mothballs when a
patient’s body heat warmed it up.
I usually sat with my ankles crossed and arms folded. Shirley would
joke with the same icebreaker every time, “Is it cold in here or are you just
anxious to see me?”
She had her office companion, Cat, sit on the couch during every session. He was a beautiful, long-haired cat, with fur that was a sandy color
and dark orange stripes which wrapped around his slender body that, from
all of the hair, made him look fatter. Though he wasn’t trained to sit in the
laps of patients, Shirley knew that his calm demeanor helped with the
stress and anxiety that her patients typically experienced.
“Being a human fucking sucks,” she had once said.
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“Tell me about it,” I replied.
“Don’t you just wish you could be a cat sometimes?”
I looked down at Cat, who pretended to nap on my legs while he flicked
the tip of his tail every time I ran my fingers down his soft, fluffy back.
“All you get to do is lay around and sleep, eat, and screw the hot neighbor cat next door. Wash, rinse, repeat.”
“Sometimes I do think I’m a cat,” I replied. “Not a house cat, though.
A stray.”
“Why’s that?”
“I prefer to be alone…I don’t want an owner to go to, but I don’t want
to follow the rest of the pack…At the same time, I want to feel loved. I
want something to go to whenever I feel afraid, but I can’t open up.” I
paused. Shirley waited patiently. “Changes stress me out…Disturbances
or clutter in my environment make me feel unbalanced.”
“Get a cat,” Shirley said almost immediately, and I chuckled and so did
she, even though she was being serious.
“Cats don’t love,” I joked.
“Bullshit. What do you think that lump of hair is doing right now? Absorbing your soul while he sleeps?” Again, we laughed. “Look at you,
Jesse. You have so much more to you. Not only can I see it, but I can feel
it, too. You need to look and see what’s holding you back, because what
you just described isn’t you, I just know it, even though you believe that’s
how it is every day.”
I looked back down at Cat. He had slipped into a heavy doze, and his
body trembled as he purred.
“Get a cat,” Shirley suggested again. Then she mentioned that a cat’s
purr is the ‘purr-fect’ therapy for someone with anxiety, something about
how the infrasound produced by a cat’s purr can relieve stress.
This time, however, I sat relaxed. My arms were comfortably rested at
my sides, my legs were slightly spread apart, and for once I didn’t have
the nervous tick where one of my legs, or sometimes both, restlessly
bounced up and down.
Shirley typed a quick note into her iPad, then looked at me for a quick
minute with her green eyes hidden behind black, thick-rimmed glasses.
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Her curly, brown hair was pulled back when she typically wore it down.
She always dressed in loose clothing, which complemented her calm demeanor that was perfect for her profession.
“How are you?” She asked.
“I’m fine. How about you?”
“Oh, enough about me,” she replied. “How are you?” I wasn’t sure how
I felt. Relieved? Sad? Apathetic? “Can I be honest with you?” She continued, “You look the best I’ve seen in a long time.”
“I feel the best I have in a long time,” I breathed out in relief, mostly
because it was true, but partly because Shirley had started the conversation.
“What happened?”
I hesitated as I contemplated the best way to phrase the words, but there
was no other way to put it except bluntly. “My mom’s dead. They found
her in the basement burned to death. They think it was a suicide.”
Shirley nodded as she thought to herself, probably because she wasn’t
sure what exactly to say, probably because she knew that I had more to
say.
“It’s been sixteen God damned years since I last saw my mother, when
she tried to kill me. All of those years of drunken abuse, the broken bones
and the lies that followed them in order to protect her. Being reminded
everyday of how disgusted she was with who I am…happy birthdays, family Christmases, loving parents when I needed them most...all of that shit
burned away in that…that bitch’s basement. The moment I heard the officer say that she was dead, I cannot tell you the weight that was lifted off
my shoulders. It was as if she haunted me all of these years that she was
still alive, and now it’s finally all gone.”
Cat scrambled off of my lap and I snapped out of the sudden warmth of
built-up hatred that made my cheeks flushed. I looked at my hands that
had morphed into fists. Shirley noticed too. I slowly released the tension
and my knuckles returned to normal color, and then to a rosy, flushed red.
“Coincidentally, I had the same exact dream that I had the night that she
attacked me, where I melted into the floor at the house. When I woke up,
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that’s when I found out. I thought it was weird that I had that same nightmare for the second time in my life and then to receive the news right
after. They said I needed to make arrangements, ya know? For the funeral.
And that she left a lot of shit behind that they think I need to clear out or
it’ll be thrown away or given to the city so the house can be put up for
sale.”
“Right.” Shirley typed a few notes into her iPad before she set it aside
and leaned forward toward me. “Can I suggest an idea?”
I shrugged. “Sure.”
“It’s summer break. Your kids are out of school so you have a lot of
time to work on some things. How would you feel about going back to
your mother’s house and making those funeral arrangements? Clean and
box up all of her belongings? In fact, I think that it may be very therapeutic
for you to go through her things and the things of yours that she’d kept.
It’ll be a way to really get some closure.”
Do it, a voice in my head commanded.
“This is a great opportunity that will help you seek that life you’ve always been too held back to enjoy,” Shirley continued, “but you have to
remember that this is only the beginning with a lot of work to come.
Maybe it wasn’t a coincidence that you had that nightmare before you
received the news, especially on the anniversary of the incident. Maybe
this is a way of telling yourself that you need to revisit your past. To overcome it.”
My palms got clammy and I folded my arms at the idea. Shirley noticed
but didn’t expand on the idea. We both knew that her argument wasn’t a
bad one, but it was a difficult decision that I would have to follow through
if I really wanted to get closure to the past once and for all.
For the rest of the session, I changed the conversation to lighter subject
matter until it was a friendly talk between two people who knew each other
well and could say anything to one another.
In the back of my mind, however, the voice continued to burrow deep
into my thoughts and repeated the same command over and over again.
Go back to the house. Go back to the house. Go back to the house.
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It was a six-hour drive to my mother’s one-story suburban house that
was longer than it was wide; surrounded by fields and woods and
located at the end of a street in an old neighborhood development where
most of the houses looked similar to one another, but the quality was no
Stepford Wives.
The house, built in the early 1900s, was made completely of wood, the
paneling speckled with chipped yellow paint, faded by the sun, but the
overgrowth around the house helped cover up the flaws. The front porch
was an open mouth of white, wooden beams, and a large window for an
eye was next to the door. The house seemed low, flat, and with an expression of almost painful sadness. The front lawn had begun to brown, either
from negligence or the heat of summer. A few crows sat on the roof that
was missing a few shingles, and they remained silent as I approached the
cul-de-sac. The dark, dusty windows were a clear sign of an abandoned
house, and made it seem more uninviting than it already was.
I cautiously pulled up to the front of the house and shut off the ignition.
The silence was welcoming as I remained in the car and stared at my childhood. It wasn’t surprising to me that it looked as poorly maintained as it
did, but I figured I could spend my time getting the place back into shape
and make it at least decent when it was time to sell it. It would also give
me something to do, a mental distraction.
I noticed the “Police – Caution” tape wrapped around the porch and
across the front door, and a lump formed in my throat that stole my relaxed
breathing. I had forgotten that I was going to see the area in the basement
where I was told that my mother had dumped gasoline all over her body
and lit herself on fire. She deserved it.
The basement. I wasn’t ready to go down there yet.
A police vehicle slowly rolled past my car and wrapped around the culde-sac before it pulled to a stop across the street from the house. I squinted
in an attempt to see who was in the car, but the driver’s features remained
a secret behind the tinted windows. I knew what the officer was here for:
to unlock the front door and give me the key. Everything she owned, including the house, was now under my possession. She never wrote out a
will, or anything of the sort, but I would bet that she mentioned somewhere
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on paper that she didn’t want my father to have any of her belongings. I
didn’t want them either.
The driver side door opened and out stepped a man with tan skin not
caused from the sun, which contrasted with the black uniform that fit rather snug around his body—in a good way. His short hair was slicked
back, darker than the night but the hair product allowed it to shimmer beneath the sun. He walked toward my car, each step a low thud from his
boots. He removed his shades to get a better look at me and revealed sharp,
amber eyes that almost glowed when the sunlight hit them right.
It would’ve been a lie if I said that I recognized Marco instantly, but the
truth was that he hadn’t grown out of his third-grade self that I distinctly
remembered. The only difference was that his facial features were more
defined, yet covered by the thin scruff that sprouted from what used to be
a baby face and would probably land him a warning from the chief if he
didn’t shave as soon as possible.
When he was seven, Marco Valencia attended karate lessons every
Tuesday and Thursday evening, and the next day after school, he and I
would hang out in the woods where he would teach me certain moves to
help me defend myself. I never would’ve used them against anyone, but it
was fun to learn from Marco, and I liked how he would stand behind me
as he adjusted my stance like a puppeteer. He would later finish karate and
move to actual self-defense classes as he grew older. He’d always aspired
to be a cop and reminded me constantly of how he wanted to beat up bad
guys like they did in the television shows. Before I was taken away, we
would talk about how I would be his trusty sidekick who drove the patrol
car (because I didn’t like physical violence) and I would save him from
danger at the last minute.
I pulled myself out of the car. “Marco?”
“Polo,” he replied as he opened his arms with a welcoming smile, and
hugged me tightly. I squeezed him back to match his strength. “I heard
you were coming back into town.”
“I heard you left.”
“I grew up here. I realized I couldn’t leave. Something held me back.”
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Both of the cars clinked and clanked as the engines cooled in the silent
neighborhood.
I didn’t know what else to say. Hey! Nice to see you again after all this
time, in front of my dead, abusive mother’s house. What have you been up
to? I was sure that Marco didn’t know exactly what to say either, whether
to feel sorry for the loss of my mother or not. I didn’t even know if he
knew the entire story of my relationship with her, but now that he was a
cop I was sure that he had snuck a peek in the police records at one point
and got the full details.
“I hope you’re handling this well,” Marco said.
“I’m here. That’s a start.”
“Yeah.”
The two of us stood and looked at the house that held many stories and
secrets that would eventually be boxed and buried away with the burnt,
rotting corpse of Helen Lambert. Even though she had almost cremated
herself, she always told me that she wanted to be buried due to religious
circumstances, despite having never spoken of God. I never knew why she
would constantly remind me of how she wanted her memorial. It was as
if she knew that death was right around the corner, waiting for her. Or
something was. A paranoid delusion.
I remembered that I had a lot of work to do, including funeral arrangements, and I felt it was time to get settled in. I walked to the back of my
car and popped open the trunk. With a squeaky grunt, I pulled out a large
suitcase and a backpack. I was never strong. I was never a fighter. I probably wouldn’t have even been a good sidekick who would have to carry
everything. I am nothing. I shook the voice away.
“How long are you here for?” Marco asked.
“Depends on how long it takes to clean out the house and fix it up. I
have the whole summer.” I shut the trunk and rolled the suitcase up to the
weed-ridden, cracked walkway that led to the front porch. I looked at the
yellow police tape with black lettering as if it were one last warning sign
alerting me to stay away, to not enter the house and turn back while I still
had the chance.
“Would it make you feel better if I went in with you?”
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I hesitated, because it would’ve but I didn’t want to admit it.
“It’s been sixteen years, Jesse.”
“Yeah, I know.”
I knew that Marco was referring to how long it had been since the two
of us had seen each other, but instead I was agreeing that it’s been over a
decade and a half since I’d gone in this house. I turned around to take in
another long look as it baked underneath the sun. I was ready to go inside.
Do it, the voice commanded, and the house pulled me toward it.

When the front door clicked open, the cool outside air, compared to the
hot, stagnant air inside, rushed in as if the house inhaled a breath of life.
The front entrance greeted the guests to the living room, an open area
cluttered with the life of a woman who was crippled with a behavior so
severe that she couldn’t take care of her own house.
The negligence fostered a foul smell of mildew, the culprit being bath
towels that were thrown in piles as a half-assed attempt to remind herself
that the laundry needed to be done. The couch was stained dark with old
alcohol spills and crusty vomit that was missed during a piss-poor cleanup.
Clothes that probably hadn’t been washed in weeks, yet worn multiple
times, were piled on one side of the couch. The few pictures hanging on
the walls were crooked, undisturbed with the thinnest layer of dust. Paris’
Eiffel Tower, Sydney’s Opera House, The Empire State Building, Ireland’s green cliffs. Covered in a layer of a gray fog. No families though.
Flies hovered around Marco and I as we walked through the living room.
We did our best not to disturb the piles of old trash that piled around the
legs of the coffee table like tumbleweeds caught by a road sign. The tabletop was littered with empty bottles of Jack Daniels, Smirnoff, and
Crown Royal (for special nights, probably), which I assumed were the
majority of her dinners. The carpet that was formerly white was now a
grayish brown and hadn’t been cleaned or vacuumed in months, or maybe
even years.
I remembered seeing a television show called Hoarders and how the
houses of some of the people featured looked similar to what I walked
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through. These ‘victims’ suffered from different illnesses, usually depression, addiction, or alcoholism, that prevented them from leaving the
house. They barricaded themselves inside with trash walls or useless junk
that made it almost impossible to walk through, and their family would
hold interventions to help get their loved ones back into their normal lives
and ultimately clean the majority of the house. Even though my mother’s
house wasn’t nearly as bad, I wished I had a TV crew come in and help
me get this mess cleaned up.
I entered the kitchen, an extension of the living room separated by a
countertop, and pulled the blinds of the glass sliding door open to let in
more light. The kitchen was cluttered with more empty glasses and bottles.
A stack of unopened mail sat on the table in the corner, each envelope
stamped in red of PAST DUE and FINAL NOTICE. I would take care of
that later. The sink was filled with plates caked in dry food, and sprouts
of mold hair festered on them. The kitchen floor’s sticky stains snagged
the bottom of our footwear with an unsanitary shlick, shlick, shlick as we
walked. I could only assume that it was spilled liquor, coagulated by the
hot air. The inside of the oven and microwave were stained with crusty
splatters of sauces and juices. When I opened the fridge, a wave of stench
from expired foods and drinks washed over me.
“This is going to be a bitch to clean up,” I said.
“No kidding. Christ, Jesse, I didn’t know that it was this bad.”
“I didn’t either.”
The house never got nearly as messy when I was a child, as I would
sometimes clean up after my mother. She never noticed, and if she did she
probably wouldn’t have cared, but the clutter would make me uncomfortable. Not this time, though. The way I saw it, the disarray of the household
and the amount of trash scattered about it was a perfect metaphor for her
life as it spiraled downward and out of control. The atmosphere of the
house seemed unbalanced, and I’d intruded.
I stood in front of the sliding glass door and looked out at the thick
woods that marked the end of my mother’s property. Marco and I would
race each other to the tree line—I always won—and we’d explore the area
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in the likes of Calvin & Hobbes up until it got dark. The summertime allowed for countless hours of adventures as we let our imaginations run
wild. One time, when we were older, we even stumbled upon a creek that
became full after every spring and soon became a campground for when
we wanted to get away from the neighborhood. Skinny dipping was prominent in that creek, and it allowed the both of us to discover our interest in
the male body, which formed a bond between him and I that was probably
a little too close for the average friendship between two boys, especially
in Texas. We almost knew what we were doing. An experiment. It felt
natural. We were ten.
We walked back around the countertop to the entrance of the dark hallway, located at the junction of the living room and kitchen. It stretched
toward the front of the house like a gullet, and the pit of it ended at my
bedroom where the stomach resided, ready to digest me like in my nightmare.
My mother’s room, the master bedroom, sat at the opposite end of the
hallway. If we both slept with our doors open, I could see into her room.
I would wake up in the middle of the night numerous times to find her
sitting up in her bed with her bedside lamp on, staring at me. A shadow
covered her like a sheet as the lamp created a golden glow around her thin
figure. What are you looking at, you maggot? She’d say, drawn out and
slurred in the voice of someone half asleep. There were times where I’d
sworn I saw someone else in there with her on most nights, hidden in the
corner of her room, within the shadows.
I gripped the doorknob to the master bedroom tightly and slowly
twisted it. The door squeaked painfully as I pushed it open and walked
into the stuffy room. It could’ve hardly been called a master bedroom
since it was no larger than mine, but it had its own bathroom and a walkin closet opposite of the bed where I was always afraid the monsters hid.
The bed was stripped of its covers and fitted sheet, which were piled on
the floor at the end of the bed. A thin, white sheet lay in a heap on top of
the light blue mattress that was sprinkled with piss stains from the nights
where she would be too drunk to wake up and use the bathroom, and what
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looked like dried blood from only God knows where. Apart from the disheveled bed, there was nothing else spectacular inside of the room. No
photos or decorations hung on the walls, clothes were thrown carelessly
in the partially opened closet, and the bathroom toward the back of the
room smelled of vomit and mildew.
The dark hallway swallowed us as we made our way deeper into the
house. We passed by the doorway that led to the basement, and although
I kept walking, Marco stopped and wondered whether or not I’d turn
around.
We passed the hallway bathroom, the one that I would always use. It
was a tiny, white vessel with a built-in sink and a medicine cabinet above
it, the mirror door of it smashed into pieces. Black blood smeared across
the shattered pieces from what I assumed was from a punch thrown in a
fit of drunken rage, and I saw myself a dozen times when I stared at it.
The tub was stained a light yellow, as well as the old, frog shower curtain
that was there when I had still lived in the house. Streaks of brown trickled
down the inside of the toilet bowl from thousands of uses but not once a
swift cleaning. Both the seat and rim were covered in dry urine and strands
of hair.
When I was eight, I had woken up and needed to use the bathroom. I
peeked out of my bedroom door and noticed the bathroom door shut, the
light from within sprawled across the hallway floor. I opened the door and
peeked in. She sat in the bathtub with a small knife in her hand. Her blonde
hair was a tangled mess, achieved only by someone who had gotten a
rough night’s sleep. Her face was pale, drained of energy, and dark bags
hung beneath her distant eyes.
When she noticed me, she lowered her head with furrowed brows, her
cheeks speckled with bloody fingerprints, and her pupils had dilated at
twice their size. Don’t you look at me like that, pig, she had said in a voice
that was hers but then again it wasn’t. I stood at the doorway with my legs
crossed to hold in the urine. It took all of the courage that I had to squeak
out my reply, “I have to go to the bathroom.”
I have to go to the bathroom, she had mocked. Shut the goddamn door
before I shut your fucking head in with it.
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She never took her eyes off me as I pulled the door shut. Once it was
fully closed, I listened carefully from the other side to her conversation
she had with herself. I didn’t know what she was saying. She didn’t sound
the way she typically did when she was drunk. She was different. I didn’t
know how to react, or what to think.
My bedroom door was locked when I tried the doorknob, and Marco
suggested that I feel the top of the doorframe for a key. I ran my fingers
along the thin edge, and dust spilled over and into my eyes, but there was
nothing up there.
“Why would she keep my bedroom door locked?”
“I’m not sure.”
“You guys didn’t bother checking in here when you responded to her
death?”
“I don’t know anything about this case, Jesse.”
“What are you doing here, then?”
Marco seemed almost offended. “I volunteered to be the designated officer in giving you the key to the house. I wanted to see you again.”
And your disgusting life, the voice chimed in my thoughts.
“Besides,” he continued, “she did it in the basement. There shouldn’t
be a reason to look inside your bedroom.”
I looked past Marco at the closed door to the basement.
“You wanna go down there?” He asked.
“No,” I said sternly. I paused, then added, “I don’t think I’m ready yet.”
That was a lie. I did want to go down into the basement. I wanted to
confront the truest horror that no child should ever have to go through.
The thought of descending down into the dank depths of the cold basement
made my stomach drop, and for a moment I thought I was going to pass
out.
The basement was where the bad kids went.
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I walked Marco out the front door and stood at the porch step as he
headed down the walkway. He turned to face me, but winced and
looked down as the sun struck his eyes. For a quick second I caught a
glimpse of the amber. He quickly whipped his sunglasses from his collar
and slid them over his face.
“You sure you’re gonna be okay here?” He asked.
“Yeah.”
Marco pulled out his pocket notepad and clicked out a pen. He scribbled
something on it quickly and handed it to me. It was a phone number. “Let
me know if you need any help. Or company.”
“I think I’ll be okay,” I replied as I tried my best to hide a bashful smile.
“Maybe we can catch up some time while you’re here. Maybe over a
drink, or some coffee?”
Whether or not he actually wanted to ‘catch up,’ I had to decline. “Now
isn’t the right time,” I said. “I’ll let you know if I change my mind.”
“I’ll still be happy to help clean up the house,” he replied. “I can see if
some of the other guys from the station want to volunteer.”
“Thanks,” I said. Marco stood in his place for a moment, probably waiting for something more. I looked at the house in the reflection of his sunglasses, and how the convex lenses made the house seem larger and more
menacing. Then the reflection drifted away as Marco turned and started
for his car.
“It was great seeing you, Marco,” I sputtered. Marco looked back, and
I continued, “You look good in a police uniform. Just how I imagined
when I was a kid.”
He smiled a flash of white teeth that popped from his tan face as he
climbed into his patrol car. “Maybe we can go catch some bad guys sometime.”
I watched him drive off down the street from the porch that shaded me
from the afternoon sun that hung above the house, the best protection it’d
ever given me, and I turned and walked back inside.
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The house had a different mood when I was inside of it completely
alone. It seemed to have grown darker and the walls felt as if they had
shrunk a bit. The air became a whirlwind of aroma that stung my nose
hairs as the air spiraled down into my lungs. It was a foul smell of stomach
acid from the poorly cleaned up, dry vomit. Or maybe it was the house
itself.
Initiating the starting point of clean-up was difficult, so I did one more
walkthrough of the house. The best place to begin would be the kitchen
and living room, since those two areas were the most heinous to endure.
I opened the windows and turned on ceiling fans to allow some airflow
throughout the house in an attempt to rid of the sour smell. The house
creaked and groaned, an unwelcomed disturbance to its sad, lonely life.
Click. From the hallway, a low squeak escaped from the old hinges of
a door and caught my attention immediately. I walked into the mouth of
the hallway and noticed the basement door slightly ajar. It was easily the
movement of the air, the change in pressure from within the house, that
made the door open on its own. Right?
It had reminded me that I didn’t check the basement while Marco and I
had done a quick walkthrough. I stared at the basement door, opened only
an inch or two. My gut pulled me down the hallway, a string lifted my
hand to the doorknob, and a voice in my head told me, Do it.
The door moaned a painful creak as the hinges scraped against each
other like grinding teeth, and I stood at the top platform of the wooden
stairs. The basement swallowed the steps and anything that went down it,
a darkness so deep that one would almost feel nonexistent when standing
in it; a black hole. Cold, heavy air snaked up the steps and carried a stench
of more mildew and smoke—charred remains—and my stomach started
to turn.
I gripped the handrail and began my descent. Each step sighed an exhausted squeak as I slowly made my way down into the darkness. I
counted each step as I neared the bottom, something I usually did on any
staircase, which helped calm my nerves that shot warning signals from
every axon. The moment my foot hit the cold, concrete floor of the basement, I exhaled, “Twelve.”
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I bumped into a light bulb that hung from a black cable at the base of
the staircase, accompanied with a beaded drawstring. I pulled it and the
swinging bulb hummed to life as the light danced throughout the cluttered
basement. My shadow swayed against the brick wall behind me, and I
grabbed the bulb to stop the show.
The basement was in the process of renovation when my parents bought
the house, but it was never finished. The ceiling was a wooden, shoddy
cover-up of the house’s foundation where spiders had once relaxed in their
hammocks that turned into cobwebs over time. The walls were bricks cemented together in hopes that one day they would be covered by a proper
insulated wall. The dirty, cement floor, covered in water stains and dry
paint, was cluttered with dozens of unlabeled boxes that began to fall apart
from water leaks and the humid atmosphere.
Located square in the center of the back wall, hidden well within the
darkness where the dull light bulb could not reach, was the crawlspace.
It was an old, wooden door flap built into the wall, black and burnt with
a metal lock that had rotted away. The floor beneath the crawlspace, and
the brick walls that encased the entrance, were painted with char from the
fire that my mother used to take her life. It was a black pool of smeared
ash that almost looked like a growth of something evil that sprouted from
within the crawlspace. The ceiling above the crawlspace entrance was also
severely burned and posed a threat to the kitchen floor above it.
Behind the door flap was a span of dirt and emptiness that stretched
beneath the rest of the house, held by columns of cinderblock in a sturdy
attempt to hold the structure up. It was a claustrophobe’s nightmare of a
three-foot-high ceiling and pitch blackness, paired with the sensation that
the house could crush someone like a helpless bug if ever caught inside.

When I was seven, my mom gently pulled me down the basement steps
by my small hand. I couldn’t remember how heavily she drank around this
time, but I remembered how her sweet and sour whiskey breath burned
my eyes as she crouched next to me once we reached the bottom of the
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staircase. You’re a good boy, aren’t you Jesse? she would ask me. I nodded. I was a good boy. Her face dropped suddenly, and the light bulb
above her, the one still used to this day, hid her eyes within sunken sockets.
She pulled me to the center of the basement, which wasn’t as cluttered
with boxes and junk back then, and stood behind me as we both stared at
the crawl space in front of us. It remained shut and locked, and the shadows of the basement blanketed the door flap in darkness.
This is where the bad kids go, she had claimed.
“What’s in there?” I asked as my imagination went wild. I wasn’t afraid
or nervous. I was a curious kid.
My mother didn’t say anything. When I looked up at her, she stared at
the crawlspace door intensely as if something from within it spoke to her.
As I called for her, she broke from her trance and looked down at me.
You’ll find out one day.
I had just turned eight when I went into the crawlspace for the first time.
I had knocked over one of her cocktail glasses from the kitchen counter
and it shattered on the floor.
My mother rushed into the kitchen, her arms stiff by her side, her fingers curled inward into a half fist, and her shoulders were raised with her
back hunched, as if the sound of the glass shattering brought out some
inner animalistic instinct from within her. Her upper lip quivered and revealed a snarl of teeth that just started to show signs of plaque build up.
Her eyes were distant of life.
Look at what you did, she had hissed. Look at the mess you made, you
little rat.
She barely allowed me to apologize before she grabbed me tightly
around my wrist and yanked me across the glass-ridden floor. I shrieked
as the tiny crystals punctured the tender padding of my feet, and I trailed
small smears of blood across the kitchen floor and down the wooden steps
of the basement. I realized where I was going.
She yanked the light bulb’s draw string and the light swung side to side
like a trapeze artist waiting for the right moment. I was pulled toward the
crawlspace that disappeared into darkness every other second while the
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light bulb calmed to a steady sway. Her grip tightened around my wrist,
and her fingernails began to dig into my skin. She never let go as she unlatched the metal lock from the bottom of the door flap and swung it upward and open. A hook in the ceiling allowed it to remain open with a sixinch bungee cord, and the dark inside of the crawlspace smelled of death
as if it were the very bowels of the house itself.
I was no longer curious about what was inside of the place where the
bad kids went. My child instincts induced an electric shock that traveled
through my small body that continuously told me, Danger. Get out. The
peach fuzz on my arms and the back of my neck stood straight up. It was
a nightmare I had never seen, but have felt multiple times before. I could
sense that there was something inside.
My mother’s bony fingers squeezed underneath my armpits and she
stuffed me beneath the house. I didn’t have time to grab the frame of the
crawlspace and pull myself away from the hellish opening. My small body
rolled across the dirty floor, and I was encased by a dim square of light
that shone into the crawlspace from the basement. My mother’s shadow
stood at the mouth of the crawlspace, but her shape was that of something
else. Not my mother. Not a woman. Not a human.
She unhooked the door flap from the ceiling and allowed it to slam shut.
I screamed as I was immersed in total darkness, save for the soft glow that
escaped through the cracks of the door flap. My mother locked the door
flap and the click-clack of the metal echoed through the vast blackness. I
breathed heavily as I remained in the same spot, too afraid to investigate
and confused as to why I was receiving such a cruel punishment for something so innocent. I attempted to calm my breathing and heard my mother
stomp up the basement stairs. Her footsteps thudded across the ceiling of
the crawlspace, and I wasn’t sure if I was even looking in the right direction while trapped in the dark.
Silence soon inhabited the space, and I held my arms close to my chest
as I squatted in the same position for who knows how long. Time was
slow for a child, and I could’ve sworn that this was an eternity.
From within the darkness came the sound of fingernails that scratched
along the wooden beams that criss-crossed along the ceiling of the
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crawlspace. Or maybe it was against the cinderblock columns? It was impossible to pinpoint where the sounds came from as the black swallowed
them up.
Something dragged across the dirt near the opposite side of the crawl
space from where I shivered.
Thump, thump, thump. I looked up, or where I thought was up.
A low chuckle. More scratching.
I couldn’t speak, nor could I even cry as something choked back my
tears and my ability to shriek for help.
I heard a whisper from within the darkness. Come here.
“I’m scared,” I whined.
I’m scared, the voice mocked in a baby tone. It was my mother’s voice.
There’s a monster in here. And it loves to eat bad, little kids like you. I
searched for her voice, and I noticed slivers of sunlight at the other side of
the crawlspace. The dusty beams of light cascaded through the cracks of
the front porch. The space stretched further than I had thought.
A loud bang! sprung from the darkness, and I screamed. My pants grew
warm as I wet myself. My mother cackled, and her voice transformed into
a deep, guttural chuckle.
Aren’t you a little too old to be pissing yourself? Her voice held nothing
but malice.
For the next thirty minutes, my mother stayed in the living room, the
area just above the crawlspace, and each time a couple of minutes passed,
she would jump from the couch and onto the floor above where I cowered.
Whenever I screamed, that same cackle escaped her mouth. She mocked
my fear. She whispered into the vents built in the floor in a sickly, raspy
voice that wasn’t hers, and they traveled through the ducts and into the
crawlspace where it sounded as if they came from all around me.
She pulled this stunt every time I was thrown into the crawlspace, an
occurrence that happened more and more frequently as I grew older. Once
every few months turned into monthly, then weekly.
I became convinced that when I did something really bad, she would
enter the crawlspace through another entrance that I was unaware of. I
could hear her drag herself across the dirt from within the dark, and her
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breathing was heavy and dry, almost exhausted. When I would think she
was on one side of the crawlspace, I would hear her voice from one of the
vents trickle out from behind me, and then the thud, thud, thud of her coordinating her next ‘attack’ in the living room. Sometimes I was convinced that it wasn’t her in the crawlspace with me, but with the mixed
cocktail of darkness, fear, and a child’s imagination, I wasn’t sure what
was real.
The last time I was shoved into the crawlspace was two weeks before
the terrible night. It was a memory that I had promised to myself to never
remember, repressed within the folds of my brain.
Until now, as I stood in the very moment.
At this point of my childhood, most of my days were spent away from
my house. I didn’t have many friends, so I’d usually hang out at Marco’s
house two miles away where his parents always welcomed me into their
house. The nights, which I dreaded when the sun would finally set and I’d
drag myself back home, were spent in my bedroom behind a closed door.
If she found that the door was locked, she would use a bedroom key from
her Kwikset to unlock it from the other side and punish me for that. If I
attempted to block the door with furniture, she’d find a way through that
as well, and I would be punished just as severely.
She had caught me with a magazine meant for girls. She snatched it
from my hands and rolled it up into a tube, and she began to hit me with
it. It wasn’t painful, though she was too drunk to notice, and I held up my
hand to protect myself from the harmless attacks. She hit me harder with
the magazine.
Harder.
The magazine fell from her hand, and she continued to hit me. A literal
slap on my wrist turned into closed-fist blows, and my eleven-year-old
strength couldn’t match her drunken wails. The punches cracked against
my brows, my cheeks, all over my head and I began to see bright flashes
with each hit.
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She yanked me by the hair and pulled me off of my bed, and I struggled
to my feet as I was forced out of the bedroom and down the hallway toward the basement door. I screamed as I pleaded, “Don’t take me down
there! I’m sorry!”
She ignored my whines as she dragged me through the basement doorway. I managed to latch onto the doorframe and pulled myself away from
her bony grasp, but she quickly snatched my leg and yanked upward.
My body fell onto the upstairs platform, and she began to drag me down
into the musky basement. My fingernails dug against the wall as I tried
grabbing onto something, anything. My heavy head bounced repeatedly
against each wooden step as she relentlessly pulled me to the bottom of
the staircase. Thunk. Thunk. Thunk. Twelve times.
Dazed, I remained on the dirty basement floor and watched her drag
herself lazily to the crawlspace. She unhinged the metal lock and opened
the flap, then turned back to me, expressionless.
As I sluggishly crawled back toward the staircase, she lifted me up from
beneath the arms carelessly and walked me to the mouth of the crawlspace.
I could feel the icy air from within spill out into the basement, and goosebumps bubbled to the surface of my skin. She whispered in my ear horrible
things, and I was too terrified to speak. He’s not your friend. That faggot.
You two will rot in Hell. You make me sick.
It was not her.
She hoisted me into the crawlspace and I tumbled through the dirt. I
wheezed as the dirt whirled into my lungs, and I turned to see my mother
release the door flap. The smack! made my ears ring, and I pulled myself
through the dirt and darkness to the mouth of the crawlspace. I pounded
on the door and pleaded to my mother to open it. With no response I began
to shove my shoulder into the door.
I gave up after a few minutes and started to sob to myself, left alone in
the darkness for the umpteenth time. I had wished that I was caught in a
nightmare, which for a moment I believed was true, and that I would wake
up in what I considered the safety of my bed. My sobs subsided. I heard
from the other side of the door flap the sounds of my mother’s breathing,
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slow and rhythmic, and raspy like the desert wind. It’s in there, she had
said. I can feel it.
“What is it?” I pleaded, but she didn’t respond.
I wasn’t sure how long she stood outside of the crawlspace, or if she
had even been there at all, but my attention was directed to deep inside of
the cramped, underground cavern beneath the house.
Something else was in there.
I was a blind victim in a nightmare and relied heavily on my sense of
hearing to pinpoint exactly where the sound of something heavy dragged
itself through the dirt.
Whatever it was moved from one side of the crawlspace to the other,
and it wheezed dryly deep breaths of dirty air, the tortured breathing of
something that had been there for eons. I heard the sound of wet, sickening
pops of old, arthritic joints as whatever it was dragged itself closer to
where I sat. Its breathing became heavier, and a low, guttural croak escaped from its dry throat. I stiffened myself up against the door flap in
pure terror, unable to move or scream. I closed my eyes, covering them
with my hands, the main self defense of a kid even though it made no
difference as I was already surrounded by an ocean of darkness. I could
feel the thing squatted next to me, staring at me; even though I couldn’t
see it, I could feel that it was mere inches from my face. It held its breath,
and I held mine.
I was trapped in there with something else for what felt like hours, when
in reality it was only five minutes. The door flap swung open and I spilled
out backward and onto the cold concrete floor. I jumped to my feet and
backed away from the crawlspace, from my mother who had been on the
other side this entire time. For once she looked afraid. It was as if my
experience had confirmed something for her, and she watched me scramble up the basement steps, pale as a ghost.
I had made a vow to myself to never go into the crawlspace again,
whether or not there had been something else in there. I chalked it up to
fear-induced paranoia paired with an active imagination like any sensible
person would.
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Since the incident, and following up to the terrible night, I had nightmares about the house, about the darkness, and how I was swallowed
whole by despair and terror. I had holed myself up in my bedroom to avoid
getting in trouble and being sent back down into the bowels of the house.
I had forgotten about this crawlspace, pushed back into the dark recesses of my mind a life I’d wanted to never remember. And here I was,
standing in the basement in front of the rotting crawl space entrance. For
the first time in sixteen years, I felt like the helpless child from that very
night all over again.
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The inside of the funeral home both looked and smelled like a Holiday Inn. Floral pictures hung on the golden-yellow walls next to
vases of plastic flowers. The furniture probably dated back to the eighties
and sat on a thin carpet soaked with various stains from clumsy children
during services and receptions. It was hardly aesthetic and looked nothing
like the funeral homes from the movies with the large, wooden doors, the
decoratively carved walls, and the sad, heavy atmosphere.
An older gentleman, Gabriele, sat at the front desk and browsed the
Internet. He had almost an accent, but not quite. In his suit, he could’ve
passed for someone from The Godfather.
The funeral director arrived from down a hallway. He was a heavyset
man with a thick southern accent and a comb over. Pit stains peeked from
beneath his arms. A pale, yellow tie slightly constricted his already
strained breathing. I stood up to greet him and he extended a sweaty palm.
“Hi there, Mr. Lambert. I’m Richard, but you can call me Rick.”
Fat fuck, my thought surprised me. He feeds off the grieving. I shook
the voice away.
“Jesse.”
“Before we begin, I want to give my condolences. I’m so sorry for your
loss.”
I almost wanted to dismiss his scripted greeting and tell him that he
shouldn’t be, because I sure wasn’t. Instead, I bit my tongue and I quietly
replied, “Thank you.”
Rick looked past me. “Gabriele, what room are we in?”
“Three,” he replied before he centered his attention back to the computer. I was surprised he even knew how to work it.
Rick guided me into a small arrangement room that barely fit the table
and four chairs inside of it, and I wondered if he would be able to as well.
A shelf of binders constricted the space further, filled with the different
types of funeral plans, various caskets, urns, and other merchandise, and
information on grieving and counseling.
Rick tossed a manila folder on the table. A legal-sized form was paper
clipped on top.
“Take a seat. Can I get you any water or coffee? Maybe a snack?”
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“I’m fine, thank you.”
“Okay, let’s get started.” He pulled out a pen and clicked the tip out in
one swift movement. “I’ll have to ask for some information that’ll be going on Helen’s death certificate, and if you don’t know some of the information, you can always call us any time after this appointment once
you’ve obtained it. Before we begin, why don’t you tell me a little bit
about your mother? What was she like?”
I looked at Rick with almost a glare, and my tongue tingled with negativity. Rick leaned forward an inch and rested his hand on the table.
“I know this may be hard for you.”
Hard for me? It was hard for me to explain to my third grade teacher
that my black eye was from when I ran into the corner of a wall while I
went to the bathroom during the middle of the night. I had to lie to Marco
and his family about my broken arm that I got when ‘I fell off my bike
one day,’ when in reality I was pushed down the basement stairs. I endured
years of torture from my own mother.
“Oh, spare the theatrics, Rick. My mother was a bitch. I hated her. I still
do.”
Rick’s jaw unhinged slightly, and he stared at me, surprised. He cleared
his throat uncomfortably and darted his gaze at the form paper clipped to
the manila folder. “Okay, I understand. If you don’t mind me asking, how
did Helen pass?”
“Suicide. She lit herself on fire.”
“Wow, that’s terrible…” Rick hesitated and shot a quick glance at me
to check on my reaction. “What ceremony plans were you thinking?”
“She wanted a burial. I want just the burial.”
“Well, we have plenty of beautiful caskets aesthetically built and specifically for closed-casket funerals. Would you like to go into our showcase room and take a look at what options we provide?”
“No. Give me your cheapest option,” I said. Through gritted teeth, I
added, “Put her in the dirt.”
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It took an hour to finish the process, and when we were done, Rick walked
me back into the foyer. The sun hung behind the funeral home and painted
the interior of the building in a gloomy blue.
“You take care of yourself, Jesse. We’ll see you on Thursday,” Rick
said as he shook my hand tightly. He walked down the hallway back into
the funeral director office, and I turned for the front entrance.
“Hey kid,” Gabriele called out. I stopped and walked up to the front
desk. I caught a whiff of his cologne that some people would describe as
‘old man smell.’ “Did everything go okay in there? Rick didn’t say anything to offend you, did he?”
“No?” I responded, confused. “Why?”
Gabriele opened his mouth to speak, but he stopped himself. He rolled
to the end of the desk in his chair and peeked around the corner of the
hallway to confirm that Rick wasn’t eavesdropping. He rolled back and
motioned me in with his index finger.
“When he got up to print off some paperwork, he came out here and he
said that you had this look on your face. Like he said something that made
you angry, even though he was just following his usual routine, ya know?”
“I don’t remember,” I said.
“Don’t go tellin’ him that I’m rattin’ him out,” Gabriele said quietly in
his slight Boston accent. “He said that you looked angry the entire time
whenever he mentioned your mom’s name, or asked about her. Like you
really hated her.”
“That’s none of your business,” I said.
“Sorry, sorry…Look, honestly, I’d take it as a compliment. Rick thinks
he’s a hotshot around here, and sometimes he can be an ass. I’d never seen
him look so shocked, or was he nervous? Embarrassed?” Gabriele waved
his lingering thoughts away. “Anyway, he was a little freaked out. Are
you sure he didn’t say anything to piss you off?”
“I’m sure,” I said flatly. “Everything went fine.”
“Okay, well, you tell me if something went wrong. I just want to make
sure that you had a good experience while you were here. I try to make
sure everyone here has been taken care of. I mean, I am the first person
everyone talks to when they walk in or call!” The phone rang in a typical
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office tone, and Gabriele’s beady eyes opened wide, and a sly smile
stretched across his face and showed off his worn teeth. “Ah! Speak of the
devil,” he said with his hand raised, and his index finger pointed upward.
As he spouted his scripted introduction through the receiver, I walked
out of the funeral home with nothing but hate pulsing through my body. It
was a hate I hadn’t felt in a long time, and it had begun to swell inside of
me the moment I had stepped back into my house.

The funeral was held on a rainy Thursday afternoon in a wide cemetery
that overlooked the town and the interstate. The officiate, the funeral director, and I were the only people in attendance. The ceremony only lasted
ten minutes before they lowered her into the ground, and I left without a
word.
On my walk back to my car, I noticed Marco leaning against the driver
side of his car parked further down the cemetery road. I assumed he
watched from afar, not to intrude on something I barely cared about. I
wasn’t interested in talking to him that day, so I waved to him as I got in
my car. He waved back and then left as well.

It took a week to finally clean and organize both the kitchen and the living
room alone. Even with the windows open every day, the smells lingered.
The Febreze air fresheners helped.
The exterminator had arrived and sprayed the house, and stumbled upon
a nest of cockroaches located behind the oven, but he didn’t think that he
needed to bomb the entire house. He had even mentioned himself that the
basement was ‘one creepy place,’ and that I should keep an eye on the
burnt ceiling toward the back. Otherwise, apart from the spiders in there,
and the occasional cockroach throughout the house, everything seemed to
be controllable.
I heard noises every night as the air shifted from hot to cool, and the
house groaned as it breathed. Taps in the walls and knocks that echoed
from other rooms woke me up throughout the nights.
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My dreams woke me up periodically as well, one of which was of my
mother as she walked up the basement stairs after she had set herself on
fire. I counted twelve steps as she stomped up the wooden planks before
she emerged from the basement and into the dark hallway, and she stood
over me in the shadows of the living room as I slept on the couch. When
I woke up the next morning, the basement door was cracked open even
when I remembered shutting it. It was the house shifting.
I cleaned up my mother’s room, though there wasn’t much to actually
clean. I washed her sheets and blanket and remade her bed. It made me
uncomfortable to think of the idea that her bed was where I would sleep
from now on, as opposed to the couch that I had covered with a sheet and
would wake every morning with back and neck pain. I imagined the clean
sheets as a barrier of purity from the stained past that soaked into her mattress, and it was enough to convince me to move into that room.
For a moment I had seriously considered staying in a motel off the interstate, but I had remembered why I was at the house in the first place. I
wasn’t there just to clean it and get it ready to sell, but to overcome my
past, a kind of self-therapy that Shirley had suggested. There was nowhere
else to sleep in the house except for my old bed, which would have been
too small for me to sleep in anyway. I then remembered that my bedroom
was still locked.
I washed all of the dirty clothes that my mother had tossed so carelessly
on the floor or on the furniture or inside of her closet. They were stained
with more vomit, sweat, blood, and something that I only guessed was
feces.
I started to wonder if my mother had some other illness to make her act
this way. Maybe she was bat-shit crazy and not just an alcoholic, suffering
from postpartum psychosis that slowly ate her brain away. I wondered
how she managed to afford to live a life such as this. She could’ve drank
more than she ate, which in turn made her get drunk faster on an empty
stomach. She probably managed to earn money working odd jobs, or hid
her alcoholism from her employers until her depression took over, getting
her fired or until she had quit. I’m sure she also managed to hide her be-
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havior as well. It wouldn’t be surprising if she also took out multiple mortgages that she doesn’t have to worry about paying back anymore. The
state of her house revealed that she had become a hermit in a shell. The
house had taken her in.
Her bathroom took about an hour and a half to scrub clean, and another
hour to clean the hallway bathroom. I left frequently as the fumes from
the cleaning products made me dizzy, but I found it better to smell that
than the concoction of smells that she had managed to create throughout
the years. I had started to find the cleaning almost meditative, and it took
my mind off the stress I initially held on to when I first arrived at the
house.
The dryer, located with the washer in the back of the kitchen and tucked
in a small closet, tossed her clean clothes inside. Something metal
bounced around with the fabric and created a clacking that made me grind
my teeth as I sat on the couch. Clack-clack… clack-clack… clack-clack.
The crowns of my teeth clenched together harder and harder. I slid them
back and forth and side to side, and fingernails against a chalkboard tremored through my skull. Clack-clack. I clenched my fists. Clack-clack. I
curled my toes into the carpet. Clack-clack! I snapped to my feet from the
couch and stressfully rushed to the dryer. After digging through the damp
clothes for a moment, I found a bedroom key from her Kwikset.
After all of my mother’s clothes were washed and dried, I hung them
back up in the closet and made a mental note to pick up large boxes this
week in order to pack them away. I walked to my locked bedroom door
and used the key to pop the lock from the other side.
The walls remained a sky blue, for a boy, and the carpet was still its
proper shade of white compared to the rest of the house. As I slowly made
my way into my bedroom, I was hit with nostalgia as the air snaked
through my nostrils. It carried my smell when I was a kid, and it was almost foreign to me. I noticed that my bedroom had not been touched since
I was taken away by CPS.
I walked around my room that didn’t include much. I never got many
toys when I was a kid, just a few and never from my mother. A tan,
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wooden desk sat in the corner. A framed third grade school photo of myself sat on the bare desktop. I had short, dirty blond hair that spiked at the
front. My blue eyes were wide because I was always afraid that I would
blink just before the photo was taken. My smile was wide, and at first
glance I looked happy, but the corners of my mouth seemed strained beneath a weight. It was almost as if they wanted me to frown instead.
I decided to leave the room after I was in there for only a few minutes.
I wasn’t ready to relive my childhood yet, and I turned and walked out of
the room. I shut the door and contemplated locking it as it were before,
but I didn’t. Why would my mother have locked my bedroom? Did she
really hate me so much that she never wanted to go into my room ever
again?
And then I thought, did she lock it to keep herself out?
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The first night that I slept in my mother’s bed, I tossed and turned to
a terrible nightmare of darkness. I couldn’t see anything, but I heard
voices, hundreds of them. They muffled screams as if they had no mouth
at all. I snapped awake, covered in a thin layer of sweat.
I must’ve still been dreaming when I sat up and noticed my mother hidden in the shadows of the dark bedroom, which was only lit by the dim
shine of the moon covered behind dark clouds. I couldn’t see her face, but
I knew it was her. I recognized her thin build and the cobweb of hair that
sat atop her head, which hung downward and almost sad.
“What are you doing here?” I asked.
Her voice trailed in an autonomous tone, There’s something in the
house with us. She sounded exhausted, and her voice buzzed with static.
She slowly raised her bony arm from the shadows and pointed at the bedroom door with a skeletal finger.
“Where?” I was terrified, unsure if it was because of my mother, or
what she had said.
She didn’t respond. She continued to point at the bedroom door that
was slightly ajar and revealed nothing but black beyond it.
I stood up out of bed and cautiously walked to the bedroom door. I kept
my eyes on my mother the entire time, who remained in the same stance
hidden within the shadows.
The hallway stretched further than usual. It twisted and warped as I
glided down the dark tunnel and it took hours to finally reach the end. I
stood in front of my closed bedroom door and stared at it for eternity, stuck
in a limbo. From the other side of the door, I could hear a rhythmic tapping. Someone was inside.
I twisted the doorknob with a sweaty palm and pushed the door all the
way open. It bounced against the door spring and the reverberations made
my eardrums flutter. I temporarily went deaf as a piercing ring cascaded
through my head. The ring turned into a hum, and then a buzzing. The
tapping continued and blended in with the buzzing as they spiraled inside
of my skull.
In the corner of the room, sitting at my desk, was a figure, bathed in
darkness. At first glance, I thought it was a man. He stared at my school

5
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picture while he tapped his fingers on my desk, from thumb to pinky like
someone who waits impatiently. His abnormally long fingers were almost
skeletal, and clawed fingernails jutted from the tips.
I took one step into the bedroom and was overcome with pure dread
that stopped me in my tracks. My feet became glued to the carpet, and for
a moment I believed I was going to have the same nightmare again, and
that the floor would open up and swallow me in.
The man suddenly stopped tapping the desk and lifted his gaze from my
school photo to the wall in front of him. He seemed alert, like he knew
that someone else had invaded his privacy.
He began to stand.
The buzzing grew louder. It sounded like a swarm of flies.
His claws carved grooves into the surface of the desk which emitted
screams of torture, and his knee joints popped as he stood to his feet. I
realized that the thing at my desk was not a human being.
It grew taller the more it pulled itself from the chair. Its long, lanky
arms hung by its side as its bald head nearly touched the ceiling, and it
exhaled a dry sigh like the act of standing was a painful chore. The thing
was a mass of shadow as if that was where it had appeared from.
It twisted its body to turn and face me.
I snapped awake and found myself standing in the same spot in my bedroom. The desk was unoccupied, and no creature stood in the corner
smeared of shadow. The room was empty and silent. The entire house was
quiet.
For a second I believed I was still stuck to the floor, but when I lifted
my foot to take another step into the bedroom, I was washed over with
relief. It was just a nightmare that I managed to sleepwalk my way
through. In order to further convince myself that it was nothing more than
a dream, I walked back down the hallway into the master bedroom and
checked the corner for my mother. As I expected, she wasn’t there.
I fell back into the bed, overcome with a sudden drain of energy. I
breathed heavily as sleep took over my body, and finally my thoughts. I
was on the verge of deep sleep, about to fall over the edge of a cliff and
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into an ocean of dreams, when I heard something shuffling inside of the
bedroom.
I opened my eyes but remained still, in fear that whatever was in my
room would realize that I was awake. The shuffling continued, and then
stopped. A moment of silence passed before the sound of something being
dragged reverberated off the walls and surrounded my stiff body.
It’s a dream, I convinced myself. But I knew I was awake. I knew what
I was hearing was real. And it was inside of my room.
I listened to something rummage through a box, the dull hiss of something that rubbed against cardboard. I didn’t have a box in the bedroom.
The sound was coming from somewhere else.
I sat up and listened more intently. I followed the sound from the dark,
walk-in closet that I stupidly left partly open, even though I didn’t remember it, and it slithered from across the room and over at the bottom corner
of the bathroom doorway. The sound was coming from the floor vent grate
sunken in the carpet.
The sound was coming from the basement. Of fucking course.
I pulled myself out of bed and ignored the nightmare I had had only
minutes before. Even though I was shaken by the images that stuck in my
mind, I gathered the courage to carry myself to the bedroom door.
I braved myself as I inched down the hallway toward the basement
door. I had left a flashlight on the upstairs platform for whenever I needed
to force myself down into the basement. I turned it on and pointed the
hazy beam at the bottom of the staircase. The sounds of rummaging had
ceased. For a moment, I almost decided to turn around and head back to
bed, but I was absolutely sure that something was moving around down
there. I would never be able to sleep with the thought of some stranger
inside of the house, or a burglar, or a murderer. I even believed for a moment that it was the ghost of my mother walking around forever and ever.
The thought of the not-so-repressed memory popped in my head and I
quickly dismissed it. There was nothing like that down there. It’s not real.
I stepped cautiously down each step to avoid the wooden planks from
shrieking beneath my feet. My heart attempted to burst from my chest with
each descending step, and the flashlight threatened to fall from my sweaty
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grasp. I silently cursed myself that I should’ve called the cops first, or
even grabbed some sort of weapon. Who would have the need to break
into this house? Who did my mother know? When I reached the bottom, I
pulled the light bulb’s drawstring with a shaky hand, and the basement
basked in an unimpressive glow. Two boxes were pulled away from the
rest and their wings were opened up. Articles of clothing were strewn
around the base of one of the boxes, and the other box looked as if it had
just been opened before the intruder was alerted by my investigation.
I cautiously walked up to the newly opened box and looked inside. A
Bible sat atop other books and movies that had been packed away. I picked
it up and felt a bulge of something within the pages. Inside was a wad of
paper, stuffed in the first letter of Peter. I set the Bible back in the box and
started to scan the basement with my flashlight; starting from the right
where the furthest corner was, across the charred crawlspace entrance, and
to the darkest corner of more boxes that hid away beneath the staircase.
A blur of white jumped out from behind the boxes, remained unseen
while in the shadows. It was a man. An actual human being this time,
dressed in a ratty, white V-neck and baggy jeans that were polka dotted
with paint stains. He held a four-inch switchblade in his right hand. A date
was tattooed in black ink on the underside of his wrist: 6 – 27 – 2005
“Who the fuck are you?” He belched out in a voice that sounded much
older than he looked. I jumped back a step with my hands up. The flashlight clacked! on the floor, but was tough enough to endure the fall, and
the stranger fell into heavy shadow. “Huh?” He stepped forward and held
the knife up higher.
“I called the cops,” I said in a shaking voice. I was almost pressed up
against the wall.
“Bullshit,” he responded.
“They'll be here any minute.” I tried my best to sound confident, but
my shaking knees made my voice quiver. My heart thumped like a drum
in my rib cage, and I was certain I was going to have a panic attack.
“I could gut you before they showed up. Answer the fucking question.”
My throat seized closed, but I managed to croak, “I’m just here to clean
up my mom’s house! I swear!”
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The man shone his small flashlight in my face, and I held a hand up to
my eyes. He lowered his knife slightly and took another step forward, this
time cautiously.
“Jesse?” The man asked. I lowered my hand as he lowered his flashlight. “Jesse Lambert?”
I slowly crouched down to pick up my flashlight, fingering for the handle while I kept my eyes on this man. “Who are you?”
“Holy shit…I thought you looked like her…”
“Who are you?” I asked again, sternly, but overlaid with fear.
The man breathed out a chuckle and shook his head. “I never thought
I’d see you again for the rest of my life. Believe it or not, I’m your dad.”
I stared at him in disbelief. I stood up and the beam of my flashlight
crept up toward his head. The balding man had a wrinkled, tired face covered with unmaintained scruff, which converged with the chest hair that
sprouted from beneath his V-neck. A worn scar connected the left corner
of his mouth to his ear. If this man really was my father, he looked nothing
like I had imagined through my years as a kid and teenager whenever I
wondered where my dad was after he’d been released from prison. I’d
never been interested in finding him or even looking his name up on the
Internet just to put a face to the name. I managed to stutter, “And how in
the hell am I supposed to believe you?”
“Your mother was Helen Lambert. Blonde hair, green eyes, talked to
herself a lot, went batshit crazy. Ring a bell?”
I gulped. “Trent? My dad?”
“You’re goddamn right,” he retorted. “Happy family reunion, eh?”
“Can I ask what the fuck you’re doing here?”
He hesitated and looked at the disturbed boxes next to him. He strolled
over to the one that had just been opened. “Taking back what’s mine from
that bitch you called your mother.” He resumed his digging through whatever junk that had been packed away.
“You do realize she’s dead,” I stated.
“No shit, Sherlock. Why else do you think I’m here? Her restraining
order is expired, just like her cold, rotting corpse.”
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“You got lucky with that restraining order. The trauma from when you
attacked her turned her into a drunken psycho and I was the one who suffered the consequences.”
Trent had quit rummaging through the box and rested one hand on the
edge while he shone his flashlight in my face. I squinted but didn’t look
away.
“You think I attacked her?” He asked in a condescending tone.
“That’s what she told me.”
“Your mother is fucking liar,” he snorted. “If you’d even call that thing
your ‘mother.’”
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“Come on, man. I’m sure you saw it as a kid,” he said. I lied and shook
my head, and he sighed and sat on a smaller box nearby. “She became a
different person after you were born. She lost it.”
“She probably suffered from postpartum psychosis,” I said. He shook
his head.
“She had…something inside of her. And the alcohol fueled whatever it
was. She drank because of something else and not to just get plastered to
kill any ‘pain’ she might’ve had, ya know? Trust me, I’m an alcoholic
myself…or I was…”
“I can smell the gin beneath your breath,” I said through gritted teeth.
Trent turned his head away, ashamed. He took a step back and for a few
minutes avoided eye contact with me. “What’s the tattoo on your wrist?”
Trent looked down and examined the date needled into his skin. He
sighed and said, “It’s the date that I swore to sobriety. I got it shortly after
I left prison.”
“Congratulations. You’re doing such a great job,” I said sarcastically.
“Fuck you.”
“What made you break?”
“After prison, I drank so much I almost died of alcohol poisoning. Haven’t had a lick until ’14, and then I fell back into it. We all do sometimes,
don’t we?
“Like I was sayin’, there was something inside of her that wasn’t her.
There were a lot of times where I walked past our room and I could hear
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her talking to herself, and when I checked on her, she would be sitting on
the bed and talking to the wall. Sometimes I’d find her standing in the
middle of the kitchen with a glass of straight-up vodka like she was having
a drink date with herself, or with someone that wasn’t there.”
“What kind of things did she say?”
“Hell if I know,” he said. “She always spoke in this low voice. It
sounded kind of different, ya know? Like it was her voice, but at the same
time it wasn’t. Back and forth, she would use her normal voice, and then
switch to that other one.”
I wasn’t sure if I should’ve mentioned that I had seen the same thing as
a kid, but I decided to keep to myself. I wanted to hear what he had to say.
“When she became pregnant with you, we argued daily about how I
wanted to get rid of it, no offense, and how she said that God wouldn’t
allow that, how it was murder.” Trent chuckled. “That’s funny, she didn’t
want to murder you, and then she ended up trying anyway.”
“Just keep going,” I said, irritated. “She was religious?”
“Sorry. She never mentioned religion while we dated, but when she became pregnant with you it’s like she’d seen the light, ya know? She
wanted to keep it…you. Her and I always talked about how neither of us
wanted kids. Then when she got knocked up, those women hormones got
her excited about having one.
“We fought and fought, throughout the days and through the nights.
Especially the nights. While she was drunk off her ass in the kitchen, I’d
be the one who had to take care of your dirty diapers and feed you her
breast milk after the pump sucked it from her titties because she didn’t
want to hold you, from that ‘postpartum’ shit you think it was. She called
me names, and called you names. One night she even said that she’d ‘cut
your throat if you cried one more time.’
“Then the night that ‘I attacked her,’” he continued sarcastically as he
made quotes with his fingers, “was when I saw the evil that was inside
her. She attacked me, in some kind of…rage, or hormone overload, or
somethin’, I don’t know what. Before it happened, I passed out after we
had another drunken argument, and when I woke up, I saw her standing
over me with a knife in her hand.” He paused. “Sound familiar?”
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I shuddered.
“She said, ‘I’m going to kill you. And then I’ll kill Jesse. And then I’ll
kill your fucking whore of a wife.’ I swear to you on her God damned
grave, when she said that, it was not her, and it was definitely not her voice.
Then she jumped on me and just started…slashing into the air. I was lucky
that I didn’t get cut. That shit hurts, man. But I’m no wife-beater, Jesse. I
grabbed her hand that had the knife and managed to knock it from her
grasp. She grabbed a pillow and shoved it on my face. She was strong, so
it took me a minute to finally push her off of me but I remember that while
she held the pillow to my face, it felt like there were two people on top of
me like someone else was helping her out.”
“She was drunk,” I suggested. “The cops would’ve known right away
it wasn’t you who attacked her.”
“That’s the thing! She didn’t have a lick of alcohol that day!” Trent was
excited now, pacing back and forth across the dirty basement floor. “When
I managed to knock her off of me, I turned on the lights and saw her on
the bed, on her back and convulsing or something. I swear I saw the mattress around her sunken in like something was on top of her. She was
squirming around and wheezing like she couldn’t breathe—”
“And you didn’t help her?”
“What would you expect me to do, huh? I was scared shitless, Jesse.
I’ve never seen anything like it before. And her laugh…it was like a witch
or a hyena or something. She sat up and just started laughing at me, and I
saw the bruises around her neck that looked like hands. I heard the sirens
and realized that she planned the whole thing, to make it look like I had
tried killing her. I reeked of alcohol, and I knew that the cops would bust
me right away. Her prints were on the knife and I’ll bet my life that she
was going to tell the cops that she tried using it in self defense. I barely
ever talked to her since that night except for when it concerned any legal
issues. The woman I was dating was different than the woman I ran away
from.”
“Christ…”
“When I escaped through the bedroom window,” he continued, “I
looked back at her one more time, just to make sure that I wasn’t going
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crazy or that maybe I had been sleepwalking. I saw something in there
with her, Jesse. It was in the closet. I don’t know what it was but I’ve
never forgotten what it looks like.” He looked up at me and I saw tears in
his eyes. “You’ve seen it too, haven’t you?”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about.” I was shaking by now.
Trent opened his mouth to say something when a noise behind him
caught his attention. Mine too. Something beneath the staircase had
pushed against one of the boxes and slid it across the floor. He spun around
and stared into the dark corner underneath the stairs. He held the knife up
in a shaking hand.
“I…I see it…” He whispered.
“See what?” My voice had become low with his.
“There it is. Under the stairs. Do you see it?” I slowly pointed my flashlight toward the darkness, but Trent hissed, “Don’t shine your light on it!”
We both stared in the black hole beneath the stairs. My neck twitched
as my body was shot with a sudden terror. I couldn’t see anything in the
shadows, but I could feel it. Trent could too.
“It’s not real,” he whispered to himself. “It’s not real. It’s not real. It’s
not real.” He backed away from the dark space as he repeated in a shaken
and weakening hushed tone, “It’s not real. It’s not real. It’s not real.”
I watched Trent sidestep his way to the foot of the staircase with his
eyes glued to the darkness and the knife stretched out in a shaking, sweating palm.
“Oh my God.”
When he reached the first step, he turned to me and sputtered, “I’d get
the fuck outta here if I were you.”
He ran up the stairs two steps at a time. I heard him stomp through the
living room and out the front door that slammed shut. He left me in the
basement, alone, with the thing I couldn’t see.
I stared into the shadows that looked like they were growing and consuming the basement, and I managed to get my legs working enough to
stiffly walk me to the foot of the stairs. I stared through the black spaces
between each step, so easy for something to grab my foot as I ascended
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back to safety. Like father, like son, I ran up the stairs two steps at a time
without turning the bulb off.
I didn’t want to be left in the dark with The Thing.
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I sat in the living room with the lights on for the rest of the night,
tortured by the sounds of the house as it settled. I watched movies
on my cell phone through Netflix to drown out the silence until the first
sign of dawn. I couldn’t help but obsess over the nightmare I had had moments before, and I wondered if the dream and my dad breaking in had
any connection.
But then I remembered that my dad was also a born-again alcoholic
who had been drinking before he broke into my mother’s house, and I
dismissed his reaction to some kind of hallucination from the alcohol and
probably other things that I didn’t know about.
“You do realize you should’ve called actual 9-1-1 instead of me, right?”
Marco retorted when I called him over and asked for him to file a report
on the break-in. “You’re lucky I’m on duty.”
“I figured it would’ve been easier for me if someone I knew was taking
the report,” I lied as I watched Marco walk into the house through the front
door.
He stopped in the middle of the living room and did a slow turn as he
nodded in approval. “You did a great job at cleaning this place up.”
“Cleaning and organizing helps with my anxiety,” I admitted.
He observed the cleanliness one more moment before he pulled out a
notepad and pen and sat on a nearby chair. “Okay,” he started, “So, your
dad, who you haven’t seen in over twenty years, broke into your home?”
I nodded. “He was in the basement going through the boxes.”
“Did he try to hurt you? Did he have any weapons?”
“He had a knife,” I said, “but he didn’t hurt me with it.”
“Christ, Jesse, why didn’t you call the police right after this happened?”
Marco asked.
I wasn’t sure if I should’ve told him about what my dad had seen before
he booked it up the stairs as if he’d seen the devil himself, or even about
the bizarre nightmare I had just shortly before.
“He didn’t seem dangerous. He was just here to take back what was his
that my mom kept.”
“You realize that this man has been booked multiple times before,
right? Evading the police, assaulting an officer, breaking and entering, and
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not just this house. He attacked your own mother, for God’s sake! This
man isn’t safe, Jesse. Do you want to press charges?”
I sat quiet for a moment, and the image of my dad’s petrified face
flashed in my head. Then I said, “No.”
“Are you sure?”
“He didn’t do anything. There’s no forced entry here, or an actual attack. I’m fine, he’s gone and probably not coming back—”
“Like hell he’s not coming back. You don’t know what people can be
capable of. Next time he could have a gun.”
“What makes you think he’ll come back to try and kill me? What reason
does he have? He doesn’t want anything to do with me or my mom.” I
paused, almost a hesitation, and Marco could tell my tongue was caught
on something.
“What?” He was forceful, authoritative, on duty.
“Something was in that basement last night, Marco. My dad saw it, and
whatever it was, it scared the absolute hell out of him. That’s why I don’t
think he’ll be coming back.”
“What was it?” Marco asked as he leaned in interested, resting his elbows on his knees.
“I don’t know. I didn’t see it.”
He sat back up just as quickly as he had relaxed himself. “So the guy
was seeing things. He was probably high on something. Great.” He exhaled a frustrated chuckle.
“And what if he wasn’t?” I asked. “What if he really saw something
that frightened him so badly that he forgot why he was even here in the
first place? I saw his face, Marco. There was something in that basement
with us. I could feel it. Ever since I stepped foot in this stupid house, I’ve
felt like there’s something else here. Something bad.”
“It’s an old house,” he replied. “Things happened in here. Bad things.
People have died. Stuff lingers. I’m not a complete skeptic, and considering the circumstances, I wouldn’t be surprised if there was something
more to this place. But I have to be rational here, Jesse. It’s my job.”
“I had a nightmare before my dad broke in,” I admitted. “It was
strange.”
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“Okay. What happened in your nightmare?”
“I woke up and saw my mom standing in the corner of her room. She
said that there was someone in the house. Someone…or something was
sitting at my desk in the corner. A monster. When I woke up, I was standing in the same exact spot in my bedroom that I was in my dream. That’s
when I heard my dad in the basement.”
“It was probably your subconscious telling you that he broke in.”
“Probably. Something about the dream, though…it felt so real, and so
surreal at the same time, like it actually happened. Like what I saw was
real.”
“Do you think your dad saw the same monster that you saw in your
dream?”
Tell him, my thought commanded, he won’t believe you.
“Yes,” I said, embarrassed, and Marco noticed as I bowed my head to
hide it.
“So, you got your bedroom door unlocked?” He asked as he changed
the subject.
I walked Marco to my bedroom and opened the door. The stagnant air
continued to hold the scent of my childhood.
“I haven’t been in here in years,” Marco said.
“You and I both,” I said flatly as I stood in the doorway.
He pointed at the desk in the corner. “Is that where it was?”
“Yeah,” I replied. “And I was standing here.”
Marco looked around the bedroom, at the neatly-made bed and the few
toys he had given as gifts. “She kept this room in good shape. You think
that’s why she kept it locked? To preserve how it was when you left?”
“I was taken away by CPS, not killed,” I said sarcastically. “She didn’t
care about me, so why would she care about this?”
As Marco continued snooping through my bedroom, I walked up to the
desk occupied with only my school photo. I picked it up as Marco walked
up behind me and peeked over my shoulder.
“You were a cute kid,” he said. “Now you’re just older.”
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I couldn’t help but smirk at his way of flirting, something that I wasn’t
used to. It was so subtle but said each time with a sly hint, hidden between
the lines.
I set the photo back on the desk and attempted to position it exactly how
it had been. That’s when I noticed the light from the windows splashing
against the deep grooves carved into the surface of the desk, and their
shadows contrasting the five gashes with fresh wood shavings sprinkled
around them.
Five claw marks. My heart skipped a beat.
There was a loud knock coming from the front door. It was two police
officers.

“Valerie? Mike, what are you guys doing here?” Marco asked as he and I
stood at the front door.
She was a curvy woman with thick thighs. Her black hair pulled tightly
into a bun and showed off her pasty skin. Her mouth pursed together naturally and made her look like a bitch.
He had his hands on his hips, supporting a barrel-chested torso. An
older guy with a buzz cut of salt and pepper hair. Thick eyebrows like
fuzzy caterpillars sat on brown aviators.
Valerie spoke in a slightly masculine voice, “Should we be asking you
the same thing, Marco?”
He snuck a glance at me before he said, “Just responding to a break-in.
Mr. Lambert here found his dad in the basement trying to steal a few things
last night.”
The two officers looked at each other. Valerie raised an eyebrow, and I
expected one of the caterpillars on Mike’s forehead to hop up as well, but
his face remained stern. They turned their attention to me, and Mike spoke
with almost a bearish voice, “Is your father Trent Lambert?”
I nodded. Valerie asked, “Mr. Lambert, are you sure you saw your father last night?”
“Of course I did. He broke into my house, that’s why I’m filing a report
about it.”
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“Sir, your father’s dead,” Mike grumbled.
A rush of chills sprung from my neck and trickled down my spine. I
looked at Marco, who stared at me with a look of concern. I saw the gears
turn in his head, Did your father really break into your house last night?
“Mr. Lambert,” Mike started in an authoritative tone that he’s used hundreds of instances before, “Where were you between the hours of 3 a.m.
and 4 a.m.?”
My heart shot a cold, icy feeling through my body as it began to pump
blood at almost twice the rate, and my stomach twisted so much that I
could feel the vomit bubbling against the base of my esophagus. My dad
was dead, and I’ve just become the main star in a crime thriller.
I stuttered to get out the words that were so difficult to pull from my
lungs, and the two officers exchanged glances once more.
“We understand this may be of some shock to you,” Valerie said.
“Please, answer the question.”
“He was here,” Marco interrupted. “He called me over to file the report.”
“What time was this at?” she asked.
“I got here shortly before four,” Marco lied, and she gave him a ‘I’m
not talking to you’ glance before returning back to me.
“I don’t remember,” I said. “I woke up and found him in the basement.
I didn’t bother checking the time.”
“Did you and your father have a good relationship, Mr. Lambert?” Mike
asked as he folded his arms.
“I wouldn’t say we had much of a relationship…”
Valerie quickly checked me out from head to toe. She barely pushed
her lips to one side of her face before she said, “We’re just following our
routine.”
“How did you guys know I would be here? I thought you guys would’ve
called.”
Valerie responded as she looked at Marco, “We were told that you
would be at this address for a while.”
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“What happened to him?” I asked. Both officers hesitated, maybe waiting for the other to answer the question. “I can handle it, guys. I barely
knew the guy.”
Mike finally grumbled, “He’s missing his tongue. And when I say missing, I mean we couldn’t find the thing.” Valerie elbowed Mike in the ribs
as subtly as she possibly could, which was not at all. Mike grunted.
“Jesus…”
“His body’s at the town coroner’s office at the end of Main Street,” he
continued. “They’re still running tests, you know, all of that blood crap.
They need you to go down as soon as possible to identify the body. You
can find out more information you’re there. Let me warn you though, it
wasn’t pretty.”
Valerie shot him a nasty look.
As we finished up with the officers, ending with Valerie giving a forced
(routine), “I’m sorry for your loss,” I watched them walk back to their
patrol car before they looked over their shoulders at me one last time. Valerie’s thighs rubbed together as she walked, and the zip, zip, zip of her
pants faded away once they reached the car. I shut the door as they drove
off and turned to Marco.
“Is there something you’re not telling me?” he asked immediately.
“I have no idea what they’re talking about,” I admitted. “I swear, I’ve
been here this entire time. He ran off and that was the last I saw or heard
from him.”
“You’re telling the truth?”
“I don’t even know where the guy lives!” I argued. “This is just a bizarre coincidence of events, and now I’m suddenly the bad guy.”
“Nobody said anything,” he replied. It was enough to shut me up, and
he sighed quietly. “At least he won’t be coming back. If it turns out that
he was high on something, you got lucky, Jesse. You could be dead.”
We didn’t say much after that.
“You wanna follow me to the coroner’s office?” he asked.
I declined and showed him out the door. As we walked to his police car,
he told me about his grandmother, a very Hispanic woman that cooked
like a goddess and drank tequila as if it were her life force, in a good way.
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A celebratory way. He said that every month, she would cleanse her house
with a bundle of sage to ward off any evil or negative energy that hid
within the walls. She would smear it in areas where arguments had occurred, where children got hurt, and even where dishes had fallen onto the
floor and had broken into a thousand pieces. Anything that produced any
kind of negativity, she made sure to burn the sage in that very spot. He
said he’d never seen a woman so happy the next day after the cleansing.
It was as if everything bad had just lifted away.
That’s all he had said before he climbed into the driver seat and coasted
down the street. He had always been a believer of something spiritual, and
I almost wondered if maybe he could feel something in the house but
didn’t want to mention anything until I somehow confirmed his suspicions.
I turned back to the house and looked at the walkway like a tongue that
licked its guests toward its mouth, the front porch. The weathered columns
were the jagged teeth that didn’t chew, and the front door was the opening
to the insides that swallowed everyone whole.

I walked into the metallic interior of the coroner’s office where the buzzing fluorescent lights created a show of reflections along every surface.
The hallways smelled of chemicals that tickled the inside of my nose and
made my eyes somewhat watery, and I held my arms close to my chest as
the air conditioning blasted at a toasty sixty-six degrees.
The autopsy technician carried a clipboard in hand as he walked me
down the turquoise tiles that our shoes echoed on with each step. He
looked like a ghost as his white coat trailed behind him, and I kept my
distance so that it wouldn’t sway against me as he walked briskly toward
the freezer room. It was hidden behind a large metal door with a small
window to peek in, but since it was black on the other side, I only saw a
reflection of myself when I attempted to see through.
He opened the door and I expected a rush of ice to whip around me and
tighten my skin, but the air was just as constant inside of the freezer room.
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Metal drawers lined one wall and hummed as cold air radiated into the
occupied ice boxes. Two metal autopsy tables sat opposite of the drawers
and sparkled beneath the fluorescent lights, sanitized and ready for the
next poor, dead bastard that died of some unnatural or unknown cause.
The technician walked me toward the back of the room and stopped in
front of a drawer with a personalized label typed in Courier font:
LAMBERT, TRENT
“Before we begin,” the technician started, “I want to inform you that
when your father was found, he’d been disfigured in such a way that may
be rather shocking at first glance.”
“What happened to him?” I asked.
“Right now the cause of death is still inconclusive. We’re waiting on
the blood test results to come back in to see if there was anything in his
system when he passed.”
I sighed, “I understand that. I mean, what happened to him?”
The technician hesitated as he attempted to form his response in his
head. “We believe that he was high on something. You can see it in his
eyes. Something must’ve scared him badly, too. It could’ve been a hallucination. We won’t find out until the results get back. It could explain his
disfiguration, too. Maybe he did it to himself, but I just don’t know how
any human being could do such a thing. You do know about that, correct?”
I nodded, and the technician grabbed the freezing handle and pulled the
drawer out with ease, revealing the lumpy, white sheet that covered the
body of my dead dad. The chill from his frozen body sent shivers down
my spine, but it could’ve been the sudden surge of uneasiness that made
my skin bubble up into goosebumps.
“Would you like for me to step out and give you your privacy?” The
technician asked.
“Please,” I choked.
“I’ll be down the hall near the front desk if you need anything.” He
hung his clipboard on the face of the drawer with a form snapped to it.
“Once you’ve properly identified his body, sign this paperwork where the
X’s are and you can leave it here when you’re finished.”
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He walked out of the room that felt much colder now as if all of the
drawers had opened up and spilled their icy contents onto the glossy tile
floor. I stood next to the stiff body of the man I’d seen only hours before,
and I imagined pulling his sheet back and seeing the petrified expression
that he looked at me with when we were in the basement.
I lifted my shaking hand, partly from the cold and mostly from the vision of what to expect once I lifted the sheet, conjured up by my imagination from fear alone. My hand hovered over his head and for a second I
almost expected him to breathe or sit up suddenly. But he remained frozen,
and I thought myself an idiot. This man wasn’t going to do anything. He’s
dead.
I remembered the tattoo underneath his right wrist, the date that he
vowed to sobriety that didn’t last forever. I convinced myself that that
would be proof enough to properly identify his body and lifted up the sheet
to show off his porcelain-white hand. I grabbed it and immediately
snapped my hand back from the shock of how icy his skin felt, how stiff
it seemed, and for a second I had really thought he was made of porcelain.
I regained my composure and lifted his wrist again, turned it over, and
saw the black numbers that hadn’t faded of their color unlike his skin. It
was him. Good enough.
I hastily signed the form on the clipboard and hung it back on the drawer
face. I looked at the outline of the body beneath the sheet one last time
before I turned and made my way to the freezer room entrance.
I took no more than three steps from my dad’s body when I heard the
sound of someone struggle to suck in the dry, cold air of the room. I froze.
No…
The sound had come behind me. I cautiously turned around.
The fluorescent light above my dad hummed loudly.
I moved one step closer to the body. The fluorescent light started to
flicker. It clicked and buzzed with every shutter.
Another icy breath was slowly sucked in, and upon closer inspection, I
noticed the lump of his chest beneath the white sheet had started to move
upward.
This isn’t possible…
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I stepped away as the body continued to gasp for air, its throat rattling
as it struggled to breathe. The sheet above the mouth pulled inward as the
raspy inhales grew louder.
It’s not real.
I turned away in hopes that it was my imagination that was creating this
nightmare, and if I didn’t look at the body, the breathing would cease indefinitely for a second time.
I was five brisk steps from the freezer room entrance when I was suddenly cemented to the floor by the sheer terror of hearing my dad’s voice
as he croaked out, “Jesse.”
The hairs on my neck erected so tall that they almost pulled from their
follicles in an attempt to point at exactly where danger had just manifested
inside of the frigid room. My legs burned as my brain shot impulses at
them to carry me to safety, away from the room, away from this building.
I began to turn. I had to, to tell myself that this wasn’t happening, that
I am just imagining things, that it’s not real.
The fluorescent light threatened to burn out at any moment, and it emitted a dying hum that slowly morphed into the chaotic buzz of swarming
flies. My nightmare of the creature flashed in my head, and that same feeling of dread was pumped through every artery and vein in my body as I
looked back at my dad.
I stumbled backward and almost fell against the wall.
He stood next to the freezer drawer where his body had laid only seconds before. The white sheet covered him down to his feet, and upon
closer inspection, I noticed that his body was hovering.
The fluorescent bulbs suddenly surged with light and then buzzed out
completely. My dad’s covered body was bathed in darkness.
His yellow, unkempt toenails scraped along the slippery tile as his body
slowly began to drift across the room like a puppet with an invisible master.
The second set of fluorescent lights flickered out as his body floated
beneath them, and I watched helplessly as he slowly glided up to me. The
lights above me started to flicker, and I pleaded in my head for them to
spare me of the darkness that they threatened to cover me in.
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He stopped only feet from where I trembled in terror.
“Go back to the house. Go back to the house. Go back to the house.”
His voice had mixed with a deep gurgle that expelled from the pit of his
stomach, one that wasn’t his but spouted from an unseen ventriloquist. As
he repeated himself, his voice deepened into the demonic grumble of some
otherworldly creature, “Go back to the house. Go back to the house. Go
back to the house...”
I closed my eyes and listened in horror as I inched my way across the
wall with my arm outstretched for the door handle. The sheet that sat atop
my father’s dead body began to slide downward to the floor.
I grabbed the door handle that felt just like his dead hand. The sheet fell
to the floor in a lumpy heap and prompted me to open my eyes.
Oh my God.
Milky eyes that stared up at the heavens, sunken in deep sockets that
pulled the skin away to reveal the purple-gray gums of a snaggletooth
mouth stretched beyond human ability. The jaw hung loosely, unhinged
from the skull. The mouth contorted into a permanent scream of pure fear.
The missing tongue was a stump of blended meat that oozed dry, black
blood down his ghostly-white, naked body.
I shoved myself up against the wall so hard that I almost fused to it. My
mouth opened but didn’t allow anything to leave. Fear gripped around my
windpipe so hard that I couldn’t even gasp. My legs threatened to drop me
to the floor as my body trembled.
A rush of air whipped into my lungs, and I screamed.
The panicked technician and his receptionist fled into the room and
found my dad’s body sprawled face-down on the floor a few feet from me,
huddled in the corner of the brightly-lit room as I covered my face and
head with my arms.
“What happened?!” The technician blurted.
I scrambled to my feet and frantically stumbled toward him, grabbing
him by the collar as I gritted my teeth and stared at him with my wide
eyes, incapable of blinking. He stared at me, fearing for his life as I’m sure
I looked like someone who’d gone insane. For a moment, I really thought
I had, or had some form of an anxiety attack while trying to identify my
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dad’s body, until I looked down and saw him near my feet. His arms were
splayed before him, and I was sure he would snap back awake and grab
one of my legs.
I didn’t take my eyes off of him as I backed out of the freezer room and
into the hallway. I sprinted down the hall while the calls and curses from
the technician chased me down.
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I continued to convince myself that it was an anxiety attack, that I
had imagined the whole thing. But then how did his body move from
the drawer to the door of the freezer room? Did I lose my sanity for a
moment and move him myself? I tried to block out the idea that maybe he
really did get up and move on his own, but it chewed at the back of my
head as a thought that popped up frequently.
Rick from the funeral home hesitantly called to schedule an arrangement.
“Did he have anything planned for himself?” he asked.
“I don’t know. I don’t care,” I responded coldly. “If it’s up to me, cremate him and do whatever you want with his ashes.”
“But—”
“That’s all. Email me what you need from me and I’ll stop by and sign
the paperwork when it’s ready.”
I hung up as Rick stuttered to collect himself. I was done with this town,
with this project of cleaning up the shit that my mother left behind, with
this house. This stupid house. I called a contractor to fix the basement, but
they wouldn’t be here for another week just to examine it and create a
quote. Stupid contractor.

I bought a few large moving boxes and began to pack my mother’s clothes
from her closet. She didn’t have much, but the rest of the boxes would be
used to pack everything else away once I’d finally sell this hellhole.
I pushed the boxes into the back corner of the closet and stepped outside
of it. It looked a lot bigger without clothes inside of it. I took another step
backward and continued on until I collapsed onto the bouncy mattress that
squeaked beneath me. The wrinkled fitted sheet popped off the top left
corner of the bed and revealed a deep slice in the mattress, something I
hadn’t noticed when I first changed the sheets.
Curiously, I dug my finger into the cut, made from a knife or some kind
of blade. It was a clean slice. I pulled out a few sheets of paper, folded
into a wad. I remembered the Bible in the basement that contained what
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may have been another note or letter, but I planned to look at that later. I
wasn’t going back in there just yet.
When I unfolded it, it contained scratchy letters from someone exhausted and hurried. It looked like a note from only a few months before
she had committed suicide.
March 4, 2015
It all started when we moved into this stupid house. Stupid house. We
needed the space for the baby and a voice whispered in my head and told
me to do it, to buy the house. I thought it was my gut instinct or a sign, so
we took it. The voice never went away, and It started saying other things
once we moved into this stupid house. It told me that Trent hated seeing
me fat. It told me that he would run away when the baby was born and
that I would eventually kill myself under the stress of taking care of a dumb
baby. It told me that my baby would rot in Hell. It told me that I would
just be a struggling, single mom that couldn’t do anything with her life. It
called me names that I’ve never been called before.
The baby was born and the voice called him disgusting, an insult to society, one that all the kids will bully and that I should be ashamed as a
mother to have a child like him. That a kid like him should be kicked and
hit and slapped and scratched to punish him for the sins that he hasn’t
even committed yet. It told me to burn him and prepare him for Hell.
When I stared at myself in the mirror all I could see was what a dumb, fat
bitch I was, who couldn’t lose the baby weight and had a boyfriend that
didn’t love her and a kid that cried and cried. I hated him when he cried,
which was all the time. The voice told me again and again to wrap my
hands around his throat to make it stop crying forever. It said I would be
happy again if I killed him. I wanted to be happy again…
I started to drink because the more I drank, the more the whispers
changed. It would tell me that I was good whenever I drank, and that I
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was actually worth something. It said the more I drank, the more beautiful
I became. It said that I was an even better mother and that I would actually
touch my child after a few drinks. Now that I think about it, I can’t really
remember much that happened whenever I drank. It’s all a blur, I swear.
Just a blur. But I see flashes of him as I stand over him and he’s crying. I
hear the awful things that I’m not actually saying to Trent. It’s saying
them, not me, I swear. It’s all a blur.
Usually It shows Itself in nightmares, to make Itself known. That’s when I
first saw It, when I had a dream that I was in the crawlspace with Jesse
as an adult. I knew it was him, I just knew it. The stupid house was on fire,
and he was trapped in the crawlspace surrounded by flames and shadows
of demons danced around him. That’s when I saw It, in the corner where
the light of the fire couldn’t reach. It watched him burn, and it laughed. It
turned to me and then I woke up and I was standing at the crawlspace
looking into it. I think It lives down there. It says that’s where the bad kids
go.
It visited me in my sleep last night, as It did many times before. The first
night, I watched myself sleep, and I watched It walk out of my closet and
stand over me next to my bed. It watched me sleep all night long, and I
heard it whisper but I couldn’t hear what it was saying. Before morning,
It looked up at me as if It knew that I was there, and then It walked back
into the closet. When I woke up, I saw two large footprints in the carpet
where it stood.
Last night, I was awake when It walked out from the darkness. I couldn’t
move. It crawled from the end of my bed and laid on top of me, and It
breathed against my neck and whispered into my ear all night long, and I
couldn’t move. I couldn’t breathe. I said the Lord’s prayer in my head and
the bed began to shake. I thought It was finally taking me away as It promised all along.
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I can see it in the closet as I write this. It knows that I haven’t had anything
to drink in a few days. It’s in the corners of your eyes and It makes sounds
around the house to lure you into the darkness. Don’t go into the darkness.
It’s this stupid house. It’s a vessel that holds something else inside, and it
will continue to bring you underneath its roof until it swallows you whole.
I have to destroy It.
I’m sorry.
The way she ended the note with ‘I’m sorry’ had sparked the image of
her black figure standing over my bed with the knife as she mumbled the
same words to me. And then her whiskey-ridden voice cried out in my
head, I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry, like a broken record while I had sat
in the bathtub huddled behind the frog shower curtain.
I began to suspect that the ‘It’ was an entity that she’d seen during
drunken hallucinations, or more likely nightmares that she’d probably believe manifested from within the house since she spoke of it so much. Did
she really believe that the house contained something evil? Did it really
speak to her?
The second-to-last paragraph sounded a lot like what I’d read online
about sleep paralysis. Shortly upon entering or leaving REM sleep, the
body produces a certain chemical to temporarily paralyze itself so that one
doesn’t act out his or her own dreams. Sometimes the mind would wake
before the body, and visual and auditory hallucinations could occur. In
some cases, it feels as though someone is pressing down on the chest and
makes it difficult to breathe. That was the logical explanation.
I pried the hole in the mattress open and saw what looked like another
note deeper inside. I dug my fingers further inside and pulled out a torn
piece of paper. It was a short excerpt from what I could only assume was
another drunk instance.
1999
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stupid kid keeps crying when ever I look at him says im scareing him and
i hit him becaus he wont stop cryng
PUT HIM IN THE BASEMENT.
why
DO IT.
why
HE IS A BAD KID. HE DESERVES IT.
She had dug her pen deeply into the paper every other line and the ink
soaked through; it was also smeared from her intoxicated hands. The
words quivered as if she had Parkinson’s, struggled, lopsided, and overlyconcentrated on writing each letter completely.
Her conversation with herself reminded me of the many times I had
caught her doing the same when I was a kid. I wouldn’t have been surprised if she had a drink in her hand as she wrote it, a date with the voices
she heard inside of her head. I felt as though I stumbled upon the letter of
a schizophrenic fueled by the drug of alcohol, and for a moment that idea
didn’t seem too farfetched. It was a depression that had become exacerbated shortly after she had given birth to me, using alcohol as a getaway
from the psychosis that eventually dissolved her brain and created voices
that only a crazy person would hear.
My mother was crazy.

I tossed and turned into the late hours of the night as I thought about the
note. Her writing haunted me, and for a minute, I wanted to believe her.
I finally succumbed to insomnia and lay on my back as I stared up at
the ceiling. I began to feel heavy, and my body tingled as static crunched
in my ears. The house seemed to vibrate, and it almost felt as if I were
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glued to the mattress. My heart bumped against my chest and echoed in
my ears. I felt hot and cold at the same time beneath the sheets, and I
wanted to sit up but I was suddenly held down by invisible hands. My
arms wouldn’t move; my feet were frozen in place. I tried to open my
mouth, but my jaw was rusted shut. I was a prisoner in my own body,
totally conscious but unable to communicate.
Sleep paralysis. It was a reasonable guess as the note from earlier that
day had bled into my subconscious.
thump.
thump.
thump.
I looked at the closed bedroom door. The sounds came from the basement. Heavy footsteps.
thump.
thump.
thump.
Something struggled up the steps, and I counted each one.
thump. Seven. Thump. Eight. THUMP. Nine.
I imagined my mother’s crispy body as she lifted stiff legs up each
plank. Her crusty, charred skin flaking off and whirling between the steps
into darkness. The pads of her feet sticking to the wood and peeling from
her body in strings of coagulated blood. Feeling her way up the stairs as
her eyelids were seared shut from the flames. Coming for me.
THUMP. Ten. THUMP. Eleven.
And then I remembered The Thing.
THUMP. Twelve.
wakeupWakeUpWAKEUP! I screamed at myself. My arms and legs
were strapped to the bed with unseen rope. Silence overcame the house,
and my heart performed a drum solo as it pulsated rapidly. I felt my rib
cage caving in, and breathing became a chore. My windpipe seized momentarily, and for a moment I thought I would suffocate. I stared at the
ceiling and tried to convince myself that my body was not awake, that it
was a dream, that it’s not real.
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The thought quickly dissipated when something dragged itself down
the hallway, toward the bedroom. I listened as it grew closer and louder,
and then it pressed itself against the door. I could hear it wheeze behind
it. Agonized. Tortured. Dead.
The handle trembled and the door clicked opened. Screams and tortured
shrieking emitted from the blackness that the opening door welcomed into
the bedroom from the hallway. The walls caved in and the roof collapsed
into a blackness that I never knew existed. I stared down at the foot of the
bed, the only part of me that remained in this abyss.
A skeleton hand with spider-like fingers snaked through the crevasses
of my covers.
Everything went black.
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I woke up from a dreamless sleep. As I sat up, I was pulled backward
with a heaviness attached to my shoulders. I lay back down and
stared at the ceiling for minutes. Hours. All throughout the day. When
night came, I paced around the house. I didn’t sleep. I couldn’t sleep. With
these thoughts swarming inside my head.
All of this time allowed me to think. Think in the bed. Think on the
couch. Think in the shower. I thought of how my life had turned out. How
I wanted to be a star. I wanted to be someone. But I was a nobody, lost in
the sea of faces that this stupid world holds. I never amounted to anything
and wasted time trying. Wasted time, that’s all my life had ever been. I
looked in the mirror and I saw a loser. A loser who didn’t have any friends.
A loser who’d never had a relationship because his anxiety cockblocked
him. I looked at my ugly face, and the ugly bags beneath my ugly eyes.
I hated what I saw. I hated myself.
I wasn’t in the mood to pack. To move around. So I folded the blinds
and drew the curtains, all throughout the house. I lay in bed and took shelter beneath the covers, away from the world.
Away from the light.
Three days had passed. I wondered where they dumped my dad’s ashes.
I hope in the fucking ditch off I-35. He was scum. I can’t believe he ran
off without me. Bastard. Perfect for my mother, that bitch. I hated her. My
stomach dropped when I realized that I was the son of a psychotic woman.
A schizo. A joke. That’s what she was. Nobody wants to be with this.
They’ll leave me when they find out that I could just snap one day. Especially Marco. He doesn’t love me, even though I think he does. I’m fooling
myself. I’m a fool. Nobody likes fools. I’ll always be alone.
I should kill myself.
I sat up at the thought. It was mine.
I think.
It was right though, I should kill myself. Just like my mother did. She
deserved it, that whore. I deserved it, too. I’m not good enough. I wasn’t
even good enough to be in a nice, Christian family. They kicked me out
because they hated me, just like everyone else. Not even my foster family
wanted me. An unwanted child, how embarrassing.
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You’re an embarrassment, I had told myself in the mirror. And then I
walked into the hallway bathroom and said it to the smashed mirror so an
entire group of me could say it to myself.
I drank.
Three more days had passed, and one night I bought four bottles of
whiskey. Mother would be proud. Bitch. I could see why she loved the
stuff, nice and sweet. It helped me sleep. It made my thoughts go away. It
made the house seem better. Happier. So I drank more. I drank until I
threw up, and then I drank some more. I looked at my drunken reflection
in the master bathroom. My eyes had sunken in and my face morphed into
something evil. It laughed at me with a wide smile and elongated teeth. It
laughed even though I didn’t, and it echoed through my head. I smashed
my fist into the glass.
The contractor made a courtesy call to remind me of our appointment.
I told him to fuck off. I didn’t want anyone else touching this house. This
was my house.
A knock at the front door made me hiss.

Marco stood on the front porch. He was dressed in street clothes this time,
a shirt and jeans. His hair relaxed atop his head and it shivered in the summer breeze. I peeked behind the door and squinted in the afternoon light.
“Long time, no see,” he said with a smile.
“What are you doing here?” I asked dryly.
“I’m just checking on ya. I haven’t heard from you in a bit.” Marco
looked down at my injured hand poorly wrapped in a pillow case. I snuck
it behind my back. “Are you hurt?”
“I cut myself while doing some repairs. I’m fine.”
“You look pretty pale,” he replied, then smirked. “You get queasy
around blood?”
“I said I’m fine.”
My sharp tone caught him off guard, but he cautiously shook it off.
“Anyway, I was hoping I’d catch you at a good time. I just wanted to
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check up on you. I know it’s been a shitty month considering what’s happened, so I’d love to help out with anything you need. I’m sure you’re
pretty stressed out. I mean, and no offense, you look terrible.”
“I think I can do this on my own,” I said coldly.
“It would be a good way to catch up, too. I can only imagine what
you’ve been up to all these years.”
Are you fucking deaf?
“Please, let me help with something. Really, I’m more than happy to.”
He gently pushed the door open and managed to get his right foot into the
doorway.
I shoved the door forward and hissed through the crack, “Get away!”
Marco stumbled back a step and stared at me, into my eyes. The eyes
of someone absent. He shook his head. “You’re drunk. I can smell it.”
“So what if I am.”
“After everything you went through with your mother?”
My lips curled inward and my tongue squirmed between my teeth as I
tried to bite it. “You don’t know anything.”
“I do, Jesse. I read the whole thing when I heard that you were coming
in to clean this place up.” He paused as if waiting for a response, but neither of us expected one. “Why didn’t you say anything? How could you
let that happen without telling me?”
“What would a dumb kid like yourself know what to do then?” I asked.
“We could’ve ended this a lot sooner than it did. Now look at you.
You’ve been stuck in this house by yourself for two weeks cleaning up
the crap that your mom left behind. All of this trauma, these memories,
and nobody to talk to while you pack it all away. Drinking sure as hell
won’t help, especially when you’re alone.”
I didn’t say anything. He hesitated.
“It’s been sixteen years,” he continued. “Sixteen years since one of my
best friends left. And not just a friend, Jesse. Don’t think I’ve forgotten.
You were someone I really enjoyed being around as a kid. There’s so
much to catch up on. To get to know each other again.”
I ground my teeth behind closed lips as I looked at him. “My mom and
dad are dead. I have a house that I’ve been trying to clean and get ready
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to sell. I have so much shit to sort through, contractors to meet with, realtors and maintenance, and all you’re worried about is ‘catching up?’” I
opened the door wider and stepped onto the porch. Marco took a step back.
“What else did you want to do, rent a motel room and screw through the
night? That’s how you like it, by keeping it a secret, huh? As you have for
the past sixteen years.”
I could actually hear Marco’s thoughts as they absorbed into mine, How
did you know?
“It doesn’t make a difference,” I continued. “In the end, you’re still a
faggot.”
We stood on the front porch in silence.
Marco nodded, defeated. He struggled for his words as he backed down
the steps. “I understand. I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have gotten involved.”
He walked briskly down the walkway and hopped into his car. As he
drove off, he looked back at me one more time. The house creaked as I
stood in the doorway and allowed outside air to flow inside. My heavy
shoulders tugged me back into the house. Back where I belonged.

Marco was stung by the word, and it sizzled with his skin in the summer
sun. It was said with such hate, in a voice that didn’t sound like Jesse’s.
He’d never seen that side of Jesse before, as a kid or during the brief
amount of time that they had seen each other since he’d returned to his
hometown.
So what if he hadn’t come out to any of his friends or family? Did he
really have to keep his sexuality a secret? Don’t ask, don’t tell, right? It
was different when the two were kids, and it was different now that they
were adults, too.
As he walked back to his car, Marco could feel a dense weight lift off
of his shoulders that started to accumulate as he walked up to the front
door when he had first arrived. He wasn’t sure where this feeling had come
from and had thought it was just nerves, until Jesse snapped in his face.
The first time Marco had ever been in the house was when they were
both eight, just about to turn nine. They’d known each other for almost
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two years now, and Marco had been invited over since he’d ask so many
times before. Jesse introduced him to Helen, who sat at the kitchen table
with a bottle of wine, and just the bottle. Jesse had thought that today was
a better day for her if that’s all she’d been drinking.
So, you’re the boy Jesse always talks about, she’d said, unimpressed.
She stared at the both of them with such enmity the entire time that
Marco’s presence had intruded her space. They spent the afternoon and
evening inside of Jesse’s bedroom under the rule that they leave the door
open. Every once in a while, Marco snuck a glance down the hall and
noticed Helen staring at him in the same manner. She looked at him with
such malice, like he was going to take Jesse away. Like he was going to
save him from her.
Marco wasn’t allowed inside of the house again after that day.
It was when they walked through the house for the first time shortly
after Jesse’s return that Marco had felt that same hateful look coming from
unseen eyes. He couldn’t shake off the idea that there was someone else
in the house, watching them from another room or from within the shadows.
Something had grabbed a hold of Jesse between the days that they had
seen each other, and Marco could see it in his eyes. His vacant eyes, typically a bright blue, had become devoid of a soul and fell into a gloomy
gray. Then as he tried to step into the house, he saw a monster guarding
the entrance. It was a flash, but he saw It. He saw the dilated pupils engulf
the entire iris. The lack of dental hygiene on teeth that almost seemed to
morph into fangs. The smell of something sweet and sinister that slipped
past the tongue, a concoction that fed a beast. An energy radiated from
Jesse’s skin, and it reeked of hate and hopelessness.
He almost blamed it on the alcohol. He almost blamed it on the death
of Jesse’s mother and father. He almost blamed it on the stress of cleaning
up after an abusive alcoholic. He almost blamed Jesse for his behavior,
for being stubborn and refusing to seek help when he needed it.
As Marco climbed into the driver seat and coasted away from the house,
he turned back to look at Jesse one more time just in case it was the last.
Then he saw the darkness spilling out from the front door. It almost looked
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as if a black mass sat atop Jesse’s back, and just as he was about to lose
sight of him, Marco watched It wrap over his shoulders and pull him back
into the house.
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I stared at my cell phone and paced back and forth as I contemplated
whether or not I should call Marco and apologize to him. A couple
hours had passed and I sobered up. I cringed at the moment I lost myself
and some kind of hate took over. Maybe it was stress. I’d say I had a rough
two weeks.
Oh God, the things I’d said to Marco. The words spilled out before I
could register what they were. Why did I say those things?
Because it’s true.
I remember his face when I blurted out the insult, and I could feel a burn
pulse through my body. An empty hunger that lingered within me for days
quivered and began to fill the moment the word hit him and ceased as soon
as he drove away. It all became a blur to me, though, from the moment he
stepped through the doorway. And then I remembered it all so vividly. At
least, the words that I had said. And Marco’s face, and his pain that my
body absorbed. All a blur…
I picked up my cell phone and began to type in Marco’s phone number
from the pocket notepad paper he’d written it on. He doesn’t want to talk
to me anymore, my voice in my head told me as I punched in each number.
I ignored It…me. It was me who thought that.
I was beginning to feel like my mother.
With a sigh, I set my phone down and decided to go lay down instead.
I walked into the bedroom and belly flopped onto the mattress. My sheets
and covers were thrown off the bed and piled against the wall, and I lazily
crawled off the bed and picked them up. The letter my mom had written
lay beneath them, and I picked that up too.
I slid back into bed and rolled onto my back while tangling my legs up
in the sheets. I read through the note over and over again as my mother’s
voice narrated what I had only assumed was her confession of an illness
that she wasn’t sure she had. Mental illness was a stigma in the nineties—
it still is today—and her only way of seeking help was to write it down.
I imagined her thought process as she convinced herself that it was the
house that had caused her to think the things she did, to behave in the
manner that slowly took her away. I replayed the scene from inside of the
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basement, of The Thing that hid within the shadows, and even worse, inside of the crawlspace. Was that real?
At this point, I wasn’t sure what was.
The more I thought of my mother’s psychosis, the more I began to believe that it had started to rub off onto me as I lived under her deteriorating
condition. A trauma as considerable as the one that I had managed through
could have easily created a terrifying imagination for a young boy such as
myself.
Trent’s stories about my mother attacking him, and what happened in
the basement, were other considerations. He, too, was under the influence
of alcohol, and fear. The two would surely create an imaginary being under the right circumstances. Did my mother’s psychosis begin to affect
him similarly as well? Had he really seen something so terrifying inside
of this house?
Questions popped in my head like balloons as they floated too high into
the sky, lost in my cloudy thoughts until their insides spilled out and fell
a thousand miles back to Earth. I decided to call it a night once 1 A.M.
sluggishly drifted in. I tossed the papers to the floor and turned off the
bedside lamp, unsure if sleep would ever come while under the impression
that a monster did, in fact, reside in her closet at the foot of the bed. The
sliding door remained closed.
Hours must’ve passed as I lay awake in bed, on my back with my head
slightly propped upward beneath two pillows. I waited for sleep to wash
over me like the tide. The moonlight squeezed through the slivers of the
closed blinds and the room was painted a pale blue. Slowly, my eyes fluttered shut.
I must’ve woken only minutes after I closed my eyes, still in a supine
position and in the darkness of night.
I looked down past the lumps of my feet beneath the blanket and toward
the closet. A faint hum burned through my ears and into my mind where
it morphed into a low buzz like static. My body began to feel heavy, and
the room rumbled with a sound similar to that of a freight train passing by
just outside of the house.
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I tried to lift my arms. Nothing. I kicked my legs, but they remained
still. Sleep paralysis, again, I thought.
The closet door slowly slid open and revealed a pitch blackness inside.
My breathing ceased. My heart fluttered as it attempted to maintain a
slow, steady beat after what I had hoped was only a visual hallucination
of the phenomenon.
Something inside the closet moved.
My eyes widened. My brain fought my body as I was cemented to my
bed on my back. Every muscle tingled, the room thundered, and the buzzing intensified.
From the dark of the closet emerged The Thing.
It slowly swayed toward the foot of the bed with its head curiously
cocked. Slender, atrophied arms unfolded from Its chest. Thin, clawed fingers branched from massive hands and fanned apart as It presented itself.
It’s not real, I cried in my head. It’s not real.
A hairless, naked being that lacked genitalia. Sallow skin pulled at its
skeleton, emaciated beyond the point of starvation. Gangling legs carried
The Thing slowly through the poorly lit room.
It’s not real. It’s not real. It’s not real.
Slits of moonlight fluttered across Its skeleton face. Beady, nocturnal
eyes shimmered from within sunken sockets. Bat-like ears jutted from a
bald head.
It's not real. It's not real. It's not real.
The mattress sunk inward as The Thing slithered onto the bed. Its reflective cat-eyes burned into mine as It crawled across the covers and over
my paralyzed body on spidery arms and legs.
Oh my God.
I stared through the ceiling and to the heavens above as I struggled to
wake my body up. The room roared. The buzzing fizzed through my eardrums. The Thing’s silhouetted head silently snuck into my vision as Its
face hovered inches over mine, and I was slowly engulfed in darkness.
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I awoke to my closet door fully opened.
My night had contained a dreadful, never ending abyss that
wrapped around my body and clogged my throat so that I couldn’t scream.
Anguished cries whirled through my ears and rattled inside my head. They
were inhuman, distorted by shredded vocal cords and muffled from the
sticky blackness that my paralyzed body floated in. I could feel thousands
of hands grabbing at my skin and were cold as clay, or sometimes wet
with something warm. Sharp hisses of whispers constantly spat in my ears,
incomprehensible or insulting. My ears rang from the constant torture of
sounds I never knew a human being could make; grotesque gurgles and
sickening splatters that were too grisly for the imagination to create. The
pleads to God, the wails of terror, the screams of misery surrounded me
with the dark. Where did all of it come from? How could my mind conjure
up such a horrific nightmare? Was it a dream?
I threw out whatever alcohol remained. I ignored the voices that penetrated my subconscious, no matter how much they begged and pleaded for
me to listen. They promised me good things. They said I’d be happy, that
I’d find that perfect someone, that I’d succeed in all of my goals. That I’d
grow up to be a somebody.
I read my mother’s letter again and again, straining through the voices
that screamed and cried in my head.
Last night, I was awake when It walked out from the darkness. I couldn’t
move. It crawled from the end of my bed and laid on top of me...
The instant replayed in my head as The Thing slunk out from the empty
closet. It was a chameleon, moving so painfully slow and carefully, though
not so much to sneak up on Its prey but because It knew that It could
induce a fear so powerful that the victim would be frozen in place.
I made a promise to myself to never sleep in that bedroom again and
continued studying the note.
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...It’s this stupid house. It’s a vessel that holds something else inside, and
it will continue to bring you underneath its roof until it swallows you
whole. I have to destroy It.
My childhood nightmare came to mind, and I imagined the house
slowly digesting me through the carpet and how it groaned in pleasure as
it absorbed my soul. I thought of how every time I’d stepped off the premises of the house, a magnet had tugged me back inside of its walls with a
feeling in my gut that told me to stay in the house. I thought of the coincidence of having the same nightmare the morning I learned about my
mother’s suicide, and I started to believe that maybe it wasn’t much of a
coincidence after all.
If some...thing really dwelled in the darkest corners of this house, It
tormented my mother until she killed herself, and then It had come after
me. The house knew every secret of mine, and it knew exactly how to lure
me in. The house really was alive. It would slowly consume me until I
would break down and commit the same atrocity as my mother.
I obsessed over her death. Suicide by dumping herself in gasoline and
lighting herself on fire. She deserved it. Was it really a suicide? I imagined
her in a trance as she walked down the basement stairs carrying a canister
of gasoline, guided by invisible strings that the house carried. And then
she stood at the mouth of the crawlspace, and…
I looked at the letter again.
...I was standing at the crawlspace looking into it. I think It lives down
there...
The terrible memory of the very last time that I was trapped in that
crawlspace flashed in my head. I’d thought that my child imagination and
the terror that my mother had unleashed upon me mixed together to create
a monster inside the crawlspace, that it wasn’t real. But it was. And she
knew.
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I reread one line from the note over and over again. I have to destroy It.
I have to destroy It. My mother’s voice overtook the one in my head.
Something clicked.
She didn’t commit suicide. She tried to burn the house down, starting
at the basement crawlspace. To destroy It.

I drove to the gas station down the street and filled up two 10-gallon canisters. The sun started to set as I topped the second canister and threw it
into the trunk of my car. The voices in my head were absent. I was away
from the house. For once, It didn’t call back to me.
I called Marco on the drive home and it went straight to voicemail. That
wasn’t surprising considering what I’d said to him, but I had to tell him
my plan. I needed his help.
Hey...It’s Jesse...I want to apologize for what I said the other day. That
wasn’t me. I’m sure you know that...I’m sorry. I’m sorry that we haven’t
had the chance to catch up. It’s been a really stressful two weeks for me.
I’m sure you know that as well…
I’m going to sound crazy when I say this, but you have to believe me.
Please, believe me, ‘cause you’re the only person who I can talk to about
it. Something isn’t right. It’s this house, Marco. It took my mom, and now
It’s coming after me. It...It won’t leave me alone. And there’s something
in It that won’t stop until It takes me, too. I have to do this, Marco. It’s the
only way to stop It. The voices. The hate.
I’m going to burn It down, Marco. The house. It’s the only way to stop It.
I have to destroy It.
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I packed away all of my belongings into my suitcase and backpack, and then I threw those into the trunk of my car that emanated the sweet smell of gasoline.
I opened all of the windows so that the fumes wouldn’t build up and the
house wouldn’t level the entire neighborhood. The house rumbled and
shifted as I dumped the fluid along the walls of the living room and the
kitchen. The gasoline sloshed to and fro as I splashed it over the furniture
and the carpet and against the cabinets and onto countertops.
I rushed into my mother’s bedroom and spilled gasoline along the walls.
Her bed soaked up the clear fluid with a hint of yellow and mixed in with
the urine stains that plagued her mattress. I made sure to cover as much
closet space with the fluid before I stepped out of the room that suffocated
me with the fumes.
As I walked down the hallway, I dumped the last of the gasoline along
the floor up until I reached my bedroom. I’d left the second canister waiting at the door and picked it up as I walked in.
I stared at my bedroom, one of the least visited parts of the house since
I’d arrived. I had thought that this room would be the most impactful during my stay, but it had remained the same since I was a kid. There was
nothing in here to help me with my past except remind me of the life I
once had, where I’d spent most of my nights in fear up until the terrible
night. That was the only thing that this room held.
I doused it.
The hallway bathroom needed not be touched by the gasoline. The only
flammable features it had were the walls and ceiling, shower curtain, and
bath towels. Once the house would erupt in fire, the bathroom would easily get caught in the blaze.
I continued past the bathroom as my feet squished into the soggy carpet
and stopped at the doorway of the very last space of the house that still
needed to be soaked in gasoline. The basement. I hadn’t been down there
since my dad broke in, and as I looked back on that night, my heart fluttered and my stomach twisted at the image of his face when he saw The
Thing. It’s not real, he had repeated.
But it was. And it lived down there.
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A shaky hand weakly lifted to the doorknob and turned it. The door
screamed in pain when I opened it, as if it were already on fire. I looked
down the staircase and at the light bulb that was still illuminated from that
night. It swayed slightly, like someone had just walked past it, or just
turned it back on. My body trembled. I didn’t want to go back down, but
I had to. I needed to.
As I descended the steps backward, I splashed gasoline on each wooden
plank. The fluid dripped into the darkness below. I imagined The Thing
soaked with gasoline as it emerged from the shadows, and I’d throw a
match on it and watch it burn. I smiled at the thought until I laughed. A
burning sensation tingled throughout my arms and legs as I drenched gasoline all over the boxes of junk that my mother had left behind. Gasoline
was thrown onto the brick walls, near the wooden ceiling where the flames
could lick at it and bring the entire upstairs floor down. Down onto Its
home.
I circled my way through the basement interior until I reached the
crawlspace. I only had a miniscule amount of gasoline left, just enough to
coat the outside of the crawlspace. I splashed the fluid on the walls around
the already burnt and rotting door flap, on the smeared soot from my burning mother, on the floor where she stood and later collapsed as her muscles
melted beneath her weight.
I stepped away from the crawlspace and stared at it. I imagined The
Thing inside, dragging Itself around as It was trapped and in the dark. And
It probably liked it.
Behind me, the light bulb hummed.
My vision became hazy from the fumes, and I turned around to finally
leave the basement and never look back. I bumped into one of the opened
boxes and saw the Bible inside. I wanted to see what my mother had written. As I reached for it, the light bulb hummed louder and louder. The
basement began to glow brighter as the bulb’s intensity increased.
The moment I grabbed the Bible, the light bulb exploded. Sparks rained
down and ignited the gasoline below. It took seconds for the entire basement to erupt in fire, and the flames licked up the staircase and seared
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across the entire upstairs floor. The walls carried the flames to the ceiling
and burned through to the roof.
The house roared.

Marco had been in the shower when Jesse called. As he dried himself off,
he saw that he had a missed call and a voicemail. He assumed that it was
Jesse apologizing for his behavior, or maybe he’d gotten drunk and left a
voicemail full of more insults and hate. He ignored it, at least for a little
while.
He couldn’t shake off the thought that something was wrong, though he
couldn’t quite put his finger on it. He’d had many instances where something heavy hung over his head all day, and he would expect the worse
news to arrive but it never did. However, this feeling was different and he
wasn’t sure where it’d come from or who it was about. All he knew is that
it was something bad.
Marco arrived at the station and punched in his time. He kept conversation short with the rest of the officers on duty for the night and snatched
the keys to his designated patrol car. As he walked to his vehicle, he
opened the voicemail and listened to it.
At the end of the message, Marco stood at the door of his vehicle.
“What?” He asked his phone sharply as panic snuck in. He wasn’t sure he
heard the message right, and replayed it. Jesse’s voice was shaking, scared
and confused. He seemed unsure about his plan, but each word was said
in a way that meant it. I’m going to burn It down.
Marco jumped inside of his patrol car and zoomed through the parking
lot. He cursed at the slow chain link gate as it sluggishly crawled across
the lot entrance. Once enough room allowed his patrol car to squeeze
through, the tires squealed as he zipped out onto the street with lights
flashing.
As he sped down the roads, Marco redialed Jesse’s number that redirected him straight to voicemail, unaware that Jesse’s phone was packed
away in his backpack. “Jesse, it’s Marco. Whatever you do, do not follow
through with whatever plan it is that you have. It’s not worth it. You have
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to think about what you’re doing. Please listen to this before you go
through with it. Please. Call me back as soon as possible, but please, do
not do anything until I get there! I’ll be there in five minutes!”

The basement was a flickering light show of oranges and reds and yellows
as everything was eaten away by flames. Boxes crumpled into ash and
shot embers up into the blaze that engulfed the basement ceiling. The staircase floorboards snapped into pieces as the fire destroyed the only exit out
of the hellhole. The smoke detectors upstairs blared their annoying ring,
and one by one each emitted a dying squeal as the fire melted them away.
Smoke choked my lungs and I held a shirt from one of the boxes to my
mouth and nose. The heat stung my eyes with the smoke and soon I became lost in the haze, unsure of which direction was which. I wondered if
this was how animals caught in forest fires felt.
The basement ceiling thundered as the house began to fall into itself.
The flames licked up the walls and chewed away at the wooden panels
that poorly covered the underside of the house. Fiery debris rained around
me and it was beginning to become too hot for me to breathe.
The deteriorating ceiling crackled and snapped under the weight of the
burning kitchen above. I looked up just in time to see the entire floor above
collapse into the basement with a deafening BOOM. A rush of hot air blew
me backward and onto the dirty basement floor, surrounded by fire. A
storm of embers rained upward and into the upstairs where they fused with
the flames that licked through the roof and into the clear, starry night sky.

Marco’s patrol car swerved around the corner of the neighborhood street
and zipped past the few families that cautiously emerged from their
houses to stare at the flames that made the entire cul-de-sac glow.
The car skidded to a stop behind Jesse’s car and Marco hopped out of
the driver seat with his radio receiver in hand. He was hypnotized by the
towering flames as they consumed the house. He’d never seen something
so beautifully haunting.
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Marco snapped from his trance and shoved the receiver to his mouth.
“We have a major 904, possibly a 447 at 975 Juniper Cove. I need fire
rescue and paramedics ASAP! I repeat, major 904, possible 447, at 975
Juniper Cove. Fire rescue and paramedics ASAP!”
He threw the receiver in the vehicle and ignored any filtered response
that mumbled through as he ran to the house. The front porch was a barrier
of flames that flicked at his face and made him sweat immediately. He
shot around the corner of the house and sprinted to the back sliding door.
The back door’s glass had shattered from the immense heat that spilled
into the cool night air, and Marco gritted his teeth as his skin simmered.
He coughed as he choked on the hot air and stepped cautiously into the
flaming kitchen. The floor beneath him sagged. He halted and looked
down.
“Marco!” Jesse screamed as he huddled in the corner of the basement
with a Bible in hand.
He wanted to respond with Polo! but this was not the place nor time.
“Jesse! Are you hurt?!”
“No!” He screamed his response in the roaring fire. “I’m trapped!”
“There has to be another way out!” Marco held his forearm to his mouth
as smoke clogged his airway. He watched Jesse search frantically around
the basement in a last hope to escape the blaze. The heat had started to
boil Marco’s insides. He’d have to leave the house soon if he wanted to
live as well.
Jesse looked back up at him with a fear that wrapped around his face,
and hopeless eyes that said, There’s no way out. I’m going to die down
here.

I’m going to die down here, I thought. Or maybe it was just another voice
to torment me. Either way, it was true.
I looked up at Marco who shielded his face from the heat of the flames
and the suffocating smoke. His face dropped as we stared at each other for
what might be the last time. Tears leaked from their ducts as the intensity
of the heat increased and the smoke grew thicker. Or maybe it was guilt.
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So much time to catch up, and instead he will watch a friend burn alive
with no more chances to reconnect.
No. I wasn’t going to let the house win. I wasn’t going to have my
nightmare come true. I wasn’t going to suffer the same fate as my mother.
I rushed through all of my memories of this house, searched through
every nook and cranny and even the deepest, darkest corners to find an
escape. I imagined myself as a child again, brought down here by the very
beast that hid inside the bowels of the house. I turned to the crawlspace
and its black, rotten door flap surrounded by the flames that almost moved
in slow motion. I opened the door with my mind and trekked through the
dark cavern that lay beneath the house. I saw the slits of sunlight as they
peeked into the depths of Hell.
I snapped my gaze back up to Marco, who had began to step away from
the massive hole where the kitchen once was. “I know how to get out!” I
screamed. “The front porch! The crawlspace is under it!”
“The what?!” He shouted back.
“The crawlspace!” I replied as I pointed to the door flap. “You can
break through the front porch!”
Marco nodded and coughed as he stumbled backward and eventually
through the back door. I turned to the door flap and stared at the rotting
metal lock that kept it shut. The flames beneath the crawlspace entrance
had withered away once they’d licked the last of the gasoline off the floor.
I used the shirt that covered my mouth to slide the metal lock undone. The
door flap projected outward slightly.
I didn’t have much time to contemplate going in the crawlspace, but I
also wasn’t necessarily willing to go inside either. It was my only option
if I wanted to survive. If the air hadn’t been so hot to breathe, I probably
would’ve taken a deep, hesitative breath before succumbing to the last
resort of entering the place where the bad kids go.
I repressed my memories once again and clambered into the crawlspace
as fire flicked at my feet.
The cavernous crawlspace rumbled beneath the collapsing house as I
pulled myself through the dirt on my stomach. I looked back at the door
flap and the fiery orange glow that leaked in through the cracks. It was
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enough light to dimly illuminate the dirty, claustrophobic underside of the
house.
I choked as I inhaled dirt and smoke while weakly pulling myself across
the grimy floor. I couldn’t find the slivers of light that squeezed through
the cracks of the front porch floorboards in the haze. My eyes burned and
became smeared with tears that obscured my vision. My fingers slithered
through the dirt as I felt my way across the crawlspace. And then I hit a
wall.
I pulled myself up and pressed my back against the wall, exhausted and
suffocating. I started to wonder about my mother and if the voices she’d
heard and the monsters she’d seen were actually real. Then I started to
question if I had actually heard and seen the same things. I began convincing myself that everything was just in my head; that she was a depressed
alcoholic and I was her schizophrenic son that was triggered by a letter I’d
found in her mattress about a demon that didn’t exist, and plagued with
the trauma that resided in this stupid house. I wanted to laugh at the fact
that I was going to die over something so ridiculous, but the smoke caused
me to cough instead.
The door flap finally crumbled away and the fire spilled into the
crawlspace. The shadows inside danced around me like devil creatures
during a burning ritual.
I looked at a far corner opposite of where I sat. The flickering fire reflected off of two beady eyes from a being hidden in the dark. As the
flames grew larger, the darkness began to fade. Crouched in the corner,
twisted into a tangled, skeletal mess of arms and legs and covered in clay
skin, was The Thing. It was watching me die.
I couldn’t see a mouth, but my head pounded as It laughed.

Marco sprinted back around the house where he was greeted with a circus
of lights as fire trucks, police cruisers, and an ambulance wailed down the
street. They occupied the entire cul-de-sac as officials spilled from their
doors and scrambled around the scene. Firemen hooked hoses up to a
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nearby fire hydrant as paramedics rolled a stretcher from the back of their
van.
Marco ran to the first firefighter he saw, who had started unraveling the
hose toward the house. “Hey! Hey!!” He shouted, and started to run with
the firefighter. “The front porch! You have to get through the front porch!
He’s in the crawlspace!”
“We need to contain the fire before we’re able to get inside!” The firefighter shouted back. “How many people are in there?”
“One! He’s beneath the house!”
“Once we get the flames at the front porch under control, we’ll axe our
way through! Now get the hell back!”
Marco stumbled away from the inferno as the firemen released the water from the hoses. The streams arched over the front yard and rained onto
the flames that roared toward the heavens.
Tortured screams escaped with the smoke as the water began extinguishing the fire. Agonized shrieks from men. Anguished cries from
women. The house groaned and a shrill wail escaped from the windows
and doors where the flames boomed out from within. Shivers crept down
Marco’s spine as the screams grew louder. The firefighters stepped back
in caution, and the police officers, the paramedics, and the neighboring
families that gathered in the area listened in horror as they watched the
house burn.
“How many people did you say were in there?!” The same firefighter
asked Marco.
“Just one,” he replied.
“Just one?! Christ, it sounds like there are more people in there!”
Marco swallowed a gulp that became stuck in his throat. He forced it
down as he said under his breath, “It’s the house.”

I covered my ears as painful screams and moans whirled around me with
the flames. They rumbled up from beneath the dirt and whipped into the
air with the smoke.
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I struggled to open my eyes in the heavy smoke and watched The Thing
tremble. It quivered and collapsed and curled in the corner, defeated as
safety had arrived and began to intervene with Its plans.
I wheezed as oxygen grew thinner. I covered my mouth and nose with
the shirt again and continued to search for the front porch. The smoke had
grown so thick that I couldn’t see five feet ahead of me.
I was going to die.
I pushed myself along the wall toward the direction of the front porch—
or where I thought it was—when my hand fell on something rubbery. I
felt the soft, thick object with my fingers before picking up the…I looked
closer, and as my eyes adjusted to the growing firelight…dirt-covered,
limp tongue…Trent’s! I tossed the piece of meat at my feet in disgust. My
only assumption was that it was a trophy that The Thing must have collected in revenge for speaking so badly of It. The distraction of dying prevented me from vomiting.
Something near my feet caught my attention in the glow of the fire. The
dirt was moving. I pulled my legs up to my chest as the ground was pushed
up from below. Had my eyes started playing tricks on me? Was I hallucinating because of the lack of oxygen? Was this real? Clumps of the dirt
spilled away from whatever was beneath it. I strained my eyes through the
smoke as something began to emerge from underground. Fingers. And
they moved.
A hand sprouted from the ground. Then an arm. The skin was a charcoal
black, crispy and burnt. Red, moist muscle was exposed between the
cracks of the flaky skin. As the body pulled itself further from the dirt, a
head surfaced. Few strings of wiry hair attached to a severely charred
scalp. The eyes were seared shut, the nose was missing, and the non-existent lips fused together. A crispy crunchiness escaped from the arms as
they stretched out to pull the body further from the dirt, and toward me.
It was my mother.
She dug her fingers, absent of nails, into the dirt and dragged her limp
body across the ground. I pressed the shirt hard against my mouth and
nose, and tears welled in my eyes at this horrifying sight. My shoes slipped
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across the dirt as I attempted to push myself further against the wall, away
from the disgusting corpse of Helen Lambert.
Her hand wrapped around my left foot and I became a statue, frozen in
place and scared stiff. The fingers of her other hand uncurled with a sickening stickiness and snatched my pant leg, using that to pull herself even
closer toward me.
My mother’s face rose up to eye level with mine, and her jaw popped
as it began to lower. Her missing lips split apart and strings of coagulated
blood stretched and snapped as she opened her mouth. Her melted vocal
cords croaked a distorted, raspy voice that I hadn’t heard in sixteen years
as she called out, “Jeeehhh-sssssseeeeeee.”
My eyes clamped shut as I turned away from my dead mother.
“Look at me,” she whispered, but in the roar of the fire I could hear her
perfectly. Her voice was suddenly angelic. “Look at me, Jesse. Don’t let
It make you see what It wants you to see. Look at me.”
I was afraid. I objected to looking at my mother’s face, burnt to a crisp
and practically unrecognizable. Her voice didn’t carry the hatred that I
remembered so distinctly, and slowly I turned my head to face hers. I
peeked through one eye, expecting The Thing to be in front of me, ready
to take me away.
Instead, I saw the most beautiful woman. One that I hardly recognized
compared to the face from my childhood. Her blonde hair cascaded gently
onto her shoulders and was parted down the middle to reveal a healthy,
glowing face. The wrinkles she’d acquired from all of the years of drinking were nowhere to be found, and her eyes glistened with the greenest
green I’d ever seen. Her body wasn’t the frail, starved form from the endless nights of drinking her dinner anymore.
“Are you real?” I asked, stunned. She nodded. I reached out with a
shaking hand, and not from fear. My fingertips caressed her rosy cheek,
and she closed her eyes to let a tear trickle down and wet my finger.
She was real.
“I’m sorry,” she said. I stared at her as the memory of her standing over
my bed with the knife filled my eyes with the tears, but it quickly diminished when she opened hers and said, “Please forgive me.”
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Time was at a standstill, and I’d forgotten about the stupid house, and
the flames that tore it apart, and the terrible night that had started to become a blur.
“I’m so sorry, Jesse,” she cried. “Please, forgive me.”
I was at a loss for words.
“Neither of us can move on unless you do.”
I looked into her eyes, and then past her at The Thing that was still
huddled in the corner. Its shoulders heaved up and down as it struggled to
breathe, and It stared at me with weakened cat eyes, glowing in the light
of the fire.
“Don’t look at It,” she told me calmly. She gently rested her hand on
my face to turn it away. The moment her skin touched mine, I was filled
with a euphoria that surged throughout my body. It was a feeling foreign
to me, something that I’d never thought I’d experience. I was a lost child,
found. A man seeking hope who’d finally discovered it. A son taken from
his mother, and then reunited. Tears washed the dirt from my face and I
pressed her hand against my cheek, a feeling I never wanted to lose.
It was a mother’s love.
“Please, forgive me.”
I looked deep into her eyes, my hand pressed against hers as she caressed my face and comforted me during the most harrowing time of my
life. Time seemed to have slowed down as the flames burned around us. I
nodded as I said, “I forgive you.”
At that instant, I was grabbed by the massive arms of a firefighter. He
turned my face to his and shouted something incoherent in the thundering
roar of the burning house. He slipped his arms beneath mine and began to
drag me away from the flames that licked into the crawlspace and devoured the house.
There was no trace of my mother. I moved my gaze to the corner where
The Thing lay when another firefighter obscured my view to carry my
legs. I strained my neck to look around him, and The Thing was nowhere
to be found.
The floor above the crawlspace caved in with a thundering clatter.
Flames billowed across the dirt floor as the firefighters rushed me across
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the cavern. The entire house collapsed inward as the firefighters yanked
me through the axed hole in the front porch. The roof above it nearly
crushed the three of us when it came down just after the second firefighter
squeezed out from the hole. The flames roared into a fireball and dissipated into the black sky.
I was pulled down the front lawn in a coughing fit, away from the show.
Paramedics ran to me with a back board and lifted me onto it. One strapped
a medical oxygen mask over my face, and they lifted me up and carried
my sooted body to the stretcher that waited at the curbside. They settled
me onto the stretcher and strapped my body in.
Marco ran to my side and grabbed my hand. I looked at him with stinging eyes. The full moon behind his head glowed like a halo.
“You saved me,” I whispered weakly behind the mask. He didn’t hear
me, but he knew.
They loaded the stretcher into the back of the ambulance and zoomed
down the street as the house continued to burn down to nothing. The firefighters controlled the flames and police officers guided the families back
to their houses.
The circus that the cul-de-sac once was, soon became the dark, empty
corner of the neighborhood that it had always been.
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When I awoke in the hospital, Marco was asleep in the chair at
the foot of my bed. He was still in his officer's uniform and had
spent the rest of his shift watching over me. I opened my mouth to call his
name, but instead a weak cough escaped my lips. It shook him from his
slumber and he groggily smiled at me when he saw that I was awake.
“Hey there,” he said quietly as he stood up and walked over to my bed.
“Hey,” I replied weakly, and then coughed again.
“You need some water?”
I nodded. He filled a small paper cup with water and fed it to me in sips.
We stared at each other for a long moment, and his amber eyes warmed
me up inside.
“How are you feeling?”
I shrugged. He frowned.
“You know I hate you right now,” he said. “You almost got yourself
killed.”
“I had to.”
“You didn’t have to do anything, Jesse. What were you thinking?”
“It was the house.”
“It was cabin fever,” he replied sternly. “You barely ever left the place.
You were stressing out. It didn’t help that that place had nothing but bad
memories in it.”
“That’s not true,” I denied quietly.
“Then what was it?”
“Can we please not—” I coughed weakly, “—talk about this right
now?”
“When you’re able to talk, the police will be here to question you. I’ve
talked to them a little bit about what I know.”
“What did you say?”
Marco was very hesitant to respond. “I told them that you needed help.”
“You don’t believe me.”
Marco didn’t say anything and we stared into each other’s eyes for a
moment longer. “I don’t know what I believe,” he finally said. He didn’t
seem sure of himself.
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“It really was the house,” I said. He didn’t respond and instead ran his
fingers through my hair. “If you saw my mom’s note…”
“She wasn’t stable. You know this,” Marco said. “Which reminds
me…” He walked back to his seat and grabbed my mother’s Bible. “You
dropped this as they pulled you from the house. Thought you’d might want
it back.”
I opened it and pulled out the wad of folded paper. “Did you read this?”
He shook his head. I decided to read it once I was discharged from the
hospital.
I was interrogated by police that morning, and I told them everything.
They didn’t believe me. I wouldn’t have believed me, either. I was initially
charged with arson, but after my story, and the voicemail that Marco had
kept on his phone, the charges were dropped. Instead, they referred me to
a psychiatrist to evaluate my mental state. He came into the hospital room
to begin the questioning.

I told him about my traumatic childhood, especially the crawlspace
where both my mother and I had believed that The Thing lived. I told him
of the many times when my mother locked me inside and tormented me
from the floor above, and how I always felt that something else was always in there with me. He claimed that the darkness of the crawlspace,
my mother’s form of punishment and her claims of a ‘monster’ that ‘likes
bad kids,’ and the terror that I had experienced, all had manifested a creature inside of my own head to the point where I had believed It, even
though I couldn’t see It.
I recounted as much of my mother’s note to him as I could, and he concluded that it had resparked my childhood belief that a ‘monster’ really
did live inside of the house. When I had asked about The Thing visiting
both her and I at night, he based his claims off of the fact that daily
events—even something as simple as reading the note—can slip into our
subconscious and appear in our dreams; that my ‘visitations’ were merely
extremely vivid nightmares or night terrors. He had even mentioned sleep
paralysis, though I didn’t say anything. We discussed my nightmare of
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walking into my bedroom to find The Thing sitting at my desk in the corner, and then finding the claw marks the next day. He stated that I had
slept walked and acted out my dream, using a knife or some other household object to carve into the desk.
The man asked about my dad when he’d broken into my mother’s
house, and requested that I described what Trent had seen. When I
couldn’t, he informed me about the blood test results for my dad. He was
high on cocaine when he was killed. He had been an addict for the past
two years. Though they were unsure if he was high when he broke into
the house, the psychiatrist claimed that it was a possibility that he may
have hallucinated The Thing beneath the staircase. He’d added on that,
even though it was an unusual and rare case, the cocaine must’ve managed
to allow him to disfigure his face to such an extent, and cutting his own
tongue out. I mentioned the bruises that were left on my mother’s neck
after she supposedly attacked my dad. His response was that either Trent
actually did attempt to strangle her and didn’t remember it due to his inebriation, or that my mother had managed to create the bruises herself as a
defense for a domestic disturbance, if what Trent had said was true, and
that she deliberately attempted to frame him.
We also talked about the instance inside of the coroner’s office and how
my dead dad ‘talked’ to me, and had even moved across the room mysteriously by himself. Though there were no security cameras in the freezer
room, he concluded that I had an episode and picked my dad’s body up
and moved him without remembering it.
Lastly, we talked about my mother. We talked about her depression,
and how it intensified shortly after she gave birth to me. He first determined that it was most likely postpartum depression that soon transformed
into postpartum psychosis. The alcohol obviously didn’t help, and had exacerbated her psychosis until it deteriorated her brain. He then considered
her condition as a sign of schizophrenia, and believed that she may have
had a severe case of it. When she had become pregnant, she was at the
ripe age at which the disorder starts to expose itself. It would explain the
voices that she had heard in her head, the hallucinations of the monsters
that had visited her in her sleep, and maybe she really believed that the
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alcohol was a way to suppress it. He informed me that both genetics and
environment can contribute to the development of the disorder, and
though he didn’t expand more on it, a voice in my head told me what he
was thinking.

I was discharged from the hospital the next day, and Marco chauffeured
me back to my mother’s house that no longer existed.
It was nothing more than a charred, black skeleton. Everything was
gone, burned away and up into the air. The basement and the crawlspace
was a pit of soot, ash, and burnt debris, and some areas of the house continued to smolder.
Marco and I walked around the perimeter of the house as we observed
the remains. He and I both agreed that the property felt different, like
something had finally been released. He believed that it was the negative
energy that had lingered for so long and now had no place to reside, that
all of the bad memories are now nothing more than something of the past.
That it was a clean slate waiting for a new story.
I disagreed silently.
I opened the Bible to the first letter of Peter where the wad of paper had
been bookmarked. I unfolded it. It was a letter to me, the day before my
mother had committed suicide.
June 6, 2015
Dear Jesse,
I am writing this letter to you, for myself. I don’t expect you to find this
letter, or even read it. I am sober as I write this, and have been for the
past three days while I stayed up all day and all night reading the bible.
This is my confession for the sins I committed, and I hope that finding any
hint of faith in the bible will keep me from going to Hell, as It told me a
thousand times I would.
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I saw a light when I found out I was pregnant with you like I was supposed
to have you. I was slipping into a dark place before I learned the news. I
never been so happy in my life once I found out. I never thought I was
going to be somebody, but then I became a mother. Trent wanted me to
get an abortion, and I didn’t want to. I didn’t want to murder the one thing
that could make me truly happy. When he told me to get one, a voice in
my head told me “Do it.” I don’t even know where that voice came from,
or why I even thought it. It got worse the more pregnant I became. It kept
saying how horrible of a mom I was going to be, and that you would be a
disappointment, and that you would never love me. I couldn’t sleep at
night because the voices kept me up.
Even after you were born, they continued. They said horrible, horrible
things. Whenever I tried holding you, or even thought about holding you,
they screamed for me to throw you on the ground, or swing you into the
wall, or wrap my hands around your small neck and squeeze as hard as I
could. It made me so afraid to hold you. I wanted to so bad but I was afraid
that if you started crying I would eventually do something bad. Loud
noises made the voices angry, and they would make me angry. They insulted me, calling me worthless and that I served no purpose in life. They
made fun of the weight I gained while I was pregnant, as if I didn’t get
enough of that when I was a teenager. When I looked in the mirror, they
laughed at me and made me pull at my loose skin, saying things like Trent
would leave me because I was ugly. It made me so sad. Why was I thinking
these things?
I drank because it killed the feelings. It made the voices quiet and they
said good things to me. They said that the more I drank, the prettier I
looked. They said that Trent liked it when I was drunk because he thought
it was sexy. They said that if I drank, I would be a better mom because it
would relax me and I wouldn’t be so afraid to hold you. So I drank wine
mostly. That didn’t help very much. The feeling could only go so far to
keep away the bad thoughts. That’s when I started drinking liquor, and
that made me feel the best. After a while, I started to notice that I was
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losing weight, and I liked it so I kept doing it because it made me feel
good.
That’s when I started seeing It. I saw It in my nightmares that happened
every night. I saw It in the shadows and I felt It watching me. I didn’t know
what It was at first, and I thought maybe it was my imagination or I was
too drunk and was seeing things. It visited me at night and said awful
things about you and Trent, and it sat on my back while I was awake and
whispered things into my ear constantly. It would repeat itself, “Hit him.
Hit him. He deserves it. Hit him. Hit him. You hate him. Hit him. Do it. Do
it. DO IT.” and it wouldn’t stop and it only got louder and I hated it and
so I hit you and when I did, It stopped whispering. That was the only way
to make It stop. No matter what you did, even if it was something small, It
whispered horrible things to me and the only way to make It stop was to
obey It. When I looked at you, all I could see was It’s face. It made me so
mad because I hated It so I would hit It. It laughed when I did, and It
taunted me, so I kept hitting It without even thinking twice that It was really you. It was tricking me.
After you were taken away from me, I locked your bedroom permanently.
It was the only way I could think of to keep It from tormenting you as It
has with me. To keep It from obsessing over you so that when It finally
takes me away, It won’t come for you next. I don’t know if it worked, but
it was the only way I could think of.
Last night, I had a dream that wasn’t a nightmare for the first time that I
can remember. I was in your bedroom, sitting at your desk in the corner
and admiring your third grade school picture. I heard someone walk in,
so I stood up and when I turned around, I saw you as a child. And you
look so scared, and it made me so sad that that was how you saw me. How
you always see me. As a monster.
It is a demon. It found me and It consumed me. It took over my depression
and fed on alcohol, and It became real and It lives in this stupid house in
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the basement crawlspace. It scared Trent away. It took you away from me.
It ruined my life. I can never forgive myself for this. It is me. I am the
demon.
It hasn’t whispered anything to me today. I think it’s because It knows
what I’m going to do tomorrow. I’m going to destroy It. I’m going to stand
in front of the crawlspace where It lives and wait until It comes out and
becomes me, and I’m going to destroy It.
Jesse, you were my baby. You still are my baby. You are my son and you
always will be, no matter what. I know I said terrible things to you, I know
I said terrible things about you, but that wasn’t me. I want you to grow up
happy. I want you to be with whoever you want to be as long as they make
you happy. Please be a good person. I’m sorry that I wasn’t. I’m so sorry
Jesse. I love you so much. I hope you know this.
I’m sorry.
Please forgive me.
I love you.
1 Peter 5:8
Teardrops stained the pages and made the ink smear. Marco rested his
hand on my shoulder as I wiped my eyes. This was truly a side of my
mother I’d never witnessed before. Guilt washed over me as I thought
about all of the years living with a pure hatred toward her after I was taken
away by CPS, when in reality she suffered just as much as I did. A woman
who wanted nothing more than to be happy, and instead spiraled into an
abyss of mental illness and addiction. Somebody who was already weak
and had collapsed underneath her own personal demons, plagued with a
darkness that took over until she became estranged and used her own
hands to take her life.
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Curious, I flipped to the end of Peter to find the verse that she ended
her letter with. She had it underlined.
Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion,
walks about, seeking whom he may devour
After I reread the letter for maybe the fifth time, I contemplated whether
or not I should get rid of it. It was the very last piece of my past that still
existed, but it was the truest form of my mother as a person, and who she
really was, and who she really wanted to be. I remembered what Shirley
had told me before I departed for the house that doesn’t exist anymore. I
came here to overcome my past, and I have.
I kicked away some smoldering ash and a few embers continued to glow
beneath it. The moment I set the letter on the orange glow, a flame grew
and ate away at the paper. I tossed the papers into the basement and
watched the last piece of my past burn to nothing with everything else. I
buried the Bible in the ashes of the house under the impression that it
would bless the property for whatever was to be built there next. I whispered a silent promise to myself to never think of this house again, or the
events that happened inside of it. These were the grounds of another life.
There was nothing else left but memories, now. It was time to let those
go, too. This was the end. Or a beginning. Or both.

Marco and I spent the rest of the evening having dinner as we talked about
our lives and what happened over the past sixteen years. It was wonderful.
He offered to pay for a motel room with no funny business included. I
would be leaving the next morning to head back home, but we both promised each other to keep in touch. Before we departed, he kissed me gently
on the cheek and then cracked a joke about how red my cheeks flushed.
I stopped at my mother’s grave as I was leaving town. The squares of
grass that the funeral home had laid over the loose dirt had started to blend
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with the surrounding lawn. I lay a bouquet of flowers against the headstone and said a small prayer in my head, and before I left, I mumbled
quietly, “I love you, and I forgive you.”

Four months have drifted by since I had overcome my past, and I’m currently being treated for schizophrenia, along with my anxiety and depression, with medication and more therapy. It’s not so bad, even though the
symptoms have become less severe since I’ve returned home. It was a long
battle with Dawson Elementary concerning my mental state and being
around my third graders after the school got hold of the story from my
hometown; the Americans with Disabilities Act has allowed me to keep
my job, as long as I had completed a number of community service hours,
as well as continued to take my medication regularly and saw Shirley once
a week instead of monthly. She has been an amazing person to talk to
about it, and was very open-minded about everything. I told her the entire
story, and she offered input in both science and the supernatural, along
with stories of her own.
Marco and I keep in touch weekly. He has no issue with what has happened to me, and what I had been diagnosed with. He has the utmost support that anyone has provided. We’ve decided to remain friends like it was
back then, and he’s even talked about visiting where I live so he can get
out of town and I can show him around.
I adopted a cat. Her name is Shadow, because she’s black and follows
me everywhere I go. She also purrs like there’s no tomorrow. It’s the best
decision I’ve made in a while.
This is a great opportunity that will help you seek that life you’ve always been too held back to enjoy, Shirley had once said, but you have to
remember that this is only the beginning with a lot of work to come.
This truly was a beginning of something new. A way to spend my life
the way I want to without anything holding me back. My anxiety has lowered dramatically since I’ve been back home and have started treatment.
I’m no longer afraid to go out and meet new people, to make new friends,
and even start relationships. My weekends had changed from staying at
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home and watching Netflix while bumming back and forth late into the
night, to visiting bars with colleagues and being social over a glass of beer
(I don’t have one), or a bite to eat. I had also dipped my toe in the dating
pool, going to dinners and movies, and even bowling at one point. I’d
never been good at it, and he’d claimed he wasn’t either. We scored below
one hundred collectively, becoming a fun joke for the rest of the evening.
Shirley had even told me about a website where you can meet up with
different types of social groups, and I ended up joining a group of people
who have sought out treatment for depression, or anxiety, or an addiction,
or some form of mental illness. I’ve never seen such happy people with
the most wonderful turnaround stories. Seeking therapy, receiving help
with medication, travelling the world, finding God, joining a new religion,
joining a sports team or league, learning a new language and moving to
the other side of the world, and even living a normal life with their own
hobbies. No matter the story, we were united by a shadowy past and built
strength in numbers.
I was not alone.
I’m not entirely convinced that what I had experienced at my mother’s
house could be explained by unbalanced chemicals in my brain, or because of how I was raised.
My mother suffered from something more than a mind that didn’t function normally. There was something else inside of her, and It turned her
into a monster. It made her into something that she wasn’t. Not human.
It’s something that we may never figure out, or that we may never be able
to explain. It knows how to hide, whether it’s in the mind or in the shadows. It knows everything so that It can trick and taunt and terrify. It uses
weaknesses to live among us and won’t let go until It brings us down. My
mother fed a beast until It grew strong enough to manifest Itself into something physical. Into something real. Into something that took shelter inside
of her house, and it consumed her mind and body and ate her away until
she was nothing, something that she never wanted to be.
Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion,
walks about, seeking whom he may devour. Resist him, firm in your faith,
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knowing that the same kinds of suffering are being experienced by your
brotherhood throughout the world.
This is for those in need of help but do not have the courage to speak.
For those who call for help but fall on deaf ears. For those that seek help
and are invisible to the eye. And for those who we’ve lost when help has
come too late.
You are not alone.
We all have our demons. Sometimes they just happen to be real.
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I

t happened so quickly—quicker than I had imagined.
The moment my wife stepped out of the shower, I charged at her,
knife in hand, slamming her into the bathroom wall. She grabbed the
shower curtain and ripped it from the bar as she fell into the slippery tub.
As we fought, she became entangled in the wet plastic. I covered her
mouth when she attempted to scream, and then I sloppily stabbed her over
and over and over again.
What seemed liked hours ended up only being mere seconds as she became limp. It amazed me how fast life could be taken away from someone.
I stood up and examined my blood-soaked self in the mirror when my
phone alerted me of a text message.
I pulled it out of my pocket and saw that it was from my wife, telling
me she was going to be home in ten minutes.
That’s when I heard the sound of crinkling plastic behind me as the
thing in the tub began to get up.

CHANNEL 6
or, Everyone in My Building is Dead,
and There Are Men in Suits Outside My Door

S

o, a week ago I came home from a long day of work and just wanted
to get inside my apartment, kick off my shoes, strip to my boxers,
and eat and sleep. I live on the eighth floor out of fourteen, but that’s not
really important.
My neighbor from across the hallway was just leaving her apartment as
I approached my door. I’d seen her plenty of times, but we’ve barely
talked and have said nothing more than “hi” to one another when passing
each other. But when she saw me, she smiled and said, “Hey, how’s it
going?”
I gave a short response, not expecting an actual conversation and also
just wanting to get inside and be left alone. But instead she walked up to
me and introduced herself. Let’s call her Hannah (but I’m sure that even
if I gave you her real name, you wouldn’t find anything about her online.
Not even a Facebook profile or anything).
I gave her my name and proceeded to unlock my door (my universal
sign of ‘leave me alone’) but she persisted on having a conversation with
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me. It wasn’t even a ‘getting to know me’ conversation, but more like a
survey:
“Do you watch TV?”
No, I don’t. I’m not one of those snobs who thinks I’m better off without
TV. I just don’t. There’s nothing on cable that interests me. I have Netflix
and Hulu, and the news is the Internet.
“Do you have a TV?”
“Yes.”
“Have you been watching the local station lately? Channel 6?”
I’ve seen programming on Channel 6 before. It’s nothing more than just
poor quality talk shows that probably nobody watches except old people
or those who want something playing in the background while they do
something else. Nothing special. “No,” I said. “Why?”
“You should just watch it. They’ve been broadcasting this new show
all day and I am hooked.”
She didn’t say anything else. Instead, she just stared at me with wide,
green eyes and a smile that very slowly stretched across her face.
I waited for her to say something else, but she just stood there, literally
six inches away from my face. That’s when I noticed how close she was
to me. She actually managed to get right in my face without me even noticing.
“What is it?”
“Just watch it,” she said. She didn’t even blink, and the smile remained
the same.
My door was unlocked; I stepped inside to allow some space between
us. In an almost sarcastic tone, I said, “Yeah. Okay. Nice meeting you.”
And then I shut the door.
I felt uneasy. Nauseous. A quick chill went down my spine and I had
the urge to look through the peephole. Yep, she was still standing there,
looking at the door with those wide, green eyes and a big, toothy smile.
Actually, she was looking through the door. She was looking at me. Her
eyes stared straight through the peephole into mine. And very slowly she
turned and walked away.
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I did my usual routine of kicking off my shoes, stripping down to my
skivvies and grabbing last night’s leftovers as I sat on the couch and turned
on the TV to get to Netflix (I have one of those cool Visio TVs with different apps such as Netflix and Amazon and stuff). Curiosity got the best
of me though. I decided to check out Channel 6 real quick before going
about my routine.
Static.
That’s it. Static.
I watched for a good minute or two. The station must’ve gotten knocked
out or disconnected. Thanks, Hannah, this is really interesting.
That night as I was getting ready for bed, all was quiet in my apartment
when I suddenly heard a loud BANG. It rumbled throughout my apartment, and my glass of water that I had by my bed even vibrated like in
Jurassic Park. Whatever caused the noise shook the whole building, but
afterward it was completely silent. I looked out my window to see if
maybe it was a small explosion or a crash or something, but the night was
still; the city was asleep.
The next day as I was leaving for work, I once again ran into Hannah
on my way out. She opened her door just as I opened mine and her face lit
up when she saw me. She had that smile and those wide eyes again.
“Did you watch it?” She asked.
“Yeah, but I got nothing but static. I think the station was down.”
“No, that’s the program!” She said excitedly. “Wasn’t it great? I can’t
wait to watch it again tonight.”
At this point, I was severely confused and also running late for work.
“I gotta go,” I said as I walked down the hallway. She followed behind
me.
“Are you going to watch it tonight?”
I snuck a look behind me and saw that she was following extremely
close behind me. I quickened my pace and she fell behind a bit but continued to follow. “Probably not,” I said, sneaking a peek over my shoulder
every so often. I reached the elevator and called for it. She stood next to
me and never took her eyes off of me. I’m not normally one for confrontation but she was beginning to bother me rather badly. I was about to say
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something when the doors opened. I walked inside and pressed the lobby
button. As I turned to face the doors, I noticed that Hannah never got inside the elevator. She stood there staring at me as the doors closed.
That evening, I didn’t see Hannah when I got home from work, thank
God. This was why I don’t become friends with my neighbors, or anybody
in the apartment buildings I’ve lived in. You never know what kind of
weirdos you’d be living next to and I honestly felt safer living around
strangers than freaks that I personally knew.
I brought up Netflix and prepared to watch another movie, but the
Channel 6 station buzzed in my mind and I felt compelled to change it to
that channel and see if they were actually broadcasting something instead
of just static like Hannah told me.
I turned to the channel and was brought to a bright screen of static and
the loud hissing noise that accompanied it. I stared at the screen for no
longer than a minute or two, just like last time. I was waiting for something
to start playing, but it was the same scattered noise. I grabbed my remote
to change it back to Netflix when I thought I saw something flash across
the screen, but I dismissed it almost immediately. It’s TV static. If you
look at it long enough, you’ll see something.
I was just finishing watching Netflix when I heard the same loud BANG
again. I stared up above me, thinking it was my upstairs neighbor, and I
actually said out loud, “What the fuck” but was quickly cut off by yet
another loud BANG, which again seemed like it shook the entire building.
Not knowing what to do, I walked into my kitchen/living room area and
looked around like a confused animal. The chandelier light above my
kitchen table rocked side to side slightly. I heard doors outside my apartment shut quietly, and I heard my upstairs neighbor slowly walk from their
door, across the apartment and into their living room. After that, it was
completely silent.
The next day was my day off. I called up the apartment leasing office
and told them about the past two nights with the loud banging noises. They
seemed just as confused as I was but I told them there was really no other
way I could explain it. They told me that if it continued happening to record it on video and show it to them, but other than that, there was really
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nothing they could do. That made me wonder if it happened at a certain
time of night and decided to see if it would happen again that night.
After the phone call, I went throughout my day of doing nothing like I
always do on my days off. I tried reading a book, but was distracted by a
slight buzzing in my head that just wouldn’t leave no matter how hard I
tried to make it go away. The buzzing sounded a bit similar to TV static,
and made me think of Channel 6. The moment I thought of it, the buzzing
faded away, and I felt the urge to turn on the TV to Channel 6.
Static.
Nothing had changed since the first two times I’d tried watching it. This
time, I actually put in more time and effort of watching it. I had nothing
better to do, but this time I was genuinely curious about why exactly there
was nothing but static.
Like I had mentioned earlier, if you stare at TV static long enough,
you’ll start seeing things. It’s all a part of the mind. I think it’s called, like,
pareidolia or something. Basically it’s when you see faces or images in
abstract imagery. Anyway, that’s what started happening. I could feel myself getting nauseous again and my vision started to blur a bit. I wanted to
look away from the TV screen, but I couldn’t. That’s when I started seeing
the flashes. They looked like numbers. I couldn’t really make them out
since they flashed so quickly. The hissing noise started to get to me so I
muted the TV, but I could still hear a faint buzzing. I thought it was feedback in my hearing, but it sounded distant, like it was coming from something else. Somewhere else.
I shut off the TV and sat on my couch. I must’ve dozed off because
when I woke up, it was dark out. I looked at my kitchen clock. 11:59 PM.
I sat up and noticed that my TV was on, playing the same static. I didn’t
even remember turning my TV back on, but the hiss of the static started
giving me a headache. I turned the TV off, and at that exact moment, I
heard it again.
BANG
My heart jumped out of my chest and I looked at the clock. It was midnight.
BANG
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I stood up. My walls rumbled, the pictures that hung from them shook.
I ran to my window to see if I could see anything outside that could possibly be making the noise, but it was too dark and there wasn’t much
movement outside.
BANG
There was that third one, on the third night that I’d been hearing those
noises when they started. It clicked almost immediately.
I ran over to the door to go out in the hall and see if anyone else heard
it. I was sure they did, but when I reached the door, I stopped and listened.
Doors shut quietly on the other side of mine. I looked through the peephole
at Hannah’s door. I saw just a glimpse of her as she slipped into her dark
apartment, and her door was the last to click shut.
I woke up extra early the next morning, quickly got dressed for work
and hastily left my apartment and knocked on Hannah’s door. She opened
it, dressed and ready for the day, her green eyes still wide, her smile still
big.
“Did you hear that banging last night?” I immediately asked. She didn’t
even flinch at, what I considered, my strange question.
“Yes.”
“What was it, do you know?”
“Yes.”
I waited for her to say more, but she didn’t. She just stared and smiled.
“Well, what was it?”
“Have you watched Channel 6 yet?”
Her question caught me off guard a bit and I stuttered as I tried to repeat
my question. She just stared at me. Those wide green eyes and toothy
smile. I grew nauseous once again. My headache started to return. I turned
and left for work.
The entire day I felt sick and my headache never went away, no matter
what I did to appease it all. I decided to leave work early and go home and
rest. On my way home, I thought I saw static playing on the TVs at the
coffee shop down the street from me.
I tried to take a nap but the persistent buzzing in my head kept me
awake. I managed to get to sleep, and when I woke up, it was dark out. I
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looked at the clock. 11:59. I grabbed my cellphone and turned on the video
camera and pressed record and waited. Midnight struck.
BANG
BANG
BANG
BANG
Four times, and the building shook harder than the last three nights. The
next day I called in sick for work and emailed the video to the leasing
office. From that day on, I still haven’t heard back from them. I’ve been
trying to call but I continue to get a busy tone.
The nights grew worse. I started to lose sleep, and came the fifth night
came five more bangs. I noticed myself watching Channel 6 a lot more,
and I started seeing more images flash across the static. Numbers. They
seemed like some kind of countdown. The first time I noticed the numbers
they were at the number six. I haven’t seen anything else flash across the
screen except these numbers.
Last night (night six) while watching the static, I saw that the number
was down to one.
I unplugged my TV. The hissing noise from Channel 6’s static made
my head feel like it was splitting open. I ran to the toilet and dry heaved
until I almost passed out. The bathroom started to spin and my vision
slowly started to blur. The buzzing faded into my head until it was the
only thing I could hear. I shouted for help but I couldn’t even hear myself
scream. I crawled out of the bathroom and saw that my TV was on even
though I unplugged it. Channel 6 was broadcasting its static. The buzzing
grew louder but this time it felt like it was coming from everywhere. I
grabbed my phone to call the police, but I heard only TV static on the
other line.
I looked at the time on my phone. 11:58. I managed to gather enough
strength to pull myself up to my feet. I could feel my stomach twist and
turn, and my mouth watered with saliva as the urge to vomit peaked. My
head felt like it was getting pulled apart. I stumbled to my front door as if
I was drunk and unlocked it. I threw myself into the hallway and collapsed
to the floor. I for sure thought I was going to die.
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That’s when every door in the hallway opened simultaneously. Everybody in each apartment stepped outside into the hallway: men, women,
children, elderly people, everyone. Even Hannah stepped out of her apartment at the same moment as everyone else. They all had a large grin on
their face, their eyes wide as if they were surprised or excited.
Slowly, they all turned and shut their doors. They stared at their doors
quietly, standing as still as statues. I tried calling for Hannah to help me,
but the buzzing sound muted my voice. I was convinced that even she
couldn’t hear me. I attempted to call the police again, but was too delirious
to even unlock my phone. I looked at the time. 11:59 switched to 12:00
midnight.
BANG
The buzzing in my head—or wherever it was coming from—immediately disappeared without a trace. I looked up.
BANG
What the fuck.
BANG
Everybody, at the same time—
BANG
—smashing their heads against the doors—
BANG
—the walls, harder and harder and HARDER AND HARDER
BANG
And that made six.
I stared in disbelief at what I just saw.
“What the fuck is happening?!” I screamed. Slowly, everybody turned
and stared at me. Stared at me with those wide, excited eyes. Stared at me
with those grins that stretched past their mouths, their teeth seemed to
have grown in size. Everyone looked almost cartoonish. Some people
even had blood trickling from their foreheads.
And they just stared.
Like cattle in a factory, they all turned simultaneously to face their
doors again, opened them, and walked inside their apartments. The hallway echoed with the clicks of the doors closing, and I was left in silence,
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sitting in my own piss that I involuntarily released out of fear and confusion.
I didn’t sleep last night. I couldn’t. All I could think about was what I
had seen in the hallway. All I could think about was Channel 6. All I could
think about was that fucking static. I even put my ear up against each of
my neighboring walls, and from each wall I could hear static on the other
side. Or, at least I think I could.
It’s now today. The seventh day. I wasn’t prepared for what it would
bring me.
I wanted to get out of my apartment building. I’m in no shape to go into
work, so I decided to go for a walk and clear my thoughts, or attempt to.
As I opened my door, it was as if I pushed a button to open everyone else’s
door. Everyone, including myself, stepped out of their apartment at the
same time. We all shut our doors at the same time. Everyone stood in front
of their door and stared across the hallway, stared off into the distance past
across the hallway. Big smiles. Big eyes.
I stood there for what seemed like hours watching everyone. I slipped
in my earbuds to listen to music, but when I pressed play, I heard nothing
but static and ripped my earbuds out of my ears.
I mustered up the courage to walk down the hallway toward the elevator. I took a quick peek behind me. Every single person in the hallway
followed, Hannah at the front of the line. I could feel her breathing down
my neck, that’s how close she was behind me. I picked up my pace and so
did they. My heart was racing and I nearly tripped over myself as I turned
the corner to the elevator. I pressed the DOWN button and the doors
opened immediately and I stepped inside and turned around. Everyone
crowded in front of the elevator but nobody got inside. Somehow I managed to find words to speak. “Are you going down?”
“No. We’re going up.” Someone said.
“To the top floor?” I asked.
“Higher,” Hannah said with her big, proud grin.
The doors closed.
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I walked through the apartment building lobby, out of the apartment
building doors, and didn’t manage to get more than thirty feet from the
building when I heard a woman nearby exclaim, “Oh my God!”
I looked at her then looked at where she was looking.
Up. The top of the building. Hundreds of people on the roof standing at
the edge.
They were all holding hands, and in one swift movement they walked
over the edge. They didn’t jump, they just…fell.
It was a graceful scene as they all fell without care. Nobody flailed or
thrashed in fear or at an attempt to grab on to something. It was as if they
were waiting to be caught in the hands of God like a net. And then it was
over. Hundreds of lives, gone in an instant. Men. Women. Children. People of all ages, hitting the ground in unison. Their bones sounded like the
crack of a baseball bat as it hits the ball, louder than I’ve ever heard before.
The woman screamed. I can’t even remember if I reacted, but I was in
definite shock. I ran to the bodies surrounding the building, but I knew
they were all dead. Nobody could survive a fourteen-story fall. The first
body I saw was Hannah’s. Her green eyes were still wide in excitement,
her smile still bigger than ever.
Now I’m in my apartment. Everyone in my building is dead, and there
are men in suits outside my door. The headache is worse than ever, and
I’ve already vomited six times today. I have Channel 6 playing in the
background despite the hiss of the static, and I have blood trickling down
my face from when I banged my head against my bathroom mirror. Banging my head against something seems to help the headaches and nausea
go away. I hit my head against the mirror enough to crack it, and there
were multiple reflections of me. Me and my wide eyes and big smile.
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awoke at 4 AM to a rather unsettling nightmare and found myself
drenched in sweat, even though I had kicked the blankets off of my
bed, and my ceiling fan was twirling on its highest setting. I was so shaken
by the dream that the adrenaline pulsing through my body had me on high
alert, unable to fall back asleep, at least for a little while.
I turned the bedside table lamp on and looked at the clock to confirm
the time before surveying my room to make sure nothing was out of place,
and that no boogeymen were hiding away. Everything seemed just as I
remembered when falling asleep. Nothing that I could notice, at least.
I recounted what had happened in my nightmare, hoping that it would
relieve my mind knowing that it was only a dream, and allow me to fall
back asleep without any trouble.
I was in a cornfield, which wasn’t unusual considering that where I live
there were hundreds of those fields all across the town. It was nighttime,
and unusually dark compared to the actual nights out in the country where
the light from the stars themselves provided enough to see where one was
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going. I had a flashlight on me, but I never saw it in my hand; just a beam
of light everywhere I looked, like something out of a video game.
As I pushed through the thick, tall stalks of corn that were a chore to
maneuver through, even in a dream, I came upon an old farmhouse. I had
recognized it immediately, because as a kid the school bus would always
drive past it to and from school. The place had always been poorly maintained by some old geezer who all of the kids told urban legends about.
The man was a murderer, demonic cults were performed there, some creature roamed the cornfield, the scarecrows walked at midnight; if you could
think of a story about the place, it had already been concocted by the
young kids who were bored, as living in the middle of nowhere would do
that to someone.
The house was a block of nighttime shadow. I shined my flashlight
along the rotting front porch, the dusty, old windows, and even the familiar blue pickup truck I’d seen parked at the side, its paint faded by countless sunny afternoons.
The front door was open. My dream voice in my head prompted me to
enter the house, like it was some invitation. As any nightmare goes, my
gut told me otherwise and continuously attempted to force me to leave,
but instead I walked up the squeaky, wooden steps and across the porch
floorboards that sagged beneath my weight.
I walked inside of the dark, empty farmhouse. I looked to my left. The
furniture was askew. An old television, still adorned with the wiry antlers
of cable antennae, had laid lopsided along the living room floor. A blizzard of static fizzed from its screen.
In front of me down a short hallway, I was only able to have a glimpse
of the kitchen through the open doorway. I saw a freshly made meal for
two, barely even touched, and glistening in the beam of my flashlight were
shards of broken glass from cups of water carelessly knocked off the edge
of the table. Or, swiped? Thrown? The house was obviously in disarray,
as if a fit of rage was unleashed upon the home.
The wooden stairs that lead to the second floor were smeared with
blood, along the steps and descending the wall. Something injured had
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been dragged mercilessly down the staircase, and a handprint on the wall,
starting at the top, became a streak of red paint the further down it went.
At this point, I had started to realize that I was in a nightmare. I think.
It all had seemed so real, but everything felt…off. Different. As if it almost
wanted to be real, but it couldn’t quite get it right.
My subconscious managed to tell me that the upstairs was not worthy
of investigating. I instead directed my attention to the basement entrance
in the hallway ahead of me, just before the kitchen and beneath the staircase. Something was in there, I just knew it.
I had found myself opening the basement door. My flashlight beam
slowly directed itself down the basement steps and into the pitch black,
empty, dirty basement. I could feel another presence down there, but I
remained planted at the top of the staircase.
It was a wet sound, like water dripping but with more of a defined impact with the basement floor. Thicker than water. Sticky. Something
grumbled within the dark depths, in another language that I had never
heard before, but even if I had, the way that it groggily mumbled the words
in a deep, beastly voice was incoherent within itself.
“Hello?” I stupidly called out, my dream-self forgetting every horror
movie that I’d ever seen.
Whatever was in the basement ceased its mumbling, and I heard a hiss
of sudden alertness, presumably the being redirecting its attention to my
intrusion. Hello? it mimicked back, over and over again in a different inflection and pitch with each repetition of the word. It sounded like multiple people were down in the basement, each responding back with ‘hello?’
of varying sexes and ages. A middle-aged man with a gruff voice; an old
woman with a soft, welcoming voice; a little boy who sounded scared; a
young woman whose voice seemed a few pitches too deep, as if it were
coming through a voice-altering program. The creature continued to find
the right voice, repeating the same word, and it paused before finally returning with a flawless, “Hello?” in my voice.
And then I remember seeing a mass of bright red, bleeding arms
scratching at the floor of the basement, and the steps of the stairwell,
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stripped of skin to expose the pulsing veins and muscle of a dozen thrashing limbs. Faces frozen in agony and terror crept into the beam of my
flashlight. Missing eyes and contorted screams. Everything was fused together as an undulating lump of meat. And they all continued to hiss,
Hello?
There was a break in the nightmare, but I was suddenly back in the
cornfield running away from the farmhouse. The creature was behind me,
releasing a shrill, monstrous cry of a hundred terrorized voices. The cornstalks were thickening, and the ground had become soft and swampy. The
faster I tried to run, the harder it became as each desperate footstep became
stuck in the goopy ground.
I knew it was behind me, but I didn’t want to look back. I was growing
tired, like I’d just run a marathon.
The hundreds of distorted, almost demonic voices repeating Hello?
grew louder as whatever was chasing me drew nearer and nearer. I was
sure that I was just at the property line of the cornfield, my exhausted
breath becoming taxing on my ability to run any further.
I peeked over my shoulder. I had barely even made it a few feet from
the farmhouse.
A dozen meaty, burnt, and decaying hands exploded in screams from
the dark, thick cornstalks surrounding me, all connected to one another
and fused to a thing that wore a hundred deformed faces.
The last thing I saw was the night, starless sky before I woke up.
The dream had disturbed me to the point where I wasn’t sure if I was
going to be able to fall back asleep. Comfortably, at least.
It was nearing 4:30 and I knew that I still had a few more hours before
sunrise, but I wasn’t sure if I would be able to get any rest until then. I
unhooked my phone from its charger and decided to distract myself with
anything I could. After getting bored with the same news feed as usual, I
opened up my photos app to look at the fun recent photos and videos that
would help finally put my mind at ease.
It was then that I noticed that there was a video on my phone I had no
recollection of recording.
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The video started off as a black screen, much like the starless sky in my
nightmare. I could hear the sound of crickets and cicadas in the night environment. Then, whoever was holding the phone, stirred. I couldn’t see,
but it sounded like the phone was being picked up off of the ground.
Crunching foliage indicated the camera operator moving, and it sounded
as if they lazily dragged their heavy feet across the ground. A painful
groan wheezed from whoever was holding the phone. The crickets
stopped chirping shortly after.
A light in the distances squeezed through…I looked closer at my phone
screen and held it away from the glare of my bedside table lamp…what
looked like plants? Stalks? The light in the distance was a streetlight attached to a telephone pole. A road.
The camera pushed through the curtain of plant life and reached the
edge where the foliage ended suddenly, and a ditch along an empty stretch
of road appeared on screen. Whoever was holding the camera was at a
height that matched someone crawling on their hands and knees. Slowly,
they stood up, their joints emitting relieved, sticky cracks and pops.
The camera operator hobbled slowly across the ditch and breathed
deeply and heavily. They seemed injured. They stopped at the edge of the
road and pointed the camera down one direction, and then turned and
pointed it in the opposite direction. I listened closely, and it sounded as if
the camera operator was sniffing the air, like an animal on the hunt. Light
sniffing turned into deep snorts, and a little bit of grumbling that followed
shortly after.
My heart skipped a beat when the camera operator twisted the camera
around and revealed the darkened, abandoned farmhouse from my nightmare. It was only for a couple of seconds before the camera pointed back
at the road, but I knew immediately.
For the next ten minutes, the operator lumbered down the dark road that
had cornfields occupying both sides. Not once did I ever see who was
behind the camera, and I only assumed that it was someone else, for I
would’ve remembered recording a video as strange as this.
The thick cornfields trickled away as the camera entered a small, residential area. My blood ran cold as I recognized the familiar area.
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More deep, heavy sniffing fizzed from my phone’s speakers, as if whoever held the camera had it right next to their face. They entered the small
neighborhood, sniffing lightly along each property as they passed the dark,
quiet houses of sleeping families. Then the camera stopped at one particular house.
My house.
The camera was fixed on the home for what seemed like an eternity, or
at least my paranoia made it feel that way. I started to feel sick, and I
wondered if I was still stuck in my nightmare and hadn’t actually woken
up yet.
The camera operator started to run to the house. Or, they limped? Hobbled? The person holding the camera couldn’t run properly, and with each
sprint, it grunted and snorted like a pig searching for its meal in a puddle
of mud.
It reached the front door of my house, the porch light still bright and
burning as I would keep it every night.
The camera pointed downward as the operator walked up the steps. A
thick leg covered in baggy pants and a heavy, black boot took the first
step. And then the saggy-skinned leg of an elderly woman carried the camera operator…thing? up the second step, decorated with black-blue
bruises and varicose veins.
The camera fell downward and became level with the floor of the front
porch. A woman’s hand crawled into view, her fingernails painted a blood
red. Then another hand. A massive, hairy hand—that of a large man—
clawed toward the front door and pulled the camera operator forward. A
husky grunt wheezed from whatever was holding the camera. If it was
even holding it, which by this point, I wasn’t even sure.
This thing inched toward the front door, and the womanly hand grabbed
the doorknob. It twisted it. The door cracked open.
The hand of a small girl, or at least I think it was, vacated of skin, slowly
pushed the door open, and it crawled into my home.
This creature pulled itself across the floor with its three arms. Four.
Seven. It grabbed the corners of the walls and the frames of the doorways,
inching its way through the dark living area and into the hallway where
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my bedroom resided at the end. It quietly moaned a gurgling, wet cry as it
pulled itself to its many legs and feet once it reached the open doorway to
my room.
I saw myself in my bed. The covers had been kicked off.
The clock by my lamp glowed in the darkness of my room. 3:58 AM.
The monster quietly stepped closer to where I slept. Closer. It sniffed
and snorted and breathed heavily and deeply. Hands crept from the borders of the camera…no, the point of view of this monster. Dozens of
hands. Dripping. Sticky. Coagulated. Missing skin; frilled muscle; fingers
clawed and ready to snatch. The monster grumbled a garbled laugh.
I stirred in my sleep, and the hands retreated cautiously. The creature
whimpered impatiently as it slowly shuffled away from the bed and toward the back of my room where it engulfed itself in the darkness of my
closet. Three blackened, charred arms gripped the closet door and gently
pulled it shut, leaving only a sliver of an opening as it watched me through
the crack.
I saw myself wake up from what was probably a nightmare. I turned on
the bedside table lamp, and the light made my skin glisten as I was
drenched in sweat. By the time I looked at the clock, it had just changed
to 4 AM.
I watched myself sit up in bed, and then I started looking around the
room. The moment my gaze met the crack of the open closet door, the
thing in the video hunkered out of sight and into the dark depths of my
closet.
That’s when the recording ended.
I looked up from my phone to see my closet door ajar by only a couple
of inches. Was I still in the nightmare I had woken up from only moments
earlier? I started to pull myself out of bed to investigate the closet, or to
shut the door and convince myself that nothing was in there but only a bad
dream. I stopped myself instead.
I impulsively called out, “Hello?”
Silence.
I sighed in relief.
Hello? My voice called back.
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t’s very interesting how awestruck humans can get when they see
something so titanic, so monstrous and large that they just stand there
and admire the sheer size of the very thing that sits before them. Skyscrapers, mountains, ships, and even some animals make us stop and admire
the enormous size, and wonder how something could get so large. Our
tiny brains just cannot comprehend it all.
So when we saw the crest of the wave begin to wash over the mountain
range in the distance, engulfing the largest landscape in the nation, nobody
ran for their lives—not because they knew they could not outrun it, but
because they could not understand it. They could not understand the towering wall of water. They could not understand how a wave could get so
big. They could not understand how something with such destructive force
could look so majestic and beautiful—or could even exist at all.

I

Something Was Outside My
Window, and I Have A
Photo to Prove It
A true story

A

bout three weeks ago, I moved into a new house that was built back
in the 1940s if I remember correctly. It’s a very old home that, like
any other, makes a bunch of strange noises at night. I’m normally not one
who gets scared easily, so staying here alone wasn’t going to bother me.
Luckily, for the first two weeks of living here, I had two friends rooming
with me as they looked for an apartment (they had just moved to the city
and I allowed them to stay here while they found another place to live).
My friends finally found an apartment the second week after we moved
into the house and moved out that weekend while I was at work. I had
specifically mentioned to one of them who had the front door key to leave
it on the counter when they left so that I could get it back from them. When
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I returned home from work, I found that the key wasn’t there, as they’d
forgotten to leave it when they officially moved out. It wasn’t problem,
and I wasn’t concerned as I had the back door to get in and out of the
house, and my friend promised to get it back to me the next day.
Fast forward to the next evening and I decided to watch a couple of
movies while kicking back and enjoying my official first night home alone
in the new house. I waited for my friend to come by and drop the key off
while I watched movies, but she didn’t stop by. After texting her, she said
that her boyfriend (the other friend/roommate) had to stay later at work,
and since he had the car, she couldn’t drop the key off that night and promised to bring it by first thing in the morning before she went to work at a
coffee shop down the street at 5 AM.
After finishing up my last movie for the night, I went to bed and ended
up having a rather vivid, frightening nightmare.
Before I describe to you the nightmare that I had, I’ve made a quick
diagram of what the layout of my “dream bedroom” looked like, which
you can see here:

So, in my dream, I was lying in bed with a friend. It was very dark in
my bedroom, but there was a light source coming from somewhere and I
was able to see where everything was. I heard the sound of clothes falling
on the floor (we all know what that sounds like), so I sat up and looked
down the hall where the bathroom was. Clothes were piled up in front of
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the bathroom door. I remember being perplexed as to why and how they
were there, and I thought that they had either fallen or were thrown from
the closet. That’s when I hear my friend say, “I’m scared.”
“Me too,” I replied. We decided to get up and move to another part of
the house, away from the bedroom. On our way out, I looked down the
hall, and some…thing peeked around the corner of the hall from out of the
closet. It was some shadowy figure, and I could tell that it was bald, and
my brain made me assume that it was wearing a suit (and no, it’s not Slenderman if that’s what you’re thinking). What really freaked me out was
that this thing moved so unnaturally human. It moved in a really jerky
fashion, twitching or “glitching,” and it scared the fuck out of me.
“Get out!” I screamed. “Leave! You don’t belong here!” And the more
I yelled at it, the more it jerked back and forth, as if it were stuck between
the doorway of the closet. I ran toward the thing while screaming at it, and
right when I reached it, it slipped back into the closet. I immediately ran
into the closet and flipped the switch, only to find nothing there.
That’s when I woke up.
I was so shaken by the nightmare that I was too afraid to open my eyes
in fear that I would see something standing next to my bed if I did. I attempted to fall back asleep, but it was so quiet in the house, and I was
pretty disturbed by my dream, that I decided to turn the TV on to drown
out the silence and take my mind off of the nightmare. I remember checking my phone and seeing that it was about 4:10 AM.
After watching about 15-20 minutes of television, I became sleepy and
decided to try and fall back asleep. I turned the TV off and prepared to fall
asleep.
About ten minutes pass when I hear knocking come from somewhere
in the house. I know I heard it, because my cat, who usually sleeps with
me on my bed, perked up and was staring outside of my bedroom door.
She quickly jumped off the bed to go investigate, and I ignored the knocking sound because I had assumed that it was my friend dropping the key
off (since it was almost 5 AM and that’s when she said she would stop
by). I finally fall asleep.
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The next morning I woke up, and the first thing I did was check the
mailbox for the key. It wasn’t there. I was a bit frustrated and decided to
go to my friend’s work to grab the key from her. I was told that she wasn’t
in that day. I gave her a call, which went straight to voicemail, and shortly
after I left a message I received a text from her claiming that she had
woken up at 6 AM with an upset stomach and had called into work, and
that I should just stop by to pick the key up.
Apart from the complications of getting the key, I thought about the
nightmare I had earlier that morning, and the knocking I had heard shortly
after I’d woken up from the dream. I found it odd that, even if my friend
did stop by to drop the key off, she would knock on the door. It would’ve
been as if she assumed that I would be awake to greet her, or that I would
wake up in order to greet her and get the key. The more I thought about
the knocking, the more I remember it specifically not sounding like a
knocking on a door, but more of like a tapping on glass. We have a glass
sliding door in the kitchen that I used while my friend had the front door
key, and the sliding door leads into a fenced off backyard.
I started to think about why someone would even be in my backyard
between 4:30 and 5 in the morning, or why they would even tap on the
glass in the first place. It didn’t make very much sense. I shrugged it off
and decided to go about my day, starting off with watering my plants in
the kitchen that sit on a countertop that’s below three small kitchen windows. I opened my blinds to let in more sunlight, and what I saw scared
the absolutely fuck out of me.
The photo you’re about to see is what I saw when I opened my blinds.
You have the decision to believe me or not, but I can swear on my life,
and the life of everyone I know, that I did not do this, and that it was not
there the day before. It was a bizarre string of events that led up to seeing
this, which is why it freaked me the fuck out. I don’t know what was outside of my window earlier that morning, but someone or something was.
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H

ot, dry wind blew through the pale green plains and whipped the tall
grasses the way a candle flame would flick and snap in an almost
dark and empty room. Tumbleweed skittered across the empty stretch of
country road that roasted beneath the summer sun. Watery waves of heat
slithered off the old and poorly maintained asphalt and melted into the
bright blue sky, an open ocean, evicted of clouds days, maybe weeks ago.
A crow belched out a caw!-caw!-caw! off the side of the weathered road
as it claimed its prize: a rattle snake that had been pancaked at its midline
only hours ago. Its guts squirmed from the busted scales and ripped muscle, and the crow sloppily jabbed its beak into the pulp like a heroine
junky’s one millionth high.
The crow looked up with an open beak as it panted in the suffocating
heat. Blood was smeared along the top, and it cast a slight shimmer beneath the afternoon sun. The crow huffed and puffed as it stared down the
stretch of road. Something in the distance was moving, a red blur that
bounced and shook as it traveled down the road.
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A truck. A pickup truck, old and worn, much unlike the driver who sat
in its seat. Rust spots and battle wounds decorated the vehicle’s pale exterior, drained by the light of the sun. The exhausted suspension rocked
the truck as it fought with the potholes and cracks of the asphalt. The engine rumbled with old, experienced gurgles, but sounded strong and
mighty, an engine that would be reliable in even the worst of times.
The young driver took on a different appearance, one with few wrinkles
and a body that hadn’t shown its wears and tears yet. Scratchy scruff hid
whatever baby face that was beneath it, and short, messy hair lay on the
top of his head that looked like he had just gotten out of bed (which he
had). His eyes were such a deep blue that you could swear you would be
looking through his head and at the sky itself.
He gripped the steering wheel with controlled ease as he bounced in his
seat with every pothole that the truck dominated. The windows were rolled
down and allowed a breeze, albeit warm, to wisp through the air. The
driver grabbed a small, flat tin canister and twisted the cap off. With one
scoop of his index finger, he tucked a glob of chewing tobacco behind his
bottom lip.
The radio emitted a shower of static as the driver tuned through station
after station. The voice of a radio newscaster faded in through the fizz. A
Waco woman was in tears this morning when she discovered that she had
won the $16.3 million lottery win…
The crow craned its head around as it observed the horizon, and expressed one more caw! as it scooped the snake into its mouth and flew off
into the rolling plains of the countryside.
The truck slowed as it approached a three-way intersection. Dirt and
dust collected behind the truck and spiraled through the air. It was a very
bland intersection, occupied by only cracked road, weathered signs,
slanted telephone poles and sprinkled with anthills.
And a man. He was a slender, tall gentleman, and he was dressed in a
blue-gray suit, almost rough to the touch but not quite, a fedora of the
same color, and a navy blue tie. He looked to be in about his forties, where
his age was starting to show, but his youth had still persisted. The man
lifted his hat as the truck approached the intersection, and he exposed his
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thick, milky-white hair, combed neatly and protected with the perfect
product. This man was sharp.
And now our top story: tragedy struck Hillsboro as an expecting couple
perished while they were sleeping inside their newly purchased home
when it went up in flames overnight—
The driver shut the radio off. As the truck crawled to a stop, he studied
the man in the suit. He put the car in park, and the man walked up to the
passenger window. He casually rested his arms on the bottom of the window and leaned against the side of the truck without a worry of getting his
suit dirty.
“Afternoon,” the man said in a voice just as sharp as he looked. He
stared at the driver with warm, green eyes and a smile of white teeth that
looked a little too long to be natural.
“Afternoon, sir,” the driver nodded, “Where’ya headed?”
“Isn’t that what I’m supposed to be asking you?”
“You lost?”
“No, I’m right where I’m supposed to be.”
“You don’t look like you belong around here,” the driver said. He pantomimed adjusting the knot of a tie.
The man chuckled, “I suppose you’re right. I don’t exactly look the type
to be in these parts. Or hitchhiking for that matter.”
The driver nodded slightly as he scooped the chewing tobacco from one
side of his lip to the other and said, “So, where’ya headed?”
“Moira.”
“Sorry, buddy,” the driver said before he spat a concoction of saliva and
tobacco out his window, “But I’m headed the other direction towards
town.”
The man gave a warm smile and stared at the driver’s sky blue eyes.
“Then I guess I won’t be wasting any more of your time,” he said as he
tilted his hat toward the driver.
“You sure? Town isn’t too far a ways, I’m sure there’s someone there
who’s headed toward Moira that can give ya a lift.” The driver leaned
across the passenger seat to open the door for the man.
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“What would you do if I told you that if you go in the direction of town,
you’ll die?” asked the man abruptly, his smile nothing more than a smirk
now, his green eyes a shade darker, colder.
The driver froze with his eyes locked on the man’s, his mouth parted
with the chewing tobacco in mid toss by his tongue. “The hell did you just
say?” He asked quietly, almost calmly.
The man’s smile reappeared as it crept slowly across his face. “Answer
the question…Danny.”
Danny. He’d always hated that name. It always sounded so boyish to
him, and he felt as though people didn’t take him seriously whenever
someone referred to him as so. But this man, this stranger who Daniel met
not even five minutes ago, delivered something too serious for him to even
bother with the fact that not only did he know his name, but he used it in
such a way that was so personal that shivers electrified through his body.
Every inch of skin turned bumpy as the hairs on his arms and neck stood
straight on end, and he could feel sweat begin to bead up on his forehead.
He couldn’t tell if it were the heat finally getting to him, or if it was the
sudden terror that built up within him.
“Who the hell are you?” Daniel asked again. He found himself pressed
up against the driver side door, and the movement of backing away from
the man was nothing more than a mystery to him.
The man remained at the window, his smile still split across his cheeks.
He pulled out a handkerchief from the outside pocket of his suit and
whipped it unfolded. “Whew! It sure is a doozy out here today, isn’t it?”
The man removed his hat, his milky-white hair almost blinding from the
sun, and wiped the sweat off his face. “Now, Danny, I want you to think
about it, okay?” He said has he carefully folded the moist handkerchief
back up. “What would you do if I told you that if you go in the direction
of town, you’ll die?”
“Yeah well what if,” Daniel replied almost immediately.
The man chuckled as he looked down at his shoes, powdered with dirt.
He looked back up at Daniel and shrugged ever so slightly. “I’d just like
to know.” The driver only stared at the man. “I’ve asked several people
this question before. What’s another one gonna hurt?”
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Daniel stared at the man a moment longer, and he had now noticed for
the first time that the man had not blinked once since the two had met. His
smile stretched his skin in a way that made his face almost skeletal, and
his lips curled back to reveal the unnaturally long teeth that sprouted from
his pink gums.
“First tell me who you are.”
“Answer the question, and you’ll find out.”
The man’s cryptic retorts made Daniel wish he had his shotgun with
him this time. Normally he wouldn’t have the need to take it with him
wherever he traveled. The sleepy town he resided in was so quiet that it
remained under most radar. However, every once in a blue moon, some
whack-job drifter like Mr. Rogers here shows up, and it’s people like him
that wake the town up from its blissful slumber.
Daniel thought for a moment and wondered whether he should entertain
the idea of answering the man’s question, or put the pedal to the metal and
get the hell out of there, pronto. Finally, he said, “’Kay. I would pick ya
up and take ya to Moira. And then I would drive back home, wait out the
day, go to sleep, and get to town tomorrow.”
The man stared at him for what seemed like minutes. “And if you died
if you went in the direction of Moira?”
“I have a gun,” the driver said instantly.
“No you don’t.”
“Who are you?”
“Answer the question.”
“Shit!” Daniel hissed. “I ain’t answerin’ some stupid question from
someone I don’t even know. You’re wastin’ my time.”
“I said I didn’t want to,” the man replied. “You didn’t have to answer
the question, Danny. You didn’t even have to stop and say anything to
me.” He was right: Daniel knew he had the power to continue toward his
destination, but he felt a heavy energy that weighed him down, and almost
glued him to his seat. Something about the man’s eyes kept him frozen,
like Medusa’s stare that turned her victims into stone.
“You could have just moseyed on with where you were headed,” the
man continued, “and left me behind and hope, for even just a little, that
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someone else would stop and give me a lift. You have the power to make
the decisions of what happens to you in your life.
“Every day we test fate; a man deciding whether he needs to go right or
left at a stop sign; a couple that moves into a house for expansion, to only
have it burn down a week later in the middle of the night; a woman choosing the right numbers to a winning lottery ticket; a snake deciding when
to cross the road in hopes that it will get to the other side. Everywhere we
go, there’s a decision to be made. It’s that decision that tests fate, and one
false move is a matter of life and death.
“Be careful tempting fate, Danny. Like I mentioned before, you and I
were supposed to meet here. Take heed to what I am about to tell you, as
most people will never have this opportunity presented to them in such
a…grandiose manner:
“You will die today. You will die if you decide to go into town. You
will die if you decide to pick me up and take me to Moira. You will die if
you decide to turn around and head back home. This intersection was a
meeting place for you and I, and we are in a moment in time where it no
longer exists. This is your chance to foresee what lies ahead, and I suggest
that you take it as an opportunity, or, more of a privilege, as most who
tempt fate do not know or expect what is to come from the thousands of
decisions we make every day.”
Daniel stared at the man with intense, blue eyes. A deathly silence hovered over the intersection like a raincloud. The ghostly moan of the hot
wind had finally been released from its limbo; the dry, crackling squawk!
of some vultures nearby fell deaf on all ears; he looked at his radio: the
clock read 00:00. His engine’s old, hardy grumble was dead, gone without
a rattle.
Daniel cautiously asked, “Where am I going to die?”
“That is not of any importance.”
“But what if I try and avoid it? Say I was s’pposed to die on my way to
town, like ya said. So I take a different way. There’s more than one way
there, I’ll just take some detours.” The man said not a word, and Daniel
contemplated. “Or time. You tell me a time, and I’ll just go earlier or
later.”
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The man stared at Daniel with a calm demeanor. And then he tilted his
head back, and he laughed. It was a laugh so dry that it rattled, a hiss that
sounded like sand blowing against a concrete wall, a rush of raspy desert
wind. Every nerve in Daniel’s body told him to slam the truck into drive
and get away from the man as quickly as he possibly could, but the man’s
laugh held him captive.
“That gets me every time,” the man said. “You can’t escape fate,
Danny. It was set in stone from the moment the universe was created.
Think of all the things that had to happen to get you right here! Do you
really think that if you take a detour, or miss your appointment, you’ll
postpone your death for another time? No, no, it doesn’t work out that
way. No matter what you do, no matter where you go, or what time you
decide to, you’ll always end up at the right place at the right time. You
can sit in your home all day if you wanted to, but fate is strong, and it’s a
force that is very persistent, and patient, and you will at one point leave
your home before the day is over, and you, Daniel, will die.”
The driver’s heart thumped against his ribcage, and his entire body was
glistened in sweat from fear and adrenaline, ready to fight the moment the
man attempted to open the passenger door. His mouth was full of dirty
saliva as he forgot to spit, entranced by the speech of the stranger. He
turned his head cautiously and a squirt of brown was expelled from his
lips, out the window, and onto the ground where it sizzled beneath the
hanging sun.
The man unfolded his handkerchief and removed his hat. Daniel almost
squinted at the sight. The man cleaned his forehead of sweat before tucking the small cloth back into his front pocket.
“What’s the point of all this if I ain’t got a chance?” Daniel asked.
“It’s not chance,” the man retorted. “Whether you believe in a higher
power or not, there is a plan for everyone, from the very moment of the
big bang in the sky, to the very moment all of this ends in a blink of an
eye. It doesn’t matter who dealt the cards. It just matters how they are
played. You’ve been playing the wrong hand, Danny. And now it’s time
for your final decision: will you fold with dignity? Or will you say, ‘Hit
me,’ again and again until you reach the bottom of the deck in hope of
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finding a better outcome? There’s only one way for this to end, and it all
depends on the decisions you make.”
He lifted his wrist up and pushed his suit sleeve back to reveal a very
nice silver watch. The sun’s glare shivered against his right eye. “I better
start making my way to Moira if I want to get there in time.” He slid his
sleeve back over the watch.
“Would you like to know anything else?” The man added.
Daniel was speechless. He wanted to know more, he had a thousand
more questions to ask, but something forced his mouth shut.
“Would you still like to know who I am?”
Daniel had a lump in his throat. “I don’t think I actually answered the
question, yet.”
The man tapped the side of his nose, and with a tilt of his hat and a flash
of his smile, he said, “I’ll see you soon.”
The man turned to walk away, and Daniel’s heart nearly leapt out of his
chest when his truck suddenly rumbled to life and hummed in the quiet,
hot breeze. Time once again existed, and life continued forward as Daniel
watched the man walk in the direction of Moira.
“Hey,” Daniel started. The man turned to face the driver, his eyes
greener than the grass on the other side, his smile wide enough that it could
cut his head in half. “You’d look better in black.”
The man let a quick, dry laugh escape from his lungs. “I’m told that
every time.” And with that, he turned and never looked back. He whistled
an unfamiliar tune and moved at a leisurely pace, a man with all the time
in the world but had places to be. Daniel had a million thoughts buzzing
around his brain, and he sat there for what felt like an eternity as he
watched the man stroll away, his blue-gray suit a shivering blur as his
figure became distorted in the distance by the rising heat of the asphalt.
He put the truck in drive, and he began to turn.
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